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ABSTRACT
The effects of heat treatment and hot working processes on aluminum alloy 7050 have been
well-characterized under standard tensile loading, and shear deformation along grain bound-
aries has been shown to be a key mechanism for deformation and failure of the material.
Using experimental and simulation techniques, the behavior of hot-rolled and aged alu-
minum alloy 7050 is investigated under direct shear loading parallel and perpendicular to
grain boundaries. Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is used to obtain strain measurements on
specimen surface during testing, and a validation study of titanium specimens is presented
to evaluate its effectiveness at this task. Two specimen geometries for AA7050 are presented,
designed to induce pure shear failure under compressive loading; a single-ligament specimen,
which is used to obtain the strain field around the ligament and basic material properties;
and a three-ligament specimen, which is used to examine the strain-hardening behavior and
the plastic work before fracture.
The strain fields show a high degree of localization, with high shear strains accompanied
by an unwanted “peel” strain that complicates analysis of the failure state. Calculations
of the shear modulus, shear yield strength and shear ultimate strength show the peak-
aged specimens are stronger and stiffer than the over-aged specimens, due to the size of
the strengthening precipitates. From a material anisotropy perspective, the rolling and
transverse directions prove to be the strongest, due to a combination of textural anisotropy
from rolling as well as the effect of coarse precipitates aligned along the roll direction. The 3-
ligament specimens show strain hardening on the order of 20 MPa between first and second
ligament failure, with a corresponding drop in the amount plastic work observed. The
hardness of the peak-aged specimens leads to higher energy dissipation than the over-aged
specimens, without a corresponding decrease in strain capacity.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Aluminum Alloy 7050
Aluminum has long been a popular material choice for use in airframes and wing structures
due to its low density and excellent corrosion properties [1]. With the addition of alloying
elements like zinc, copper, magnesium and others, the mechanical properties of aluminum can
be manipulated and improved for many different applications. Aluminum alloy 7050 is one
such alloy, designed and manufactured by Alcoa for high strength and corrosion resistance
in the 1970’s, and is currently produced by the company [2] for use in airframe structures.
Typical alloying element weight fractions for AA7050 are given in Table 1.1; these alloying
elements form precipitates during the heat treatment process, which provide obstacles for
dislocation motion, and thus improve strength and mechanical properties. The major alloy-
ing elements (Cu, Mg, and Zn) are added primarily to strengthen the alloy via precipitation,
while the ancillary elements provide a mix of strengthening effects and enhanced corrosion
resistance. The alloying elements form three major types of secondary phase particles: con-
stituent particles, which form on Fe, Mg and Si inclusions; dispersoids, which form from Zr
and other elements that have low solubility in Al; and strengthening precipitates, which form
from the primary alloying elements (Cu, Mg and Zn) and provide the most direct strength
increases [3]. The dispersoids and constituent particles tend to affect the recrystallization
and growth of grains during the initial hot working and quenching processes, but can also
influence the anisotropy of the mechanical properties as well. Constituent particles in par-
ticular tend to align themselves along the rolling direction of the metal, providing more
obstacles for dislocation motion within the grains.
The AA7050 received for this study has been hot-rolled to thickness, then quenched and
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aged, growing the strengthening precipitates until they reach optimal size (referred to as
peak-aged), or past that point to recover some ductility (over-aged). During aging, strength-
ening precipitates form and grow both within the matrix of the Al grains and on the grain
boundaries; these precipitates are initially of semicoherent η′ form, but are gradually re-
placed with incoherent equilibrium η precipitates as the age time increases [4]. Competition
for precipitating atoms between the grain boundaries and matrix causes a precipitate-free
zone to form in the vicinity of the grain boundaries (see Figure 1.1 for an example micro-
graph). These solute-depleted zones are usually weaker than the matrix or grain boundaries
(both of which contain precipitates), and present a preferred location for stress concentration
and cracks to develop [3, 5], especially in the case of rolled AA7050, which features long,
pancake-shaped grains with large surface area compared to their volume.
Fracture along grain boundaries in Al has been extensively studied in a Mode-I fracture
context [6, 7, 8]. Previous work has shown that the weakness of the PFZ surrounding the
grain boundaries in AA7050 can cause a crack to turn and follow the boundary if the plastic
zone size at the crack tip is large enough [5]. The presence of precipitates on the grain
boundary has a definite detrimental effect on the fracture toughness, but the influence of
the PFZ in terms of strain localization is still debated [6]. Mode-II loadings have been
adressed from a mode-mixity point of view in work by Hallback and Nilsson [9], who found
that in near-Mode II loading, crack initiation occurred when a prospective shear flow band
aligned with the overall crack direction, and progressed as shear cracks towards regions of
low hydrostatic stress for appropriate mode-mixity angles.
Dumont et al. carried out a careful study of AA7050 under a number of quench and aging
conditions, in order to link the microstructural properties of the material to its mechanical
and fracture properties [4]. Peak-aged specimens exhibited the highest yield stress, but
worst fracture toughness in a Kahn Tear Test. Under-aged specimens show the best fracture
toughness, with higher strain-hardening rates, while over-aged specimens recovered some
toughness at the expense of yield strength due to the increased size of the precipitates causing
dislocation storage to occur in addition to impeding their motion through the material.
Regardless of the heat treatment, specimens taken along the normal direction of the rolled
plate showed lower fracture toughness than comparable specimens along the roll direction
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due to the distribution of coarse precipitates along the rolling direction that cause greater
damage initiation (Figure 1.2 gives the naming conventions for the orthogonal directions of
rolled plate, which will be used throughout this study).
This study focuses on examining the mechanical and fracture properties in the context
of globalized shear loading, which will induce failure by shear along the flattened grain
boundaries of the AA7050. The material properties are examined between the two aging
conditions (Peak and Over-aged) and three different specimen orientations (ND, RD and
TD), and strain fields are obtained on the surface of the specimen using digital image cor-
relation measurements.
1.2 Digital Image Correlation
Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is a non-contacting method of measuring the displacement
and strain fields on a body by repeatedly imaging a speckle pattern on the surface of the
body and tracking changes in the pattern in-situ. Since first being adapted for use in solid
mechanics in the 1980’s [10], DIC has become a popular method in the field due to its ability
to directly obtain full-field measurements of displacement and deformation with an easy to
implement experimental setup, requiring at the most basic level a digital camera, computer,
and the DIC algorithm.
Pan et al. [11] provide a thorough review of the basic DIC process and modern develop-
ments of the algorithms. The basic outline of the experimental procedure is as follows.A
speckle pattern is created on the specimen surface at the location of interest. For 2D DIC,
one camera is set up to image the specimen clearly, with appropriate focus and contrast
to resolve the individual speckles in the pixelated image. Before any loading, a “reference”
image of the pattern is taken, and then images can be taken during or after the loading to
obtain a set of “deformed” images for the test. The images are run through software that
implements the DIC algorithm, and displacement/strain values are calculated and reported
over a pre-defined region of the speckle pattern. The algorithm works as follows:
1. On the reference image, a Region of Interest (ROI) is selected by the user to examine.
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2. The algorithm takes the ROI and creates a grid of control points with specific (x,y)
coordinates in the reference image. These control points will be tracked through the
subsequent images by looking at a square subset of pixels around each point, with a
size specified by the user.
3. The reference subset of pixels is re-sampled on a grid of interpolation points (which may
or may not line up with pixels), and pixel intensity values are obtained and averaged
from the pixels surrounding each interpolated point(each pixel intensity value is stored
as an integer from 0(black) to 255(white) in an 8-bit digital image).
4. These interpolated intensity values are then used to fit an intensity function f(x) that
describes the variation of intensities around the control point in 2D in a way that a
computer algorithm can more easily use.
5. An initial guess at the control point position in the deformed image is provided, and
steps 3-4 are carried out on the guessed location in the deformed image, generating a
comparison intensity function g(x′) for the deformed image around that point.
6. A correlation criterion is selected and then calculated between the reference and and
deformed intensity functions. A simple example is the Sum-of-Squared-Differences
(SSD) criterion, which is given in terms of f(x) and g(x) as follows, adapted from [11]:
CSSD =
M∑
i=−M
M∑
j=−M
(f(xi, yj)− g(x′i, y′j))2 (1.1)
Here the (-M,M) limits refer to a subset of pixel size 2M-1 x 2M-1.
If there exists a point where the calculated criterion is maximum and exceeds a defined
threshold, then the control point of the reference image has been found in the deformed
image; if not, the DIC algorithm uses a search method to provide a new intial guess
of the control point location, and steps 5-6 are repeated until a suitable correlation is
found. The algorithm can now calculate the displacement of the control point between
the two images in the x (referred to as u) and y (referred to as v).
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7. Once the location of the control point in the deformed image is found, then the dis-
placement field around the control point must be calculated between the two images
as well. A set of mapping functions are defined that relate the position of target points
in the subset in the deformed image to their initial positions around the control point
in the reference subset. A simple example can be given as follows, adapted from [11]:
ξ(xi, yj) = x
′
i − xi = u+ ux(xi − xo) + uy(yi − yo) (1.2)
η(xi, yj) = y
′
j − yj = v + vx(xi − xo) + vy(yi − yo) (1.3)
Here (xi, yj) are the coordinates of the target point in the reference subset, (x
′
i, y
′
j)
are the same target point in the deformed subset, (xo, yo) are the coordinates of the
control point for that subset, and ux, uy, vx, vy are the relative displacement components
between the target and the control point. The relative displacements are the only
quantity needing to be calculated, the rest are known from the definition of the subset.
The mapping functions here describe a displacement field that is linear in (x,y), but in
practice more complicated formulations are used to approximate non-linear (plastic)
behavior.
8. An iterative approach is used to fit the relative displacements to the previously-
calculated values for the correlation criterion calculated previously. Approaches can
vary here, from pixel-search methods to Newton-Raphson techniques based on mini-
mizing the gradients of the correlation matrix [11].
9. Once the full displacement fields are known (displacement of each control point plus
displacement field around each control point), the strain fields are calculated, typically
by fitting the known displacement values within a calculation window of points to a
known function, and then differentiating this function to obtain strain values.
There are many different techniques for creating a suitable speckle pattern. Many re-
searchers have found success using a simple misting of black spray paint on the specimen
surface [12, 13], and this technique is used liberally in this thesis. Other applications have
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used particle deposition [14] to create micro-scale patterns for imaging. A successful speckle
pattern must fulfill the following requirements:
• The pattern must be random throughout the area of interest, so that no two subsets
of the pattern look exactly alike.
• The size of the speckles should be reasonably uniform and controllable. Having regions
of extreme-sized speckles (too large or too small) will make it difficult to set an overall
subset size for the algorithm to use, resulting in regions of the pattern that correlate
less accurately or not at all. A good rule-of-thumb is to keep the speckles around 10-20
pixels in size; this requires foreknowledge of the camera resolution and zoom to be used
in the experiment, so often the process of pattern creation requires trial and error.
• The speckle pattern must have a smooth distribution of intensity values throughout
the image. Two example intensity value histograms are given in Figures 1.3 and 1.4;
the first distribution has a good balance between black and white values, and shows a
smooth gradient from one extreme to the other, while the second has a more bimodal
shape, concentrated on extreme values of black and white. Intermediate intensity
values are important in identifying individual speckles of similar size, so a smooth
gradient is desirable.
Lighting can be an important concern in experimental setup for DIC. Uneven lighting
on the specimen surface can cause “hotspots” in the images that prevent easy correlation
by the algorithm. Changes in lighting over time can also change the intensity values to an
unsuitable degree, so in most cases a constant light source is used to provide steady, diffuse
lighting across the entire ROI.
The selection of subset size is crucial to the overall accuracy and usefulness of DIC analysis,
and is influenced by a variety of factors, most importantly the speckle pattern and speckle
size. The selected subset size should allow for imaging of 2-5 speckles within a single subset;
only imaging one speckle at a time will result in aliasing as the algorithm struggles to
identify enough unique features to find an accurate correlation; imaging an extreme number
of speckles can prevent the algorithm from finding a sufficient correlation in the deformed
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image, especially if large displacements or rotations are involved. If the same subset is
used for strain calculation, then a smaller subset is preferable: the displacements are always
smoothed and then differentiated on the window, regardless of the exact function used for
smoothing, so a small window will result in more accurate estimates in situations with large
deformation or highly localized behavior.
1.3 Objectives and Overview
The objective of this study is to obtain and examine the material and fracture properties
of AA7050 in grain-boundary-oriented shear (along the RD and TD of the block). DIC is
used to observe the strain fields on the specimen surface in-situ, which will show the highly
localized deformation pattern and provide context to the properties. Finite Element Analysis
(FEA) of the specimen geometry with an elastic + strain-hardening material model will be
used to check that the obtained strain values are reasonable for interpretation.
This study is presented in three chapters. Chapter 2 begins with a validation experiment
conducted on titanium tensile specimens, with the goal of demonstrating DIC’s effectiveness
in capturing 2D strains and diagnosing issues with its use. Chapter 3 provides the details
of the shear experiment, including the specimen designs used, the experimental setup, and
details of data post-processing. Relevant material properties like the shear modulus, Shear
Yield Strength (SYS), and Shear Ultimate Strength (SUS) are calculated, and the strain
data are used to examine both the global behavior of the ligament section and the highly-
localized deformation within the ligament. Chapter 4 makes use of ABAQUS Finite Element
software to simulate a single-ligament specimen with appropriate elastic properties and a
power-law hardening model, to confirm the experimental results are physical and reasonable.
Chapter 5 summarizes the conclusions from the current work, and provides recommendations
for future study and experimental improvements. The sets of MATLAB and Python scripts
used for data analysis are given in Appendices A and B, as a guide for future students and
researchers who want to develop their own interfaces. Appendix C contains the complete
set of plots for the entire dataset, as outlined in Chapter 3.
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1.4 Tables
Element WT %
Si 0.12
Fe 0.15
Cu 2.0-2.6
Mn 0.10
Mg 1.9-2.6
Cr 0.04
Zn 5.7-6.7
Zr 0.08-0.115
Ti 0.06
Other (each) 0.5
Other (total) 0.15
Al Rest
Table 1.1: Limits on AA7050 composition [2]
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1.5 Figures
Figure 1.1: Micrograph of Al-4%Cu adapted from [15], with PFZs and grain-boundary
precipitates highlighted
Figure 1.2: Diagram of rolled plate orientations
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Figure 1.3: Example of a desirable pixel intensity histogram
Figure 1.4: Example of an undesirable pixel intensity histogram
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Chapter 2
DIC VALIDATION
2.1 Overview and Objectives
To demonstrate that DIC can be used as a strain measurement method in place of traditional
methods like extensometry, a series of validation tensile tests are performed on titanium flat
specimens pulled at different strain rates. DIC is used to obtain strain fields on the surface
of the specimens, and is directly compared to recorded strain measurements from a clip-
on extensometer during the tests. To compare the full-field data from DIC to the global
measurement of extensometry, a set of “strain measures” are extracted from the DIC fields.
These measures will be judged via the following criteria:
1. Direct fitting of strain to strain: By plotting the value of each DIC strain measure
reading against the corresponding extensometer strain, a “strain-strain curve” is cre-
ated for each measure. If the measure perfectly replicates the recorded strain, then this
will result in a perfectly linear curve with a slope of 1. Performing a linear regression
upon each curve will give a slope value and coefficient of determination (R2 value) that
can be used to compare the accuracy of the strain measure to the extensometer data.
2. Prediction of elastic modulus and yield strength: Each strain measure will be
used to create a stress-strain curve for each test, and then obtain the elastic modulus
and 0.2% offset yield strength for each measure. These will be compared to literature
values for titanium and discuss possible sources of any differences between the estimate
and accepted value.
3. “Eye Test”: Visual examination of the data will be used to spot and diagnose any
large-scale errors or points of interest in the analysis.
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2.2 Specimen Preparation
The validation experiment was conducted on specimens machined from a thin (approx. 1
mm thickness) plate of grade 2 titanium. The specimens were cut into standard tensile
dogbone shape, with a gage section length of ∼29.5 cm and gage width of 6.9 mm. The
specimens were then incrementally polished by hand using silicon carbide grinding papers
of 220, 320, and 400 grit coarseness, in order to remove any surface scale and residue that
would hinder the gripping ability of the load frame grips, or the adhesion of the speckle
pattern to the specimen surface.
A black-and-white speckle pattern was applied to each specimen using white and black
spray paint. Two to three coats of white paint + primer mix were applied until an even
white coat was achieved on the whole specimen. Once dried, a layer of black speckles was
then created by “misting” the black spray paint with low pressure approx. 4-6 inches over
the specimens, so that stray drops of paint from the spray would fall onto the specimen,
leaving speckles. A sample pattern is shown in Figure 2.1, which was taken as part of the
experiment.
2.3 Tension Tests
The specimens were loaded axially in a screw-driven load frame (Instron 5900R) at a constant
crosshead displacement rate in tension. A 20 kN load cell was used to measure the overall
axial load on the specimen, and a clip-on extensometer with 25 mm gage length (Instron
2630-106) was used to track the nominal axial strain.
To investigate the effectiveness of DIC, three tests were conducted at approximate strain
rates of 10−5, 10−4, and 10−3 mm/mm/s, which correspond to displacement rates of 2.5x10−4,
2.5x10−3, and 2.5x10−2 mm/s in displacement control. The 10−4 test was run first to 1.5 mm
crosshead displacement, while the other tests were run to 2.5 mm displacement to collect
more data in the plastic regime of deformation. For the two faster displacement rates, data
points were collected at a sampling rate of 5 samples/second, while for the slowest test points
were collected at 0.25 samples/second, to aid in ease of post-processing and interpretation.
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Data on the extension, load, extensometer strain, and stress were collected from the load
frame using Bluehill 3.61 software, and was written into a .csv file for later use.
Figure 2.2 shows the three stress-strain curves obtained from load frame measurements;
stress from the load cell, and axial strain from the extensometer. The calculated values of
the elastic modulus and 0.2% offset yield strength for each rate can be found in Table 2.1.
The elastic modulus was found by performing a linear regression on the stress-strain curve
in the elastic region (between 50-300 MPa) and recording the slope. The 0.2% offset yield
strength can be found by creating an offset line parallel to the elastic portion of the curve
(slope = elastic modulus) offset by 0.2% strain, and then finding its intersection with the
already-obtained stress-strain curve. Typical values for the modulus and yield strength of
grade 2 titanium are approximately 105 GPa and 275-450 MPa, respectively [16].
During the 10−5 rate test, the extensometer began to slip against the specimen, manifesting
as regions with no strain change during elastic loading, and higher modulus estimate as
compared to the other two tests, both of which fall in line with the literature modulus
value. A corrected version of this curve is presented as “10−5 Correction” on Figure 2.2 and
in Table 2.1; the correction was achieved by shifting the strains over by +0.0011 mm/mm
to correct for the lone large slippage event, and performing the modulus fit only on the
smooth region between 150 and 200 MPa. These corrections generate modulus and yield
strength estimates that are much closer to the literature values than those obtained from
the uncorrected curve.
2.4 DIC Analysis
2.4.1 DIC Setup and Input Parameters
An Imaging Source USB camera (DMK 31AU03) with a resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels was
set up to take pictures of the speckled specimen surface during the tests. A frame rate of 3.75
frames/second was selected, being the slowest of the discrete frame rate settings the camera
could achieve (the others being 7.5, 15 and 30 fps), which kept the number of images to a
reasonable level given the length of the tests. A Navitar Zoom 7000-series lens was used to
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provide focus, zoom and f-stop control over the images. The camera lens was configured so
as to image the entire length of the specimen visible between the grips. A bar LED light was
used to provide full lighting of the speckle pattern during the test, and a black background
sheet was attached to the stationary grip to limit excess light entering the camera lens. An
image of the test setup is shown in Figure 2.3.
VIC2D software was used to correlate the obtained images and to determine the displace-
ment and strain fields in 2D on the flat face of the specimens. The Bluehill control software
allows the camera to capture images in a .avi video format, which must be broken into .bmp
images via a MATLAB script (see Appendix A, “AVISplitter.m” for details). For each
test, the first collected frame is chosen as the reference image, and each image after that is
correlated from this reference. A rectangular region of interest (ROI) is established between
the two extensometer knife-edges, where the speckle pattern will be densest and the strains
obtained via DIC will be compared to the strain measured by the extensometer. Figure 2.4
shows the ROI as selected within VIC2D, with the square in the center being the “seed”
subset of 19 x 19 pixels, the first subset to be examined in every image.
A 19 x 19 pixel subset and step size of 3 pixels were chosen as the correlation parameters
for each test, with default settings for the interpolation technique, shape functions, and cor-
relation criteria in effect. The thresholding criteria were narrowed to only allow correlations
with a maximum confidence region on control point position of 0.055 pixel, and a maximum
tolerance of 0.055 pixel. VIC2D calculates the strains from the partial derivatives of the
displacement field around each control point (after smoothing with a 90% center-weighted
Gaussian filter [17]), and then uses those partials in the Lagrangian strain tensor defini-
tion. After the computations are complete, point-by-point information about the x- and
y-displacements, as well as axial, transverse, and shear strains are output to a .csv file for
each image analyzed.
2.4.2 Post-Processing and Analysis in MATLAB
The VIC2D strains and raw stress-strain data from the load frame are then brought together
using a MATLAB script, “blueviccombiner.m”, detailed in Appendix A. The script takes
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each of the VIC2D output files and extracts a set of representative displacement and strain
measures for each file, which are then output to a separate output text file for ease of
manipulation. Then, the script reads in the raw data file from the load frame, obtains the
time, stress and extensometer strain at each sampling point, and outputs these to another
text file.
Finally, the script takes the DIC and load frame data, and creates a third output file with
DIC data matched to the load frame data, providing a full stress-strain relationship for the
test. Since the camera limitations forced the use of separate sampling rates for the images
and load frame data, a time-matching algorithm was developed to resample and adjust the
DIC data to match the load frame data. The relevant code snippet from blueviccombiner.m
is shown in Figure 2.5.
Here, the while loop is operating over the DIC frame data. One frame of DIC data
is selected, then checked to see if the time associated with that frame (held in the array
csvmatrix ) already has a match in the load frame data (rawarray). If it doesn’t, then the
script takes the difference between the current time and all the times in the load frame data,
then finds where the difference is less than tol, the tolerance value set at the beginning of
the script. This value is manually adjustable, but should be kept under the Nyquist rate
determined by the camera frame rate, so that each DIC datapoint is uniquely matched to
a value in the load frame data. For example, if the frame rate is 5 frames/second, then the
tolerance value should be 0.1 seconds or less. After running the MATLAB combining script
on all three test datasets, a separate script (“tig2plotter.m”) was used for post-processing
and plotting, and is included in Appendix A for reference.
For the purposes of this validation experiment, the primary concern is the correspondence
between the axial strain measured by the extensometer, and the DIC axial strains obtained
from the strain field. DIC will pick up local variations in strain throughout the gage length,
while the extensometer only measures the strain as a change in length between the knife-
edges, so to more easily compare the two, a number of “strain measures” were calculated to
compare more simple to the extensometer, as follows:
1. ROI Average Strain: For each DIC image, take the average of the axial strain values
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(reported as εyy in VIC2D) over all the points in the ROI.
2. H-Line Average Strain: For each DIC image, find the (x,y) coordinates of a hor-
izontal line passing through the center of the ROI, and take the average axial strain
over these points.
3. V-Line Average Strain: For each DIC image, find the (x,y) coordinates of a vertical
line passing through the center of the ROI, and take the average axial strain over these
points.
These strain measures were then analyzed to determine which one came closest to replicat-
ing the extensometer strain by performing a linear regression on the strain measure plotted
against the extensometer strain. Stress-strain curves were constructed using all strain mea-
sures, and elastic modulus and tensile yield strength estimates were calculated and compared
between all three test conditions. These tests of correspondence will demonstrate the accu-
racy of DIC in measuring real strain fields.
2.5 Validation Results
2.5.1 General Observations
With the parameters specified in the previous section, VIC2D was successfully applied to
analyze displacements and strains at 1400-1800 control points within the ROI. The dis-
placement fields in the specimens show both global and local behavior of interest. All three
specimens are subject to a non-zero net displacement in the horizontal direction, as well as
localized displacements that demonstrate the area change of the specimen as the vertical
displacement is applied (see Figure 2.6 for an example). Similarly, there is a net vertical
displacement of the ROI as well as local displacements related to the stretch of the speci-
men. A rough calculation of the net strain from vertical displacement values at the top and
bottom of the deformed ROI at the end of the test show good agreement with the final strain
values obtained from the extensometer, demonstrating that on a basic level DIC can obtain
reasonable strains. The mean value of the confidence region size on control point position
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is 0.03 by 0.03 pixels in the final frame, which is only 1% of the spacing between control
points (3 pixels). This confidence region size is calculated automatically by VIC2D using
the covariance matrix of the correlation equation used [17]. This measure of correlation
quality will be primarily influenced by the relationship between the subset size and speckle
pattern dimensions; for most of the regions in the ROI, the speckle pattern quality is suf-
ficient enough to obtain good correlation accuracy and match points between the reference
and deformed images.
2.5.2 Strain Fitting
Figures 2.7 shows the DIC calculated strains plotted against the extensometer strain for
all strain rates, with an extensometer vs extensometer curve included as a ideal case. At
low strain values, DIC and extensometer strains match very well, but begin to deviate past
0.005  in all tests. This deviation reaches a maximum at the end of the test, where the
known strains attain their largest value, and this maximum is on the order of 0.003-4  for
the ROI and V-line average curves, and 0.004-5  for the H-line average curve. This may
be attributable to distortion of the speckle pattern, which would hamper the identification
of deformed subsets as belonging to the correct reference subsets from the reference image.
Table 2.2 shows the slope of a linear regression carried out on each of the curves for each
strain rate, as well as the coefficient of determination (R2 value) for each curve, which is
calculated as R2 = 1 − SSres
SStot
, where SSres and SStot refer to the residual and total sum-of-
squares for each linear fit, respectively.
All three strain-strain fits have slopes > 1, meaning that the DIC strain at most sampling
points will be larger than the extensometer strain at that point, which matches the visual
deviation seen in the plots. The ROI and V-line average strain measures are closer approxi-
mations to the extensometer strain than the H-line average strain, which again matches the
relationships of the final deviations seen in the plots for the three strain measures. As the
strain rate increases, the slope of all three fit lines decreases, while the R2 values decrease,
indicating that the strain measures are more closely approximating the extensometer data,
but the linear regression does not fit the straim measures as closely. This can be attributed
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to a decrease in the number of data points available for fitting - 2500, 3000 and 500 points
for the 10−5, 10−4, and 10−3 tests, respectively.
2.5.3 Modulus and Yield Strength Estimation
Table 2.3 reports the elastic modulus and yield strength estimates obtained from each strain
measure. It is immediately apparent that the H-Line Avg estimates are inaccurate, due to
the variability in the strain estimate. The ROI defined in VIC2D for each test is 230 pixels
by 60 pixels in size on average between the three tests, which when coupled with the 3-pixel
control point spacing means that the H-line estimate is averaging over 20 control points,
compared to the 80 points along the V-line and 1600 points in the ROI measure. Clearly,
any variability or temporary fluctuations in the strains obtained will have a more profound
effect on the H-line measure than the other two due to simple specimen geometry. This
variation also speaks to the need for appropriate resolution of the speckle pattern compared
to the camera resolution: in setting up the lens zoom to be able to image the whole specimen
during the test, only a very small percentage of the pixels available in the camera are used
to image the ROI (less than 0.25% of the available pixel area!).
Figure 2.8 shows all the modulus and yield strength estimates as functions of the imposed
strain rate to examine the rate trends of the estimates. There is some rate sensitivity in the
elastic modulus and yield stress on the order of 10 GPa and 40 MPa, respectively, and the
DIC strains capture the increases with increasing strain rate, save for the 10−5 yield point
with the H-line data, which is very noisy, causing the code to throw in an erroneous value
for the yield strength (See Figure 2.9 for reference).
2.5.4 Noise and Filtering
From the previous sections, it is clear that noise in the DIC strain measures can make it
difficult to extract meaningful results. This noise can come from many sources, including
but not limited to:
1. Lighting: Any unevenness or fluctuation in the lighting of the specimen surface can
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cause temporary changes in the intensity values seen by the camera. These fluctuations
can make it difficult for DIC software to track subsets between images, temporarily
affecting the accuracy of the correlation. For this setup in particular, the bar LED
light used to provide illumination of the specimen surface is fixed to the frame itself,
which means the illumination will change as the specimen is pulled downwards, out of
the initial illuminated area.
2. Control Point Locating: As discussed previously, the resolution of the image re-
quired to obtain a full picture of the gage length necessitates a large field-of-view
relative to the specimen width. This constrains the number of control points that can
fit along the width and length of the ROI to a smaller number than ideal, contributing
to the overall instability of the strain measures.
3. Speckle Pattern Quality: The quality of the speckle pattern also constrains our
ability to get enough control points to average over for strain measurement. The
current pattern from spray-paint is fairly coarse, and provides very little control over
speckle size and location, resulting in a truly random pattern, but one that features
regions with very few speckles, or extreme speckle sizes. These regions will not correlate
well, and force us to use larger subset sizes, which introduce more error into the strain
measurements at each control point, and by extension our strain measures.
To try and reduce the effect of the noise on our estimations, a simple moving-average filter
was used to smooth the strain data, averaging 11 values around each data point to create
a new filtered value for that point. Figure 2.10 visually demonstrates the noise reduction
this simple filter can provide. The filter also provides a great improvement in the accuracy
of the modulus and yield-strength estimates, as seen in Table 2.4. The largest improvement
comes in the H-line estimates, which suffered from a large amount of noise before filtering,
as seen in 2.9
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2.6 Validation Conclusions
From the experimental data and analysis presented here, it is clear that DIC can be made
to work as an alternative strain measurement method, but with drawbacks. The strain-
strain fits show that significant plasticity development and specimen motion during a test
can introduce increasing error into the strain measurements, but the DIC strains obtained
match reasonably well with those from extensometry, well enough to give the user predictive
power for estimating the modulus and yield strength. Data smoothing can give better
accuracy when a large amount of data are collected.
Moving into the main body of work with the AA7050 specimens, the following changes
will be made to obtain better results from DIC:
1. To ensure even, unchanging lighting of the specimen during the test, a ring LED light
is attached to the camera lens.
2. The camera zoom is adjusted so that the section of interest on the specimen fills the
field-of-view as much as possible, which will allow for more pixels to be trained on the
specimen, and more control points by extension.
3. The speckle pattern is more finely controlled, with smaller speckles in a more uniform
pattern across the specimen. This will be accomplished using an airbrush.
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2.7 Tables
Strain Rate Elastic Modulus Offset Yield Strength
[mm/mm/s] [GPa] [MPa]
10−5 181.5 324.2
10−5 Correction 104.0 324.6
10−4 108.6 323.4
10−3 112.4 366.8
Table 2.1: Calculated Material Properties for Ti Grade 2
Strain Rate ROI Fit H-Line Fit V-Line Fit
Slopes
10−5 1.1507 1.1689 1.1511
10−4 1.1041 1.1255 1.1040
10−3 1.0332 1.0474 1.0329
Coefficient of Determination (R2 value)
10−5 0.9945 0.9906 0.9945
10−4 0.9929 0.9889 0.9927
10−3 0.8912 0.8915 0.8911
Table 2.2: Slopes of strain-strain curves for selected strain measures for all three tests
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Strain Rate Extensometer ROI Avg H-Line Avg V-Line Avg
Elastic Modulus [GPa]
10−5 103.8962 98.0708 50.4197 97.6579
10−4 109.5700 102.2042 62.6488 99.7187
10−3 108.1603 93.4729 59.0799 94.5313
Yield Strength [MPa]
10−5 322.2575 321.7467 10.3113 321.7077
10−4 323.4994 323.5133 319.4715 321.6350
10−3 366.5271 366.0251 365.5989 366.1965
Table 2.3: Modulus and yield strength estimates from all methods
Strain Rate Extensometer ROI Avg H-Line Avg V-Line Avg
Elastic Modulus [GPa]
10−5 103.8962 103.2308 82.2273 103.7677
10−4 109.5700 111.3901 84.1418 111.6685
10−3 108.1603 103.4180 83.5739 104.6625
Yield Strength [MPa]
10−5 322.2575 322.2988 323.5108 322.8241
10−4 323.4994 323.8904 320.4651 323.8287
10−3 366.5271 365.0583 364.5364 365.1758
Table 2.4: Modulus and yield strength estimates from all methods, with filtering
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2.8 Figures
Figure 2.1: Demonstration DIC speckle pattern
Figure 2.2: Stress-strain curves for all three validation tests
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Figure 2.3: Setup for DIC image collection
Figure 2.4: Example of ROI and subset size
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v = 1;
scyther = size(rawarray);
numcols = scyther(2);
megascizor = size(csvmatrix);
while v<=NumFrames
currindex = find(csvmatrix(v,1) == rawarray(:,1));
if isempty(currindex)
tols = abs(rawarray(:,1) - csvmatrix(v,1));
currindex = find(tols<tol);
end
for u = 1:megascizor(2)
rawarray(currindex,u+numcols) = csvmatrix(v,u);
end
v = v+1;
end
Figure 2.5: Code snippet of time-matching algorithm
Figure 2.6: VIC2D image of U-displacement field, showing net specimen motion towards
the left edge of the image and area reduction
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(a) 10−5 Strain-Strain
(b) 10−4 Strain-Strain
(c) 10−3 Strain-Strain
Figure 2.7: Strain-Strain plots for all three strain rates
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.8: Modulus and yield points for all rates
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Figure 2.9: 10−5 rate stress-strain curve, with 0.2% offset yield lines, showing noise
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(a) 10−5 rate
(b) 10−4 rate
(c) 10−3 rate
Figure 2.10: Stress-strain curves, all rates, with moving-average filter
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Chapter 3
EXPERIMENT
3.1 Overview
The objectives of the main experimental portion of the study are as follows:
1. Create and implement a specimen design to induce pure shear along Al grain bound-
aries on a standard tensile/compressive load frame, while allowing optical access for
DIC measurements of strain and displacement. Two specimen designs are used, with a
differing number of notched ligament sections to examine both localized behavior and
more global behavior.
2. Use the DIC data from the single-ligament specimens to examine the localization of
strain around the ligament. The notches cut into the specimens will amplify shear
strains in the ligament region, which can be confirmed by examining the shear strain
field in VIC2D.
3. Characterize the material properties and behavior of the Al. Of particular interest
are the Shear Yield Strength (SYS) and Shear Ultimate Strength (SUS), which can
be compared to the tensile yield and ultimate strengths by the rough relation SYS
= 0.65*TYS and SUS = 0.55*TUS. The shear modulus can also be examined and
compared to the tensile elastic modulus, although no relation exists to predict one
from the other qualitatively. These investigations will be carried out on the 1-ligament
specimens primarily, with the ND loading used as a “benchmark” value for comparison
to the RD/TD. For the 3-ligament specimens, the SUS is examined to gain insight
into the strain-hardening behavior, and the completed stress-strain curves are used to
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calculate a strain energy density that is representative of the energy absorbed in each
loading cycle.
3.2 Specimen Design
Engineering drawings of the two specimen designs and terminology to describe them are
given in Figure 3.1, and from this point forward are referred to as the 1-ligament and 3-
ligament designs, respectively. Each specimen features at least one set of offset notches,
which are designed to cause high shear stresses and strains to develop in the ligament region
between the notches when the specimen is loaded along the long axis of the piece. The
principal advantage of these specimen designs, as opposed to simpler geometries like that
specified in ASTM B769 [18], is that the specimen will have exposed flat surfaces during the
test that can be used for DIC strain acquisition.
For the purposes of this experiment, the loading considered is compressive and axial
along the long axis of the specimen. The 3-ligament design is created specifically to be
used in compression: as the specimen is loaded continuously, a first ligament will shear
axially, creating two separate pieces that can slide against each other; as the test progresses,
these pieces will move together, closing up the notches closest to the failed ligament and
allowing the specimen to re-load as one piece again. Figure 3.2 demonstrates this progression
visually over one test. This loading and re-loading behavior allows for characterization of
three separate ligament failures in one specimen, but more importantly allows for a rough
comparison of the material toughness including plastic work versus including only elasticity.
During the loading of the first ligament, the work done on the specimen is stored first in
elastic strain, then as plastic strain which permanently deforms the specimen. Heat is also
generated during plastic deformation, but is not considered in this analysis for simplicity.
When the specimen fails, the strain energy of elastic deformation is recovered, and the rest of
the energy is lost in plastic deformation, heat and sound energy from the fracure. Subsequent
re-loadings will experience less plastic deformation, limited by the remaining work-hardening
capacity of the metal, and should thus show reduced toughness during the re-loading cycle.
Comparison of the stress-strain curves and their integrals during these two loadings will yield
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a rough estimate of the strain energy absorbed before each fracture event.
The specimens are extracted as rectangular long specimens from two ingots of 7050 alu-
minum, and then the notches are machined via electrical discharge machining. The two
ingots are of different temper (T7351 and T7651), with the primary difference being in ag-
ing condition. T7651 is peak-aged by heating the after quench to 166◦ C for 24-30 hours [19],
while T7351 is fully over-aged. For the purposes of this experiment, all specimens are ma-
chined from the middle layer of the plate (referred to as thickness T/2) where possible.
Specimens of the 1-ligament and 3-ligament variety are obtained from along the roll, trans-
verse and normal directions of the plate (also referred to as L, LT and ST in literature), as
diagrammed in Figure 1.2. The full specimen matrix is given in Table 3.1
To prepare the specimens for speckle application, each specimen’s short transverse face
was polished using 220, 320, 400 and 600-grit SiC sandpaper, then coated with two to three
coats of white spray primer + paint. To create the speckle pattern, a Royal airbrush was used
to spray a fine mist of black paint onto the specimen surface. By adjusting the air pressure
and mechanical components of the airbrush, control over the speckle size and density was
achieved. An example of the pattern creation process can be seen in Figure 3.3
3.3 Compression Test Procedure
3.3.1 Experimental Setup
The compression tests were carried out on an MTS hydraulic load frame, with a custom
Intron 8500 controller. An internal 100 kN load cell was used for force measurements, which
along with crosshead position was routed through the controller into a text data file. The
load frame was controlled using a suite of LabVIEW Virtual Instruments (VIs) developed
previously by AMTEL at UIUC. Each test was run as a single-ramp, displacement-controlled
test, specified by total crosshead displacement and displacement rate. The 1-ligament tests
were used to explore the proper displacement amount to cause a ligament failure, and were
run at a variety of displacement values, with the accepted value of 3 mm displacement to
cause a ligament failure. The 3-ligament specimens were all run to 11 mm displacement, to
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ensure that all ligaments would fail and then close to enable re-loading of the specimen. All
tests were set up to achieve a global strain rate of 10−4 mm/mm/s.
Figure 3.4 shows an image of the experimental setup. Given the slenderness ratio of the
specimens is ∼ 80
8
= 10, buckling of the specimen is of great concern. To combat this, a steel
jig is secured around each specimen before testing, as seen in Figure 3.4, which based on a
design from ASTM D695 used in compression testing of rigid plastics [20]. The jig is secured
against the long transverse side of the specimen, so that the short side is still visible for DIC,
and then tightened down with screws and nuts to provide a preload to counter buckling. This
jig also constrains the pieces of the fractured specimen from coming out of alignment, which
could cause them to forcibly eject from between the crossheads under reloading. To further
avoid buckling, two steel aligning disks were fabricated, which slotted into the crossheads
and received the ends of the specimen such that each specimen could be centered between
the two surfaces. Barrelling was not a major concern during the design of the experiment,
since the specimens (or specifically, the distance between the specimen ends and the regions
of interest) are long enough that any barrelling effects on the deformation would be confined
the to the ends of the specimen. As a precautionary measure, a small amount of automotive
anti-sieze compound was applied to both ends of the 3-ligament specimens, to combat any
barrelling that may occur, since the top and bottom ligaments are closer to the ends than
in the 1-ligament specimen.
3.3.2 Data and Image Acquistion and Parameters
Control of the MTS frame and outputting of data was achieved via LabVIEW VIs on a
Windows XP computer connected to the Instron 8500 controller. Images for DIC analysis
were captured using a PixeLink B771F Firewire camera, with a Navitar Zoom 7000-series
lens attached to provide zoom, focusing and f-stop control. A ring LED light from Edmunds
Optics was attached directly to the lens to provide even, diffuse lighting on the region of
interest.
Since the size of the region of interest relative to the camera frame was an issue in the
validation experiments, the zoom and focus were adjusted to have the central ligament
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region fill as much of the camera frame as possible, and the camera was rotated 90◦, so the
specimen loading axis is parallel to the long axis of the images; an example frame is shown in
Figure 3.5, with the DIC sample subset superimposed. The LabVIEW VIs were configured
to grab frames manually from the camera at 1 fps as .tif files, but as seen in later sections,
the actual frame-rate is ∼ 5
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fps, due to processing delay between the computer, controller
and camera.
For the DIC analysis, a subset size of 15 x 15 pixels was chosen to obtain acceptable
correlations around the control points, with a control point spacing of 4 pixels, due in part
to the finer density of the speckle pattern and a desire for finer analysis of the strain fields.
These settings allow VIC2D to track ∼83 control points on the mid-line of the ligament
section alone, and 30,000 points in the ROI shown. Default settings for the interpolation
technique, shape functions, and correlation criteria were used, and the thresholds on the
confidence region on control point position and tolerance were loosened to 0.1 pixels each.
Displacement and strain data are output to a .csv file for each frame.
3.3.3 Post-Processing in Python
To enable greater flexibility of data analysis and cross-collaboration, Python scripts were
developed to analyze the AA7050 data, in lieu of using the previously-developed MATLAB
scripts detailed in Appendix A. A greater number of scripts were developed, each with
more specialized functions than previous, and each one can be found in Appendix B. The
scripts are broken up into three categories: “backend” scripts are used on each data file and
perform the operations required to read in the load frame and DIC data, match it together as
described in Chapter 2, and perform basic plotting operations; “runner” scripts are designed
to run the backend scripts in the correct sequence for each set of data, producing multiple
combined data files and plots; “stand-alone” scripts are for special purposes, and can be run
by themselves. Separate plotting scripts are included for the 3-ligament specimens, since
those tests run for longer periods of time and require different plotting parameters as a
result; the 3-ligament scripts are distinguished by a “3” in the file name.
As was done in Chapter 2, a few strain measures are extracted from the strain field data
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to use for plotting and interpretation:
1. Average Shear Strain in Ligament: Control points are selected that fall within 10
pixels of a visually selected ligament line to represent the ligament section as a whole,
and then the shear strain values are averaged over all the selected control points. For
the images obtained, this comes out to an approximately 300 x 20 pixel area of the
image (∼3.6 x 0.24 mm2), which contains ∼350 control points.
2. Equivalent von Mises Strain in Ligament: Using the same selection of control
points as in the previous item, an equivalent von Mises strain is calculated using all
three strain values at each control point (εxx, εyy, and εxy), and then the average value
is taken over the selected control points. The EVM strain is defined as follows (adapted
from Hosford [21]):
εVM =
√
2
3
ε′ijε
′
ij (3.1)
where
ε′ij = εij −
1
3
εkkδij (3.2)
Although this experiment is primarily concerned with the ligament shear strain, the von
Mises equivalent strain allows for a diagnosis of the full strain state at a control point, taking
into account the effects of the axial and transverse strains on the progression of fracture and
damage in the specimen.
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3.4 Results
3.4.1 Load Frame Data + Analysis
1-Ligament Specimens
Figure 3.6 shows the time history of shear stress developed in the ligament of each 1-ligament
specimen. The peak shear stress values for each specimen are reported in Table 3.2 below,
and taken as the Shear Ultimate Strength (SUS) for each condition. As expected, the peak-
aged specimens exhibit a higher ultimate stress than the over-aged specimens(by ∼30 MPa
in each case), since the peak-aged precipitates are at optimum size and density within the
aluminum to impede dislocations effectively. The RD and TD orientations are stronger than
the ND, which may be an effect of the coarse precipitates, which tend to align along the RD,
combined with the precipitates on the grain boundaries and their strengthening effect.
3-Ligament Specimens
As with 1-ligament specimens, the peak shear stresses before failure are a key feature to
examine for each aging/orientation combination. Table 3.3 below summarizes the SUS values
obtained, while Figure 3.7 plots shear stress vs time. It can be seen from the combined plots
that between ligament failures, there is a non-zero load experienced by the specimen; this
is due to the friction between the parts of the failed ligament, which is exacerbated in some
cases by the jig pressing the two sides together (the PeakA ND curve in particular is affected
by this phenomenon more than the other tests). As successive ligaments fail, the peak stress
experienced increases, and the magnitude of this increase is larger between failures 1 and
2 than between failures 2 and 3; as the specimen is loaded and unloaded, the aluminum
strain-hardens as expected. The time between failures decreases from failure 1 to 2 to 3,
suggesting that each successive failure features less and less plastic dissipation in favor of
releasing energy via fracture. As before, the SUS from the peak-aged specimens are ∼30
MPa larger than those from the over-aged specimens, as expected, and the RD/TD are the
strongest directions, as compared to the ND.
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3.4.2 DIC Data + Analysis
1-Ligament Specimens
Figure 3.8 shows the three strain fields εxx, εyy, εxy for the Peak RD specimen, just before
failure of the ligament section. The specimen shows clear visual signs of bending in the
sub-ligaments between the ligament and the full thickness of the specimen; this is confirmed
by the variation in εxx (axial in the context of the specimen) between +0.03 and -0.05 
across the connector width shown. This causes a non-zero rotation of the ligament section
to develop in the images, which may influence the magnitudes of the strain fields detected
via DIC; in the images shown here the rotation is minimal compared to the other data
sets. The ligament section develops very high shear strains on the order of 0.2  in a band
approximately 0.4 mm in size, which is expected. The specimen also develops large strains
in the transverse specimen direction (εyy in the images) on the same order of magnitude as
the shear strains; this is a direct consequence of the rotation of the ligament section in the
image plane and is unavoidable in all the data sets.
To examine the strain profile in the ligament section more closely, a Python script “lo-
cal plot.py” was developed. Given a frame number, and approximate pixel coordinates of
the shearing line in the images, the script takes the VIC2D strain data, extracts the data
from this region, and plots the data over the ligament length. An example is shown in
Figure 3.9 below for the same Peak RD specimen discussed previously. The magnitude of
the “peeling” strain εyy as compared to the shear strain εxy shows that the specimen is
experiencing a mixed-mode loading, akin to Mode I + Mode II fracture, rather than the
expected pure shear mode. This is more “true-to-life” than pure shear, but will make the
analysis more difficult.
Using the average shear strain in the ligament in each image, stress-strain curves were
constructed and can be found in Figure 3.10. The first test performed, OverA ND, shows
an unusual elbow in the stress-strain curve starting at ∼ 0.02 and returning to a more
normal shape at 0.04; visual inspection of the DIC images around the times these strains
occur reveals the relative motion of the specimen halves longitudinally above and below the
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ligament section is much more pronounced than in the other tests, which would cause larger
amounts of shear strain to develop in the ligament for a given load value. The tightness of
the jig against the specimen sides was increased in subsequent tests, which show much less
of this motion. However, some in-plane rotation of the ligament section will always occur
with this specimen design, which cannot be removed by the jig.
Table 3.4 shows the experimentally-estimated values for the shear elastic modulus and
shear yield stress (SYS) for each specimen. The elastic moduli are obtained by performing
a linear curve fit to the elastic region of the stress-strain curve (20 < τ < 100 MPa) with
respect to the average shear strain in the ligament. VIC2D by default outputs the Lagrangian
2D strain tensor in its data files, so the final result of the curve fit is divided by a factor of
two to get an accurate engineering estimate. This modulus is then used to construct a 0.2%
offset curve, and its intersection with the stress-strain curve is determined by hand as the
Shear Yield Stress (SYS).
The modulus estimates are of the right order-of-magnitude compared to the literature
value for 7050-T7351 (Overaged) of 27 GPa [22], and there are some clear trends to be seen.
The RD and TD are of similar stiffness and SYS compared to the ND in each case. The peak-
aged specimens are uniformly stiffer than the over-aged (as expected), but the difference is
much greater in the ND compared to the RD or TD. Together, these suggest that the coarse
precipitates may be having a more significant effect on the properties along the RD/TD than
expected; these particles are grown primarily during the quench process, so they would not
be affected as much by the difference in aging as the primary strengthening particles, and
they tend to align along the RD of the plate, which is where the major difference in stiffness
is seen. Friction between the jig and specimen could also explain the trend of over-estimation
in the modulus, as high friction would put load on the jig, which is made of stiffer steel than
the specimens by design.
The estimates obtained for SYS are lower than predicted by using the tensile yield strength
(TYS) of ∼490 MPa [22] in the relation SYS = TYS*0.55, which gives an estimate of 270
MPa for peak-aged AA7050. It is possible the true values are closer to the estimate if there is
any inaccuracy in the shear moduli, given the large slope of the stress-strain curve even after
this yield point is reached, which would cause any small changes in the modulus estimate
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to have a large effect on the intersection between the 0.2% offset and the main curve. It is
also an effect of the dual-mode loading that the shear strain in the specimen is lower at a
given load value than would be the case in pure-shear. Figure 3.11 shows the stress-strain
curve of the Peak RD specimen, with both strain measures (ligament-average shear strain
and ligament-average von Mises strain) plotted for comparison. In the plot, the EVM strain
is much larger than the ligament strain, with a maximum difference of 0.05  just before
failure. The average ligament shear strain does not take into account the large peel strain
that was seen in Figure 3.8, which may be causing the specimen to fail earlier than predicted
by shearing alone.
One important cross-check to perform is to obtain the time of failure visually from the DIC
frames, and compare it to the load data to see if the load drop occurs at this same datapoint.
Table 3.5 summarizes this comparison, and reveals that there is a communication delay
between the LabVIEW VI and the camera. The request frame rate for image acquisition
was set to 1 frame/second in LabVIEW, but if this is the case then the failure frame numbers
should match the failure times seen in the load frame data. Taking the ratio of the frame-
based failure time and the load-based failure time reveals a ratio of ∼0.62, or 5
8
, which is
consistent across all the tests. Multiplying the failure frame number by this ratio produces
an estimated failure time very close to the times seen in the load data. This difference in
frame rate is attributed to processing time lag between the computer, controller and camera.
3-Ligament Specimens
Figure 3.12 shows the six shear stress - shear strain curves obtained from the 3-ligament
tests for the middle ligament of the specimen. As in Figure 3.11, both the selected strain
measures are plotted for comparison. Each curve uses strain and stress data captured until
the time the middle ligament of the specimen failed. In four of the tests, the middle ligament
was the final ligament to fail, allowing for a full and accurate strain history to be obtained;
in the other two tests (OverA ND and OverA RD), the middle ligament was the second to
fail, and thus any strain data collected after this point is not useful and has been ommitted.
Although the correct failure sequence occurred in the PeakA ND specimen, the DIC data
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shows a large global displacement of the specimen after the second ligament failure, and a
large negative change in strain, which is omitted for the purposes of plotting. Here, the
DIC data does not necessarily correspond to global stress-strain behavior, but allows for an
examination of the middle ligament, showing how its strains vary over the successive failures.
The loading and re-loading stress-strain curves can be used to evaluate the strain energy
density absorbed by the material in each loading cycle. However, a problem occurs in
attempting to use the DIC strain data for this purpose; since the camera was focused on
only the middle ligament during each test, the strain data obtained is local to only that
ligament, and not representative of the specimen deformation as a whole. Estimates of the
strain energy density from these local strains are wildly inaccurate, so it is clear that a
more global deformation measure is needed; to this end, the displacement read by the load
frame is used to create a “global strain” by dividing it by the ligament length (4 mm) and
resetting the strain value every time a ligament fails (when the peak load is reached) Table 3.6
summarizes the strain energy densities obtained by integrating the curve described above,
which show good physical agreement with the magnitudes of stress and displacement seen in
the experiment. The peak-aged specimens show greater initial toughness than the over-aged
specimens, and the subsequent failures in the peak-aged specimens occur further along the
stress-strain curve, resulting in less plastic work and less overall toughness than in the over-
aged specimens (this can be confirmed visually in the stress-strain curves, see Figure 3.12).
The RD and TD appear to absorb the same amount of energy in the first loading for a
given aging state, and more than the ND in both cases, but subsequent capacities vary in
size. This is not the result predicted for Mode-I fracture by Dumont and Deschamps [4],
which should be that the over-aged specimens have a higher fracture toughness, and thus
higher strain energy dissipation. There is very little change in the strains at failure between
different aging conditions, so this may simply be an effect of the higher SUS values in the
peak-aged specimens. The toughnesses obtained for the ND in each aging condition support
this hypothesis.
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3.5 Experimental Conclusions
The experimental design proposed and executed here does capture shear loading of AA7050
grain boundaries, super-posed with large transverse peel strains caused by rotation of the
ligament section out of plane alignment due to bending of the sub-ligaments. The peak-aged
precipitates clearly strengthen the Peak specimens, giving them a higher shear modulus,
SYS and SUS values than their Over-aged counterparts. The 3-ligament specimens show
the strain-hardening behavior of the material in the SUS values from successive failures, also
showing again the benefits of the peak-aged precipitates in increasing the strength versus the
over-aged. The strain energy density dissipated in each loading + fracture event is calculated,
and shows the increased strength allows for the peak-aged specimens to be tougher than the
over-aged, with a lack of major changes in the shear ductility between the two conditions.
Overall, the experiment provides insight into a combined Mode I and II loading fracture,
and demonstrates the influence of this mode-mixity on the material properties and behavior
observed.
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3.6 Tables
Aging Orientation Ligaments
Peak
ND 1 3
RD 1 3
TD 1 3
Over
ND 1 3
RD 1 3
TD 1 3
Table 3.1: Summary of specimens tested
Aging Orientation
ND RD TD
Peak 335.1161 366.3327 364.8976
Over 308.5768 325.4882 331.5433
Table 3.2: SUS values [MPa] from 1-ligament tests
Aging Orientation
ND RD TD
Peak
347.6555 369.4941 357.1791
373.6811 380.4547 361.6122
373.1890 385.1142 382.6299
Over
311.2047 333.0413 334.2126
335.9154 341.5394 354.0177
339.3642 359.0669 359.7854
Table 3.3: SUS values [MPa] from 3-ligament tests
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Aging Orientation Shear Modulus [GPa] SYS [MPa]
Peak
ND 30.9164 210
RD 37.8804 220
TD 38.8429 220
Over
ND 23.1674 190
RD 32.9279 200
TD 33.4723 210
Table 3.4: Shear Modulus and SYS estimates from 1-ligament tests
Aging Orientation Fail. Frame No. Fail. Time [s]
Peak
ND 108 189.0
RD 125 202
TD 111 178.5
Over
ND 174 278.5
RD 145 232
TD 100 170
Table 3.5: Cross-check of failure time from DIC and Load Data
Aging Orientation Strain Energy Density [MJ/m3]
1st Intg. 2nd Intg. 3rd Intg.
Peak
ND 154.3004 97.9406 37.1349
RD 218.9999 88.5680 46.0883
TD 218.8022 61.2314 55.1144
Over
ND 145.7350 78.5872 31.7587
RD 173.7644 64.3442 51.4234
TD 172.3228 99.4499 36.7968
Table 3.6: Strain energy density values computed from stress-strain curves
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3.7 Figures
(a) 1-ligament shear specimen
(b) 3-ligament shear specimen
(c) Specimen terminology
Figure 3.1: Specimen designs and terminology for AA7050 experiments
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Figure 3.2: 3-ligament specimen failure progression
Figure 3.3: Example of speckle pattern process (from left to right): Raw specimen,
polished, with white layer, with speckles, closeup of speckles
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Figure 3.4: Setup for shear tests
Figure 3.5: Example DIC image, with ROI and example subset
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Figure 3.6: Shear stress vs time, 1-ligament tests
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(a) τ vs Time - Peak
(b) τ vs Time - Over
Figure 3.7: Shear stress vs time, 3-ligament tests
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(a) εxx Field
(b) εyy Field
(c) εxy Field
Figure 3.8: Strain fields for Peak RD specimen at time of failure t = 200 s
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Figure 3.9: DIC strains over the ligament section for Peak RD test, just before failure
(a) Peak-aged (b) Over-aged
Figure 3.10: Shear stress-strain curves for all 1-ligament specimens (using lig avg εxy)
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Figure 3.11: Peak RD stress-strain curves, showing the effect of the peel strain on the
curve magnitude)
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(a) Peak ND (b) Over ND
(c) Peak RD (d) Over RD
(e) Peak TD (f) Over TD
Figure 3.12: Stress-strain curves for all 3-ligament specimens52
Chapter 4
SIMULATION
4.1 Overview
To corroborate the results from the experimental study, a simple Finite Element Analysis
(FEA) was carried out using ABAQUS/CAE 6.12 software. A two-dimensional model of
the 1-ligament specimen was created and implemented in ABAQUS as a plane-stress model
of the specimen surface. Using tensile test data on AA7050, an isotropic strain hardening
model was provided to account for plastic deformation, with typical values provided for
elastic properties. Appropriate boundary conditions were applied to constrain the model to
uniaxial motion, with the ligament free to move and deform in both plane directions. The
model was controlled via an applied end load, and the resulting strains and deformations
were compared to the experimental DIC data for the Over RD specimen at two load values,
one in the elastic regime of the stress-strain curve (F=4 kN) and the other in the plastic
regime just prior to specimen failure (F=16.5 kN).
4.2 1-Ligament Model Setup
4.2.1 Model Geometry
Figure 4.1 shows the 2D model of the 1-ligament specimen used for the FEA. All dimensions
are the same as those given in Figure 3.1. Two datum planes were used to section the model
above and below the ligament section, in order to create a finer mesh in this area of interest
while having a coarse mesh at the specimen ends to save on processing time. Since the goal
of this exercise is to simulate the deformation field seen on the surface of the specimen, the
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plane-stress approximation is used, allowing for use of a simpler 2D model rather than a
computationally-complex 3D volume.
4.2.2 Material Model, Meshing and Boundary Conditions
To examine both elastic and plastic behavior, a linear isotropic elastic model was combined
with an isotropic strain-hardening rule. This rule was constructed by performing a power-law
fit to tensile-test data on AA7050 in the same orientations and aging condition as examined
in the experimental work. To perform this fit, the true stress σT and true plastic strain εpl
are calculated as follows, given engineering stress σ, engineering strain ε, and elastic modulus
E:
σT = ln(σ(1 + ε)) (4.1)
εpl = ln(1 + ε)− σT
E
(4.2)
By plotting σT versus εpl on a log-log scale, the hardening exponent n and coefficient K
can be found by fitting the data to the linear relationship:
ln(σT ) = n ln(εpl) + ln(K) (4.3)
Thus, the final power-law fit to the stress-strain curve is:
σT = K(εpl)
n (4.4)
For the purposes of this simulation, one dataset is chosen for use - Over RD - and the fit
parameters obtained are K = 698.5453 MPa and n = 0.108.
Figure 4.2 shows the fully-meshed model. CPS3 linear triangular plane-stress elements
were used globally, with an average element size of 5 mm away from the ligament, and 0.25
mm in the ligament section. This results in a total of ∼4300 elements, of which ∼4100 are
in the ligament region.
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Figure 4.3 shows the applied boundary conditions on the model. Away from the ligament,
the edges of the specimen were constrained against motion in the model-X-direction, and
the top end(along the Y-direction) was constrained in both the model-X- and model-Y-
directions, acting like the fixed upper crosshead from the experiment. At the opposite end,
a pressure load is applied axially along the model-Y-direction, and the magnitude of the
load is used to control the amount of deformation in the specimen. At each load level,
the deformation, strain and stress fields can be interrogated and compared to the DIC
deformation and strains.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Elastic Loading: F = 4 kN, DIC Frame 49
Figure 4.4 shows the results from loading the model with a 4 kN end load (applied as a 39.37
MPa pressure load), and compares them to the obtained DIC strain fields at the frame with
the same load, frame 49. The images from ABAQUS are subjected to a deformed shape
scale factor of 10, to more clearly see the overall shape of the deformation. One important
aspect of the simulation to note is that the coordinate system used in the model is rotated
by 90◦ compared to the coordinate system used for strain calculations in DIC. The model-
X-direction is the DIC-negative-Y-direction, and the model-Y is the DIC-X-direction. This
causes problems in comparing the shear strain εxy between the two, as the shear in the
model is negative in the ligament, while the same shear direction causes a positive shear
stress in the DIC coordinate system. Henceforth, all strain directions will be referred to in
the context of the DIC coordinate system; X is along the specimen long-axis, and Y along
the short-transverse axis.
In terms of axial (XX) strains, the model shows a similar gradient across the sub-ligaments
as the experimental images, but the DIC image shows another gradient in strain between the
extreme sides of the ROI (the top and bottom ends of the specimen), on the order of 0.0038
. This may be due to out-of-plane rotations, where the specimen surface moves in the z-
direction on the image, which is certainly possible with the slender specimen geometry. The
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difference in displacement between the two sides of the image is ∼0.04 mm, which suggests
that the global strain is not as high as suggested, on the order of 0.005 .
In the transverse (YY) direction, DIC shows a strain gradient across the specimen on the
order of 0.0018  from left to right. Examination of the DIC frames visually shows the two
parts of the pattern on the sides of the image move away from each other, towards the sides
of the jig, as the test plays out. This suggests that the long length of the specimen is causing
a significant amount of global buckling to occur, even with the jig in place. Since the model
is constrained against motion in the transverse direction, it will not capture this buckling
behavior by definition, and thus it predicts a largely zero strain field with concentrations at
the root of each notch of ∼0.0011 . DIC shows the peel strain in the ligament is on the
order of 0.0015 , so the model and experiment are not entirely dissimilar here.
Most importantly, the shear (XY) strains show agreement between the DIC image and
model results. The shears are largely zero away from the ligament, and both images show
roughly teardrop-shaped concentrations at the corners of the notches. As expected, the
sign of the shears is flipped between the model and DIC, but the magnitude from DIC
(0.00065 ) does not match the magnitude predicted by the model (0.0020 ). Closer to
the center of the ligament, the shear values from the model (-0.001 ) are closer to those
obtained experimentally (+0.001 ), so on the whole the model is capturing the axial and
shear deformations observed in the experiment, but not the peel strain that develops in
the middle of the ligament. The concentrations at the corners are to be expected from the
geometry of the specimen, but the experimental results show that this concentration will
eventually be overwhelmed by the peel strain developing across the entire ligament, resulting
in these concentrators having less of an impact in the DIC data than the simulation results.
4.3.2 Failure Loading: F = 16.5 kN, DIC Frame 138
Figure 4.5 compares the strain fields obtained from loading the model with a 16.5 kN end
load (162.40 MPa pressure load) to those from the DIC image at that time, representing the
peak loading a few frames before the fracture becomes visible in the images and the load
drop is apparent. The ABAQUS deformed shape is scaled by 0.75 to show all the elements
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more clearly.
In the axial (XX) direction, the ABAQUS model shows a significant gradient across each
sub-ligament of 0.5 , similar to the trend seen in the DIC images, but more than x5 larger
than the experimental gradient (0.1 ). The gradient continues over a much longer area in
the DIC data than in the ABAQUS, but in the sub-ligament the overall change in strain
between the maximum and minimum on the sub-ligament is similar - traveling from the
outer surface of the specimen to the inner surface along the gradient, the strain drops to 4/5
the maximum over 2 mm, then to 3/5 in the next 1 mm, and then to the minimum at the
inner surface.
In the transverse (YY) direction, a band of large-magnitude strain develops in the ligament
section in the DIC images, about 0.3 mm in width across the ligament, with an average
magnitude of 0.15 . This is not the case in the ABAQUS simulation, where the strain
in the middle of the ligament only reaches a magnitude of 0.04  at the most, and shows
variation across the ligament length of about 0.1 . The model also displays significant
concentrations at the corners of the ligament, as was the case in the elastic loading, on the
order of 0.2 . Away from the ligament, the baseline level of strain is higher in the DIC
image (0.01 ) in many regions of the specimen, while the ABAQUS baseline level in the
same regions is an order of magnitude smaller. Clearly, the constraints on the model are
affecting its ability to capture the peel strain that develops in the ligament, thus making
the large concentrations visible at the ends of the ligament in the model. These regions
would likely be the first to fail if a failure stress/SUS is specified, so the magnitude of the
strain here is not representative of the true strain magnitude, aside from confirming that the
strains are large here.
In the shear (XY) direction, ABAQUS over-estimates the shear strain in the ligament
(0.3 ) compared to the DIC analysis (0.15 ). Away from the ligament, the shear strains
are closer in magnitude (0.01  in both figures), which speaks to the very high localization
of strain due to the specimen notches. At the center of the ligament, the shear strain in
ABAQUS is ∼0.275 , while the experimental strain is 0.16 , increasing to maxima of 0.19
 approximately 0.5 mm inwards from each end of the ligament. Although the ABAQUS
strains at each point are approximately double the observed strains from the experiment,
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the trend along the ligament is similar, and matches the values seen in the local strain plots
(See Appendix C for details).
Figure 4.6 shows the ABAQUS-predicted shear stress in the specimen at peak loading.
The magnitude of the shear stress in the ligament (320 MPa) matches up well with hand
estimates of the shear stress (16.5 kN / (4.0 mm * 12.7 mm) = 324.8 MPa), and the large
shear stresses above and below the ligament (200 MPa in magnitude) and at the far corners
of each notch (100 MPa) have some physical analogues in the shear strain field at the same
locations (with reversed magnitude due to the sign change between ABAQUS and DIC).
Figure 4.7 plots the von Mises stress on the body at the same loading, which shows the
overall stress concentration effect of the ligament. The magnitude of the von Mises stress
here is higher than the shear stress alone, due to high axial stresses in the ligament region
from the global loading in compression.
So far, the strains obtained from the ABAQUS 2D model and the strains from the ex-
periment show agreement in terms of overall distribution, but not in exact magnitude. The
shear strains in the ligament are 2-3 times larger in the simulation than the strains recorded
in the experiment, but follow the same trend along the ligament, with peaks close to the
corners of the ligament and a valley in the middle. Figure 4.8 shows the equivalent principal
strain fields for both methods.(ε1 for DIC and ε2 for ABAQUS, due to the coordinate system
difference) In many cases, the principal stresses and strains drive damage processes, and the
general agreement here in the order of magnitude and distribution shows that the ABAQUS
results are not totally unfeasible. The relative lack of constraints on the experimental spec-
imens causes large YY strains to develop due to the ligament rotation, and thus masks the
size of the shear strain developed there and the concentrations of strain at the corners of the
ligament.
4.4 Conclusions
The ABAQUS model of the 1-ligament specimen with elastic behavior + power-law work
hardening compares favorably to the experimental data at small load values, where the
deformation is globally elastic. At high loads, the model fails to predict the exact strain
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values seen in the experiment, but does demonstrate similar trends to the εxx and εxy data
under this loading. The constraints on the geometry and simple material model do not allow
the significant peel strain seen in the experiment to be recovered, which affects the accuracy
of the calculated shear strain as well. The model does show good agreement with the shear
stress in a global sense, and the principal strain magnitudes present an argument that the
strain values calculated in ABAQUS are not unreasonable.
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4.5 Figures
Figure 4.1: ABAQUS model geometry, with DIC and ABAQUS coordinate axes shown
Figure 4.2: ABAQUS model mesh
Figure 4.3: ABAQUS model boundary conditions
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(a) ABAQUS εxx
(b) DIC εxx
Figure 4.4: Strain fields comparison, F = 4 kN
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(c) ABAQUS εyy
(d) DIC εyy
Figure 4.4: Strain fields comparison, F = 4 kN, continued
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(e) ABAQUS εxy
(f) DIC εxy
Figure 4.4: Strain fields comparion, F = 4 kN, continued
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(a) ABAQUS εxx
(b) DIC εxx
Figure 4.5: Strain fields comparison, F = 16.5 kN
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(c) ABAQUS εyy
(d) DIC εyy
Figure 4.5: Strain fields comparison, F = 16.5 kN, continued
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(e) ABAQUS εxy
(f) DIC εxy
Figure 4.5: Strain fields comparion, F = 16.5 kN, continued
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Figure 4.6: τxy, F = 16.5 kN
Figure 4.7: σvm, F = 16.5 kN
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(a) ABAQUS ε11
(b) DIC ε11
Figure 4.8: Principal Strain fields comparison, F = 16.5 kN
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS
5.1 Conclusions
DIC has been shown to be an effective technique for capturing strain fields and represen-
tative measurements, given careful interpretation. The validation experiment on titanium
highlighted the need for an appropriate combination of image resolution and speckle pat-
tern quality to obtain accurate, reliable results. The experimental procedure and speckle
pattern implementation used for AA7050 yielded a rich dataset for exploration of the local
and global behavior of the alloy. The 1-ligament specimens were used to closely examine the
strain localization in the ligament section, and to obtain material properties (shear modulus,
SYS, SUS) via extracting strain measures from the large dataset. The 3-ligament specimens
were used to examine the strain-hardening behavior via variation in the SUS values, and to
get a physical sense of the strain energy dissipation involved in plastic yielding of the grain
boundary versus pure fracture on the grain boundary.
Overall, the Peak-aged specimens proved to be stiffer and stronger in shear than their
Over-aged counterparts, due to the increased efficacy of the smaller strengthening precipi-
tates. The anisotropy of the mechanical properties was clearly visible in the variation of the
modulus and SUS between the ND and the RD/TD orientations (on the order of 20 MPa),
which may be due to overall crystal properties as well as the presence of coarse constituents
and strengthening precipitates on the grain boundaries along the RD. The 3-ligament spec-
imen data shows the strain-hardening behavior between successive ligament failures as a 20
MPa jump in SUS between the first two peaks, followed by a smaller jump between the
last two. Analysis of the strain field contours in VIC2D showed that the strain field is not
entirely shear, and a significant rotation of the ligament section in-plane occurs during each
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test that creates a large “peel” strain in the ligament, introducing some mode-mixity into
the stress-state. The strain energy density bound in each loading was calculated, and showed
that the hardness of the peak-aged specimens led to them absorbing more energy than the
corresponding over-aged specimens, particularly for the RD and TD orientations.
A plane-stress elastic-plastic finite element model with strain-hardening behavior was suc-
cessfully implemented in ABAQUS. The model showed good agreement with the experimen-
tal strain fields under elastic loading, but the constraints on the model prevented it from fully
capturing the rotation and subsequent peel strain development in the larger plastic loading,
resulting in a factor of 2 difference between the calculated and observed shear strains. How-
ever, the shear stresses in the model matched the global shear stress on the ligament very
well, and the principal strain fields have enough similarity to establish that the peel strain
has a large effect on the experimental results. This effect makes this experiment more of a
“real-world” study, as in many cases cracks grow under multi-directional loading, such as
when a crack hits a perpendicularly-oriented grain boundary and turns to follow it, rather
than continue along as Mode I or Mode II.
5.2 Future Work
There are a number of possible directions for further work on the problem of shearing along
AA7050 grain boundaries. The largest problem with the current experimental framework
is the specimen design itself: although the notched designs are simple to machine and lend
themselves to testing on a standard load frame with compressive heads, the bending and
rotation seen in the DIC images makes separation and analysis of the effects of pure shear
more complicated. A revised design has been proposed as an adapatation of a design used
by Slusarski et al. in their work on high-performance filaments [23]. An example engineering
drawing of the specimen design is given in Figure 5.1. The design features 3 notches in a given
ligament section, allowing for two shear bands to develop in the same area, which removes the
tendency of the specimen to rotate and form peel strains. Although the authors sought to use
their design in tension, it would be possible to use the same design in compression with flat
specimen ends. By running the same set of experiments on these revised specimens, a direct
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comparison between pure-shear- and shear-opening-modes of fracture would be possible,
which would also help quantify the effect of the peel strain on the failure state.
On the simulation side, the current model only considers plasticity via strain hardening,
while future models could be expanded to other material models and failure modeling. Crys-
tal plasticity models would be useful for more accurately determining the bulk behavior of
the specimen grains and how they interact both under loading and in crack formation for
a particular combination of grain textures. High -energy diffraction microscopy could be
used to obtain a representative map of grains in a rolled specimen, and a few combinations
of orientations could be analyzed for boundary strength and crack initiation parameters.
Previous work on modeling C458-T87P aluminum with this specimen design was carried
out by Kalyanam and Dodds using an anisotropic material model, which showed marked
improvement in capturing the peel-strain in the ligament section [24]. A model with built-in
cohesive elements could be used to simulate the fractures in the 3-ligament specimen with a
revised three-dimensional model with interaction laws for the contact between the pieces of
the specimen after each fracture. It is also possible to incorporate aspects of mode-mixity
into a finite element model as Hallback and Nilsson did [9], using a J-integral approach
to examine the initiation of shear bands in their mixed-mode loading specimens. Overall,
there is much work to be done in fully understanding the effects of mixed-mode loading on
grain boundaries in AA7050, but current efforts have yielded some insights, as well as clear
directions for further improvement.
Figure 5.1: Alternative specimen design adapted from [23]
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Appendix A
MATLAB SCRIPTS
A.1 MATLAB Script: AVISplitter.m
1 %%
2 % Tim Garbaciak
3 % Started: January 26th, 2015
4 % This script takes .avi files output by Bluehill and turns them into .bmp
5 % image files for use in DIC software
6 % Finished: February 15th, 2015
7 clear;
8 clc;
9 close all;
10 %%
11 % Get the name of the .avi file to read and the name to save the .bmp
12 % images as:
13
14 avidir =
’D:\Research\tig2dir\real\0.0025mms\TiG2StressStrainRate0.025mms-SelfCorr-4.is_tens_avi\’;
% Directory holding the target .avi file
↪→
↪→
15 bmproot = ’D:\Research\tig2dir\real\0.0025mms\SelfCorr-4-IMGS\’; % Directory which will
hold the .bmp files after splitting↪→
16 bmpname = ’SelfCorr-4-IMG-’; % Name prefix for images
17
18 %%
19 % Read the avi file:
20 aviname = dir(strcat(avidir, ’*.avi’));
21 obj = VideoReader(strcat(avidir,aviname.name));
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22
23 %%
24 % Get the video properties:
25 fps = obj.FrameRate
26 numf = obj.NumberOfFrames
27 hgt = obj.Height
28 wdt = obj.Width
29 bpp = obj.BitsPerPixel
30 totsize = numel(num2str(numf));
31
32 % If starting from the first .avi for a test, start =0
33 % If starting from another .avi, manually code
34 %
35 start =0;
36 tic
37 %%
38 % Create the output directory as specified, then split the video into .bmps
39 % and save them
40 mkdir(bmproot);
41 for i = 1:numf
42 vid.cdata = read(obj,i);
43 frameno = sprintf(’%0*d’, totsize,i+start-1);
44 sprintf(’Processing frame %s / %d’, frameno, numf+(start-1))
45 imwrite(vid.cdata, strcat(bmproot, bmpname, frameno, ’.bmp’), ’bmp’)
46 end
47 toc
A.2 MATLAB Script: ImgRemover.m
1 %%
2 % Tim Garbaciak
3 % Started: October 22nd, 2014
4 % Completed: October 30th, 2014
5 % This script is designed to move DIC images out of the working directory,
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6 % and separate them into a ’keep’ and ’remove’ group, so that VIC2D
7 % correlations can be performed in a reasonable amount of time.
8 clear;
9 clc;
10 close all;
11 %%
12
13 searchdir = ’E:\Research\lorraine\lorrainefebREAL\LR-LU-RD-RealTest-1-IMGS\’; % Directory
that holds the image files↪→
14 TargetDir = ’E:\Research\lorraine\lorrainefebREAL\LR-LU-RD-RealTest-1-IMGS\KeepFiles\’; %
Directory to move the ’keep’ images into↪→
15 framerate = 15; % Frame rate that the images are sampled at
16 timing = 0.4; % Target sample time between ’keep’ images (in this example, we want frames
every 0.4 seconds)↪→
17 searchname = ’LR-LU-RD-RealTest-1-IMG-’ % Name of the image file, to be used in sorting
the list of names↪→
18 % Find the image filenames and put them into the ’Names’ cell array
19 Listing = dir(strcat(searchdir,’*.bmp’));
20 NumFrames = length(Listing);
21 Names = cell(1,length(Listing));
22
23 % Sort the listing into proper numerical order
24 Names = {Listing.name};
25 str = sprintf(’%s#’,Names{:});
26 num = sscanf(str,strcat(searchname,’%d.bmp#’));
27 [dummy,index]=sort(num);
28 Names = Names(index);
29
30 % Initialize vectors to hold necessary information in the next steps
31 secondsvec = zeros(NumFrames,1);
32 Doubles = secondsvec;
33 KeepNums = secondsvec;
34 RemoveNums = secondsvec;
35
36 Numbers = Names;
37
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38 %%
39 % Get the frame number from each file name
40 % The strtok() statements in this section need to be manually changed so
41 % that the final ’Numbers{q} = strtok();’ statement will give the image
42 % number by itself.
43 for q = 1:NumFrames
44 [tok, rem] = strtok(Names{q}, ’G’);
45 [tok,rem] = strtok(rem, ’-’);
46 [tok,rem] = strtok(rem, ’-’);
47 Numbers{q} = strtok(tok, ’.bmp’);
48 Doubles(q) = str2double(Numbers{q});
49 secondsvec(q) = (q-1)/framerate;
50 end
51 toc
52 %%
53 % Generate lists of frame numbers to keep and to remove
54 KeepNums(:) = -1;
55 RemoveNums(:) = -1;
56 KeepNums(1) = Doubles(1);
57
58 for i = 2:length(Doubles)
59 % Using the ’timing’ variable, we compare to see if the current
60 % timestamp matches a time we want
61 if mod(secondsvec(i),timing) == 0
62 KeepNums(i) = Doubles(i);
63 else
64 RemoveNums(i) = Doubles(i);
65 end
66 end
67 % Create a generic filename to move the files by
68 GenName = strcat(searchdir,strtok(Names{1}, ’G’),’G-’);
69
70 %%
71 % Move the ’keep’ files to a new directory
72 k = 1;
73 while k<= length(Numbers)
75
74 numdig = numel(num2str(NumFrames));
75 strnum = strcat(’%s%0’,num2str(numdig),’d.bmp’);
76 TargetName = sprintf(strnum, GenName, KeepNums(k));
77 k = k+1;
78 if exist(TargetName, ’file’) == 0
79 continue
80 end
81 movefile(TargetName, TargetDir);
82 end
A.3 MATLAB Script: blueviccombiner.m
1 %%
2 % Started: October 8th, 2014
3 % Revisions Started: January 23rd, 2015
4 % This script is designed to take in a set of .csv output files from a
5 % VIC2D digital image correlation analysis. From there, the script extracts
6 % the positions, displacements and strains associated with the control
7 % points of the DIC analysis, and uses the data to compute measures of the
8 % axial strain in the specimen (e_yy):
9 % - Averaged y-direction strain across the entire ROI
10 % - Averaged y-direction strain across a horizontal line and vertical line
11 % passing through the center of the ROI
12 % - Averaged y-direction strain across 5 horizontal lines, offset from the
13 % central horizontal line
14 % - Y-direction strain rates for all the above cases
15 close all;
16 clear;
17 clc;
18
19
20 %%
21 % Some basic allocations
22 tic
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23 spec =1;
24 framerate = 2.5;
25 spacing = 3;
26 scaling = 0.0631916;
27 imposedrate = -3;
28 newimposedrate = 10^(imposedrate);
29 tol = (1/2)*(framerate)^-1;
30 identifier = ’tig2LR’;
31
32
33 % Currently set to Specimen1, 10E-2 (these are hard-coded for ease of
34 % testing)
35 dicpath = ’E:\Research\lorraine\lorrainefebREAL\LR-LO-TD-RealTest-1-IMGS\outfiles\’;
36 rawpath = ’E:\Research\lorraine\lorrainefebREAL\LR-LO-TD-RealTest-1.is_tcyclic_RawData\’;
37 outdir = ’E:\Research\lorraine\lorrainefebREAL\LR-LO-TD-outdir\’;
38 %commonname = sprintf(’%s-s%d-e%d’, identifier, spec, imposedrate);
39 commonname = ’LR-LO-TD-RealTest-1’;
40 nombre = ’LR-LO-TD-RealTest-1-IMG-%d.csv#’; % This needs to be set manually to the image
names↪→
41
42
43 % Get all the names of the .csv output files:
44 Listing = dir(strcat(dicpath, ’*.csv’));
45 NumFrames = length(Listing);
46 Names = cell(1,length(Listing));
47 secondsvec = zeros(NumFrames,1);
48
49
50 % Sort the Listing structure
51 Names = {Listing.name};
52 str = sprintf(’%s#’,Names{:});
53 % num = sscanf(str,’AA2-10E-2-RealTest-1-IMG-%d.csv#’);
54 % if spec ==1
55 % nombre = strcat(’AA-10E’, num2str(imposedrate),’-RealTest-1-IMG-%d.csv#’);
56 % else
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57 % nombre =
strcat(’AA’,num2str(spec),’-10E’,num2str(imposedrate),’-RealTest-1-IMG-%d.csv#’);↪→
58 % end
59 num = sscanf(str,nombre);
60 [dummy,index]=sort(num);
61 Names = Names(index);
62
63
64 for q = 1:NumFrames
65 secondsvec(q) = (q-1)/framerate;
66 end
67
68 % Initialize variables and storage vectors for the desired quantities:
69
70 average_eps_yy = zeros(NumFrames,1);
71 average_eps_xx = average_eps_yy;
72 average_eps_xy = average_eps_yy;
73 ROIsigavg = average_eps_yy;
74
75 chline_average_eps_yy = zeros(NumFrames,1);
76 cvline_average_eps_yy = chline_average_eps_yy;
77 chline_average_eps_xx = zeros(NumFrames,1);
78 cvline_average_eps_xx = chline_average_eps_xx;
79 cvline_average_u = cvline_average_eps_yy;
80
81 average_v_ROI = average_eps_yy;
82 chline_average_v = chline_average_eps_yy;
83
84 chlinear_eps_yy = zeros(NumFrames, 10);
85 cvlinear_eps_yy = chlinear_eps_yy;
86 cvlinear_u = cvlinear_eps_yy;
87
88 average_deps_yy = average_eps_yy;
89 chline_average_deps_yy = chline_average_eps_yy;
90 cvline_averag_deps_yy = cvline_average_eps_yy;
91
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92 fivehlines = zeros(NumFrames,5);
93 fivevlines = zeros(NumFrames,5);
94
95 fignames = zeros(13,1);
96
97 stddevdeyy = average_eps_yy;
98
99 ROIvavg = zeros(NumFrames,1);
100 tock = zeros(7,1);
101
102
103 tock(1) = toc;
104 %% Begin the loop to pull together the DIC data
105
106 j=1;
107 while j<=NumFrames
108 Filename = sprintf(’%s’, Names{j});
109 currfile = csvread(strcat(dicpath,Filename),1);
110
111 % Extract the data from the csv file into vector forms for processing
112 xvec = currfile(:,1);
113 yvec = currfile(:,2);
114 uvec = currfile(:,3).*scaling;
115 vvec = currfile(:,4).*scaling;
116 sigma = currfile(:,5);
117 xcvec = currfile(:,6);
118 ycvec = currfile(:,7);
119 ucvec = currfile(:,8);
120 vcvec = currfile(:,9);
121 sigvec = currfile(:,5);
122 exx = currfile(:,10);
123 eyy = currfile(:,11);
124 exy = currfile(:,12);
125 varsize = size(currfile);
126
127 if varsize(2) <= 20
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128 duvec = zeros(length(xvec),1);
129 dvvec = duvec;
130 dexx = duvec;
131 deyy = duvec;
132 dexy = duvec;
133 else
134 duvec = currfile(:,16);
135 dvvec = currfile(:,17);
136 dexx = currfile(:,18);
137 deyy = currfile(:,19);
138 dexy = currfile(:,20);
139 end
140 if j==1
141 maxx = max(xvec);
142 minx = min(xvec);
143 maxy = max(yvec);
144 miny = min(yvec);
145 % Report the initial length, width and area of the ROI in mm
146 lenROI = scaling*(maxy-miny);
147 widROI = scaling*(maxx-minx);
148 areROI = lenROI*widROI;
149 sprintf(’The ROI length is %f mm \n’,lenROI)
150 sprintf(’The ROI width is %f mm \n’,widROI)
151 sprintf(’The ROI area is %f mm^2 \n’,areROI)
152 end
153
154
155 % Obtain the averaged strains over the entire ROI. Throw out any
156 % data points that are obviously off-base (over 100%)
157 for t = 1:length(eyy)
158 if eyy(t) >=1
159 eyy(t) = 0;
160 end
161 if exx(t) >=1
162 exx(t) = 0;
163 end
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164 end
165
166 aveyy = mean(eyy);
167 avexx = mean(exx);
168 avexy = mean(exy);
169 avdeyy = mean(deyy);
170 avesig = mean(sigma);
171 stddeyy = std(deyy);
172
173 % Obtain the average strains over a horizontal line through the
174 % center of the ROI, and over a vertical line through the center as well
175
176 y_center = yvec(1) + spacing*ceil((yvec(end)-yvec(1))/spacing/2);
177 x_center = xvec(1) + spacing*ceil((xvec(end)-xvec(1))/spacing/2);
178 chlineindices = find(yvec == y_center);
179 cvlineindices = find(xvec == x_center);
180 cindices = find(yvec == y_center & xvec == x_center);
181 vlinaveyy = mean(eyy(cvlineindices));
182 hlinaveyy = mean(eyy(chlineindices));
183 vlinavdeyy = mean(deyy(cvlineindices));
184 hlinavdeyy = mean(deyy(cvlineindices));
185 vlinavexx = mean(exx(cvlineindices));
186 hlinavexx = mean(exx(chlineindices));
187
188 % Obtain average strains over 5 horizontal and 5 vertical lines,
189 % with the central line in the set being the centerlines of the specimen
190
191 for z = -2:2
192 hindex(:,z+3) = find(yvec == (y_center + z*spacing));
193 vindex(:,z+3) = find(xvec == (x_center + z*spacing));
194
195 fivehlines(j, z+3) = mean(eyy(hindex(:,z+3)));
196 fivevlines(j, z+3) = mean(eyy(vindex(:,z+3)));
197
198 end
199
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200 % Measure u-displacement along vertical line through center of ROI
201 cudisps = uvec(cvlineindices);
202 cudispavg = mean(cudisps);
203 vdispROIavg = mean(vvec);
204
205 % Obtain the average sigma value (confidence interval of control point
206 % positions)
207 sigmaavg =avesig;
208
209 % Measure ROI-average and h-line average v-displacements
210 avev = mean(vvec);
211 hlinavev = mean(vvec(chlineindices));
212
213 % Now, take all the measured quantities and read them into storage vectors
214 average_eps_yy(j) = aveyy;
215 chline_average_eps_yy(j) = hlinaveyy;
216 cvline_average_eps_yy(j) = vlinaveyy;
217
218 average_eps_xx(j) = avexx;
219 chline_average_eps_xx(j) = hlinavexx;
220 cvline_average_eps_xx(j) = vlinavexx;
221
222 average_eps_xy(j) = avexy;
223
224 cvline_average_u(j) = cudispavg;
225 ROIvavg(j) = vdispROIavg;
226 average_v_ROI(j) = avev;
227 chline_average_v(j) = hlinavev;
228 ROIsigavg(j) = sigmaavg;
229 stddevdeyy(j) = stddeyy;
230
231 average_deps_yy(j) = avdeyy;
232 chline_average_deps_yy(j) = hlinavdeyy;
233 cvline_average_deps_yy(j) = vlinavdeyy;
234
235 for k = 1:10
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236 chlinear_eps_yy(j,k) = eyy(chlineindices(k));
237 cvlinear_eps_yy(j,k) = eyy(cvlineindices(k));
238 cvlinear_u(j,k) = cudisps(k);
239 end
240 j = j+1;
241 end
242 tock(2) = toc;
243
244 %% 2/18/15
245 % Now, we want to save all our DIC strain values with their associated
246 % times in a .txt file.
247
248 csvmatrix = zeros(NumFrames, 15);
249 pawniard = size(csvmatrix);
250 csvmatrix(:,1) = secondsvec(:);
251 csvmatrix(:,2) = average_eps_yy;
252 csvmatrix(:,3) = chline_average_eps_yy;
253 csvmatrix(:,4) = cvline_average_eps_yy;
254 csvmatrix(:,5) = fivehlines(:,1);
255 csvmatrix(:,6) = fivehlines(:,2);
256 csvmatrix(:,7) = fivehlines(:,3);
257 csvmatrix(:,8) = fivehlines(:,4);
258 csvmatrix(:,9) = fivehlines(:,5);
259 csvmatrix(:,10) = chline_average_deps_yy;
260 csvmatrix(:,11) = cvline_average_deps_yy;
261 csvmatrix(:,12) = average_deps_yy;
262 csvmatrix(:,13) = ROIsigavg;
263 csvmatrix(:,14) = cvline_average_u;
264 csvmatrix(:,15) = ROIvavg;
265
266 NewFileName = sprintf(’%s-made-%s-dic.txt’, commonname, date);
267 newfilepath = strcat(outdir, NewFileName);
268 dicid = fopen(newfilepath, ’w’);
269 dformat = strcat(repmat(’%f ’, 1,pawniard(2)), ’\r\n’);
270 fprintf(dicid, dformat, csvmatrix’);
271 fclose(dicid);
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272 tock(4) = toc;
273
274
275 %% 2/18/15
276 % Now, we need the Bluehill raw data from the test. We will only need the
277 % time, stress, and extensometer strain data (if applicable), though this
278 % section can be modified to pick up other quantities if we need them.
279 % rawpath = ’E:\Research\AA7050
Characterization\data\s1-half\e-4\AA7050Char-10E-4-RealTest-1.is_tens_RawData\’;↪→
280
281
282 % Open the .csv raw data file
283 fid = fopen(strcat(rawpath, ’Specimen_RawData_1.csv’),’r’);
284 intext = textscan(fid, ’%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s’, ’delimiter’, ’,’);
285 fclose(fid);
286
287 % The raw file usually has a variable number of header lines, so we need to
288 % know where the header ends and the data begins.
289 col = intext{1}; %Time should always be column 1 in the raw file
290 i = 1;
291 scizor = size(intext); %This size will depend on the parameters in the textscan()
statement above↪→
292 hits =ones(length(col),1);
293
294 while i <= length(col)
295 text = isstrprop(col{i},’alpha’); %Checks to see if the entry is letters (meaning
it’s header lines, not data)↪→
296 hit = find(text==1);
297 if ~isempty(hit)%If the line does have letters, then hits(line) will be false (0). If
it is data, is will be true (1).↪→
298 hits(i) = 0;
299 end
300 i = i+1;
301 end
302 kadabra = find(hits==1); %Finds all the rows which have data and not letters
303 firsthit = kadabra(1); %The row number of the first data point
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304 % We need another method to find firsthit; ideally, it would be the first
305 % point where there are multiple numerical values following it (the first
306 % index in [kadabra] that is followed by sequential indices)
307 N = 5;
308 x = diff(kadabra) ==1;
309 a=1;
310 count = 0;
311 while a<=50
312 if x(a)==0
313 a = a+1;
314 continue
315 else
316 for b=1:N
317 if x(a+b) ==1
318 count = count+1;
319 end
320 end
321 if count>=5
322 firsthit = kadabra(a);
323 break
324 end
325 a = a+1;
326 end
327 end
328
329
330
331
332 % We will want to output the data column names in the output file, for
333 % clarity, so we need to grab those lines from the header.
334 headers = cell(2,scizor(2));
335 for j = 1:scizor(2)
336 currcol = intext{j};
337 for k = 2:-1:1
338 currstr = currcol{firsthit-k};
339 headers{k,j} = currstr;
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340 end
341 end
342
343 % Now we want to know what columns our data we requested live in. These
344 % categories are hard-coded here, but can be changed depending on what you
345 % want to appear in the outfile.
346 tfnd = strfind(headers, ’Time’);
347 sigfnd = strfind(headers, ’stress’);
348 epsfnd = strfind(headers, ’Strain 1’); %Extensometer strain is hooked up as Strain
Transducer 1 on the Instron load frame↪→
349 ufnd = strfind(headers, ’Extension’);
350
351 for k = 1:scizor(2)
352 if ~isempty(tfnd{2,k})
353 tind = k;
354 end
355 if ~isempty(sigfnd{2,k})
356 sigind=k;
357 end
358 if ~isempty(epsfnd{2,k})
359 epsind=k;
360 end
361 if ~isempty(ufnd{2,k})
362 uind=k;
363 end
364 end
365
366
367 % Once we know the column indices for our data, we can go ahead and turn
368 % those columns, which are character arrays inside of [intext], into column
369 % vectors of type float.
370 times = str2double(strtok(intext{tind}, ’"’));
371 sigmas = str2double(strtok(intext{sigind},’"’));
372 udisps = str2double(strtok(intext{uind},’"’));
373 if exist(’epsind’)
374 epsilons = str2double(strtok(intext{epsind},’"’));
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375 rawarray = [times(firsthit:end), sigmas(firsthit:end), epsilons(firsthit:end),
udisps(firsthit:end)]; % For the 10E-5 rate data, a correction is needed in the
TiG2 plotting file of +0.0011 strain globally
↪→
↪→
376 else
377 rawarray = [times(firsthit:end), sigmas(firsthit:end), udisps(firsthit:end)];
378 end
379 bisharp = size(rawarray);
380
381 % File I/O operations to prepare the output file for writing.
382 outname = sprintf(’%s-made-%s-tsigeps.txt’, commonname, date);
383 outfull = strcat(outdir,outname);
384 outid = fopen(outfull,’w’);
385
386 % Print the necessary header lines (Quantity and Units) to the first two
387 % lines of the output file.
388 tformat = strcat(repmat(’%f ’, 1,bisharp(2)), ’\r\n’);
389 sformat = strcat(repmat(’%s ’, 1,bisharp(2)), ’\r\n’);
390 if exist(’epsind’)
391 fprintf(outid,sformat, headers{2,tind}, headers{2,sigind}, headers{2,epsind},
headers{2,uind});↪→
392 fprintf(outid,sformat, headers{1,tind},headers{1,sigind}, headers{1,epsind},
headers{1,uind});↪→
393 else
394 fprintf(outid,sformat, headers{2,tind}, headers{2,sigind}, headers{2,uind});
395 fprintf(outid,sformat, headers{1,tind},headers{1,sigind}, headers{1,uind});
396 end
397
398
399
400 % Now, print the data to the output file.
401 fprintf(outid, tformat, rawarray’);
402
403 % Finally, close any remaining open files
404 fclose(’all’);
405
406 % You should now have an output file with the name
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407 % ’(identifier)_tsigeps.txt’ in the same directory as the raw Bluehill .csv
408 % file. If you want to change the output directory of the output file,
409 % change the "outfull" statement above.
410
411 %% 2/18/15
412 % Now we’re ready to combine the DIC strains with the Bluehill raw data.
413 % We have the array [csvmatrix] which holds all the DIC strains we put in
414 % our output file, and we have the array [rawarray], which holds all the
415 % raw data we wrote to another output file. We need to match up these two
416 % arrays and write a third output file, which will hold everything together
417 % in order, so that we can then process and plot it in a separate script.
418
419 % Due to changing test parameters during a given experiment, it is possible
420 % that the times calculated for the DIC images may not be exactly the same
421 % as the times the data was sampled at. To account for this, we’ll
422 % incorporate a "tolerance" that allows us to shift around DIC data to
423 % match the raw data sampling times to a certain degree. This tolerance is
424 % calculated in the opening lines of the script as:
425 % tol = (1/2)*(framerate)^-1
426 % Essentially, this is a Nyquist period based on the framrate. For example,
427 % if the framerate for the camera capture is 30 fps, then the tolerance
428 % would be +-0.0167 seconds. So a DIC frame at 0.2 seconds could end up at
429 % 0.1833 or 0.2167 seconds instead, at worst. These boundaries correspond
430 % to halfway between the current datapoint and the previous/next point, so
431 % we need to make sure that we’re specifying that our tolerance is LESS
432 % than this value, that way we can have a 1-to-1 relationship. Otherwise, a
433 % point from 0.2 seconds and 0.2333 seconds could both end up at 0.2167
434 % seconds, and then we’d have no idea which one is correct.
435
436 % When we read the data, we loop over the DIC values (csvmatrix) and
437 % compare the time (csvmatrix(v,1)) to the times in rawarray(:,1) and see
438 % if there’s an exact match. If there isn’t, we then calculate the
439 % following:
440 % tols = abs(rawarray(:,1) - csvmatrix(v,1))
441 % This gives us a set of absolute differences between the current DIC time
442 % and all the times in the raw file. We then find the index of the
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443 % difference that is less than the tolerance, and use that as the row index
444 % we read the DIC data into.
445 v = 1;
446 scyther = size(rawarray);
447 numcols = scyther(2);
448 megascizor = size(csvmatrix);
449 while v<=NumFrames
450 currindex = find(csvmatrix(v,1) == rawarray(:,1));
451 if isempty(currindex)
452 tols = abs(rawarray(:,1) - csvmatrix(v,1));
453 currindex = find(tols<tol);
454 end
455 for u = 1:megascizor(2)
456 rawarray(currindex,u+numcols) = csvmatrix(v,u);
457 end
458 v = v+1;
459 end
460
461
462 %% 2/18/15
463 % Finally, take the combined matrix and output to a .txt
464
465 NewFileName = sprintf(’%s-made-%s-combined.txt’, commonname, date);
466 newfilepath = strcat(outdir, NewFileName);
467 newfid = fopen(newfilepath, ’w’);
468 gliscor = size(rawarray);
469 cformat = strcat(repmat(’%f ’, 1,gliscor(2)), ’\r\n’);
470 fprintf(newfid, cformat, rawarray’);
471
472 % The overall format, by column, for AA7050, is:
473 % 1) Time[s] from Bluehill
474 % 2) Stress [MPa] from Bluehill
475 % 3) Strain 1 [mm/mm] from Bluehill
476 % 4) U-displacement [mm] from Bluehill extension measurement
477 % -------------------------------------------
478 % 5) Time [s] from DIC
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479 % 6) ROI Average EpsYY [-]
480 % 7) H-Line Average EpsYY [-]
481 % 8) V-Line Average EpsYY [-]
482 % 9) 5H Lines 1
483 % 10) 5H Lines 2
484 % 11)5H Lines 3
485 % 12)5H Lines 4
486 % 13)5H Lines 5
487 % 14) Hline average dEpsyy
488 % 15) Vline average dEpsyy
489 % 16) ROI average dEpsYY
490 % 17) ROI average control point sigma
491 % 18) V-Line Average V displacement [mm]
492 % 19) ROI Average V-displacement [mm]
493
494 fclose(’all’);
495 tock(7) = toc
496
497 sprintf(’The total time elapsed is %f seconds’, tock(end))
A.3.1 MATLAB Script: tig2plotter.m
1 %%
2 % Tim Garbaciak
3 % 2/20/15
4 % This script is designed to pull together all the TiG2 validation
5 % experiment data and perform post-processing and plotting operations on
6 % it.
7
8 %%
9 % Initialize the path name variables
10 tic
11 z = 1
12 %set(0,’DefaultFigureVisible’,’off’); Turn plots visibilty off
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13 combopath = ’E:\Research\tig2dir\outdir\’;
14 identifier = ’tig2’;
15 spec = 1;
16
17 % Set up a moving-average filter, if necessary
18 numflt = [];
19 numflt = 11; % If you don’t want filtered strain data comment this out!!
20 if ~isempty(numflt)
21 writepath = strcat(combopath,’filtered’);
22 else
23 writepath = combopath;
24 end
25
26 rate1 = -5;
27 rate2 = -4;
28 rate3 = -3;
29 irate1 = eval(sprintf(’1E%d’,rate1));
30 irate2 = eval(sprintf(’1E%d’,rate2));
31 irate3 = eval(sprintf(’1E%d’,rate3));
32
33 name1 = sprintf(’%s-s%d-e%d’, identifier, spec, rate1);
34 name2 = sprintf(’%s-s%d-e%d’, identifier, spec, rate2);
35 name3 = sprintf(’%s-s%d-e%d’, identifier, spec, rate3);
36 path1 = strcat(combopath, name1, ’-made-*-combined.txt’);
37 path2 = strcat(combopath, name2, ’-made-*-combined.txt’);
38 path3 = strcat(combopath, name3, ’-made-*-combined.txt’);
39
40 %%
41 % Now open each file in turn and read it in as a separate array
42 % Open File 1 - 1E-5 rate
43 struct1 = dir(path1);
44 fpath1 = strcat(combopath, struct1(1).name); %The struct1(1) indexing ensures we take the
most recent outfiles↪→
45 fid= fopen(fpath1, ’r’);
46 array = textscan(fid, ’%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f’);
47 % [array] is now a cell array, which we can convert to a regular matrix:
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48 mtx1 = cell2mat(array);
49 fclose(fid);
50
51 % Open File 2 - 1E-4 rate
52 struct2 = dir(path2);
53 fpath2 = strcat(combopath, struct2(1).name);
54 fid= fopen(fpath2, ’r’);
55 array = textscan(fid, ’%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f’);
56 % [array] is now a cell array, which we can convert to a regular matrix:
57 mtx2 = cell2mat(array);
58 fclose(fid);
59
60 % Open File 3 - 1E-3 rate
61 struct3 = dir(path3);
62 fpath3 = strcat(combopath, struct3(1).name);
63 fid= fopen(fpath3, ’r’);
64 array = textscan(fid, ’%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f’);
65 % [array] is now a cell array, which we can convert to a regular matrix:
66 mtx3 = cell2mat(array);
67 fclose(fid);
68
69 % Consult blueviccombiner for information about the formatting of the
70 % matrix [mtx].
71
72 sprintf(’Files read.’)
73 %%
74 % Before we begin plotting, we need to make a correction to one of the
75 % datasets. During the 1E-5 rate test, at 2972 seconds, the extensometer
76 % slipped, causing an offset in the Strain 1 measurement of -0.00373 strain
77 % from that point forward. Luckily, this is only a single, scalar offset, so we can
78 % easily add it back in after that point and still strain values that make
79 % sense. We’ll do this by modifying the Strain 1 values in mtx1 by that
80 % amount.
81 x = diff(mtx1(:,3));
82 offs = min(x);
83 startoffs = find(x==offs);
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84 for q = (startoffs+1):length(mtx1(:,3))
85 mtx1(q,3) = mtx1(q,3) + abs(offs);
86 end
87
88 % There is another correction we need to do, since there is actually quite
89 % a bit of extensometer slip in this test. We will add +0.0011 strain to
90 % every strain value from the extensometer to bring the plastic portion
91 % into alignment with the other curves, which will improve our fitting.
92 for r = 1:length(mtx1(:,3))
93 mtx1(r,3) = mtx1(r,3) + 0.0011;
94 end
95
96 %%
97 % Now, we can start plotting!
98 % One note: you will need to hand-tune these plots to look good, there are
99 % too many limits and properties to control automatically.
100 % Start by initializing a vector [figs] to hold the figure handles, and a
101 % cell array {pika} to hold the matrix names. We will use {pika} so we can
102 % call the plotting functions on each matrix in a loop, rather than for one
103 % matrix at a time.
104 figs = zeros(20,1);
105 pika = { ’mtx1’;’mtx2’; ’mtx3’};
106 raika = {’rate1’; ’rate2’; ’rate3’};
107 pichu = {’irate1’;’irate2’;’irate3’};
108
109 %%
110 % Plot loop for the individual tests
111 a=0;
112 i=1;
113 numpts = 31; % must be an odd number
114 moduli = [];
115 yields = [];
116 sfits = [];
117 mresiduals = [];
118 sresiduals = [];
119 ezone_limits = [50,300];
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120 ezone_p_limits = [150,200];
121 while i <=length(pika)
122 mtx = eval(pika{i});
123 irate = eval(pichu{i});
124 sprintf(’Beginning plots for 1E%d rate...’,eval(raika{i}))
125
126 % Start by eliminating data points where we didn’t get a DIC strain to
127 % match up, to make cleaner plots.
128 inds = find(mtx(:,3) ==0);
129 scizor = size(mtx);
130 temp = mtx;
131 for j = 1:scizor(2)
132 temp(inds,j) = NaN;
133 end
134
135 vinds = find(mtx(:,7) == 0);
136 for k = 1:scizor(2)
137 temp(vinds,k) = NaN;
138 end
139
140 % If desired, implement a numflt-point moving average filter on the
141 % strain data
142 if ~isempty(numflt)
143 coeff = ones(1,numflt)/numflt;
144 for ii = 5:scizor(2)
145 mtx(:,ii) = filter(coeff,1,mtx(:,ii));
146 end
147 end
148
149
150 % Figure 1: Stress over Time
151 figs(i+a) = figure;
152 a = a+1;
153 plot(temp(:,1), temp(:,2), ’-b’);
154 title(sprintf(’Stress vs Time - 1E%d Rate’, eval(raika{i})));
155 xlabel(’Time [s]’);
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156 ylabel(’Stress [MPa]’);
157 grid on
158
159 % Figure 2: Strain over Time
160 figs(i+a) = figure;
161 a = a+1;
162 plot(temp(:,1), temp(:,3),’-b’, temp(:,1),temp(:,5),’-r’, temp(:,1),temp(:,6),’-g’,
temp(:,1),temp(:,7),’-k’);↪→
163 title(sprintf(’Strain vs Time - 1E%d Rate’, eval(raika{i})));
164 xlabel(’Time [s]’);
165 ylabel(’Strain [mm/mm]’);
166 legend(’Extensometer’, ’ROI Average’, ’H-Line Average’, ’V-Line
Average’,’Location’,’SouthEast’);↪→
167 grid on
168
169 % Figure 3: Stress-Strain Curve
170 figs(i+a) = figure;
171 a = a+1;
172 plot(temp(:,3),temp(:,2),’-b’, temp(:,5),temp(:,2),’-r’, temp(:,6),temp(:,2),’-g’,
temp(:,7),temp(:,2),’-k’);↪→
173 title(sprintf(’Stress-Strain Curve - 1E%d Rate’, eval(raika{i})));
174 xlabel(’Strain [mm/mm]’);
175 ylabel(’Stress [MPa]’);
176 legend(’Extensometer’, ’ROI Average’, ’H-Line Average’, ’V-Line
Average’,’Location’,’SouthEast’);↪→
177 grid on
178
179 % Figure 4: Strain Measures vs Strain 1
180 figs(i+a) = figure;
181 a = a+1;
182 hold on;
183 skip = 100;
184 plot(temp(:,3),temp(:,3),’--b’, temp(:,3),temp(:,5),’-r’, temp(:,3),temp(:,6),’-g’,
temp(:,3),temp(:,7),’-k’);↪→
185 plot(temp((1:skip:end),3),temp((1:skip:end),5),’r*’,
temp((1:skip-15:end),3),temp((1:skip-15:end),7),’kx’, ’MarkerSize’, 20);↪→
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186 handles = plot(-1,0,’-b’, -1,0,’-r*’, -1,0,’-g’, -1,0,’-kx’);
187 hold off;
188 title(sprintf(’Strain-Strain Curve - 1E%d Rate’, eval(raika{i})))
189 xlabel(’Strain 1 [mm/mm]’);
190 ylabel(’Strain measure [mm/mm]’);
191 legend(handles,’Extensometer’, ’ROI Average’, ’H-Line Average’, ’V-Line
Average’,’Location’,’SouthEast’);↪→
192 axis([0 0.01*ceil(max(temp(:,3))*100) 0 0.01*ceil(max(temp(:,6))*100)]);
193 grid on
194
195 % Goodness of fit between strain measures and extensometer strains (R^2
196 % values)
197 fitself = polyfit(mtx(:,3), mtx(:,3),1); % Get the fit parameters for a linear fit.
198 fit1 = polyfit(mtx(:,3),mtx(:,5),1);
199 fit2 = polyfit(mtx(:,3),mtx(:,6),1);
200 fit3 = polyfit(mtx(:,3),mtx(:,7),1);
201
202 yfself = polyval(fitself,mtx(:,3)); % Create y-data from the Extensometer strain
x-data↪→
203 yf1 = polyval(fit1,mtx(:,3));
204 yf2 = polyval(fit2,mtx(:,3));
205 yf3 = polyval(fit3,mtx(:,3));
206
207 rfself = mtx(:,3)-yfself; % Get the raw residual
208 rf1 = mtx(:,5)-yf1;
209 rf2 = mtx(:,6)-yf2;
210 rf3 = mtx(:,7)-yf3;
211
212 ssrself = sum(rfself.^2); % The sum-squared residuals
213 ssr1 = sum(rf1.^2);
214 ssr2 = sum(rf2.^2);
215 ssr3 = sum(rf3.^2);
216
217 sstot = var(mtx(:,3))*(length(mtx(:,3))-1); % Total sum of squares
218 sstot1 = var(mtx(:,5))*(length(mtx(:,5)-1));
219 sstot2 = var(mtx(:,6))*(length(mtx(:,6)-1));
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220 sstot3 = var(mtx(:,7))*(length(mtx(:,7)-1));
221
222 rsqfself = 1-ssrself/sstot;
223 rsqf1=1-ssr1/sstot1;
224 rsqf2=1-ssr2/sstot2;
225 rsqf3=1-ssr3/sstot3;
226
227 sresidual = [rsqfself, rsqf1, rsqf2, rsqf3];
228 sfit = [fitself(1),fit1(1),fit2(1),fit3(1)];
229 sfits = [sfits;sfit];
230 sresiduals = [sresiduals;sresidual];
231
232
233 % Figure 5: Difference between Strain1-Strain1 and StrainM-Strain1
234 pindst = ceil(numpts/2);
235 pindend = length(mtx(:,3))-floor(numpts/2);
236 plotinds = pindst:pindend;
237 for s = plotinds;
238 for r = 1:numpts
239 aind(r) = -(floor(numpts/2)+1)+r+s;
240 end
241
242 strain1 = mean(mtx(aind,3));
243 meas1 = mean(mtx(aind,5));
244 meas2 = mean(mtx(aind,6));
245 meas3 = mean(mtx(aind,7));
246
247 errfself(s) = 1000*(abs(strain1-strain1));%/strain1);
248 errf1(s) = 1000*(abs(meas1-strain1));%/strain1);
249 errf2(s) = 1000*(abs(meas2-strain1));%/strain1);
250 errf3(s) = 1000*(abs(meas3-strain1));%/strain1);
251 end
252 % Plot strain difference between extensometer and each measure over strain value
253 figs(i+a) = figure;
254 a = a+1;
255 skip = 20;
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256 hold on;
257 plot(mtx(plotinds,3),errfself(plotinds),’-b’, mtx(plotinds,3),errf1(plotinds),’-r’,
mtx(plotinds,3),errf2(plotinds),’-g’, mtx(plotinds,3),errf3(plotinds),’-k’);↪→
258 axis([0 max(mtx(:,3)) 0
1.1*max([max(errf1(plotinds)),max(errf2(plotinds)),max(errf3(plotinds))])]);↪→
259 xlabel(’Strain [mm/mm]’);
260 ylabel(’Strain Difference [microstrain]’);
261 legend(’Extensometer’, ’ROI Average’, ’H-Line Average’, ’V-Line
Average’,’Location’,’SouthEast’);↪→
262 title(sprintf(’Difference between Strain measures and Extensometer Strain - 1E%d
Rate’, eval(raika{i})));↪→
263 grid on
264
265 % Modulus estimates
266 ezonep = find(mtx(:,2)<=ezone_p_limits(2) & mtx(:,2)>=ezone_p_limits(1)); % Use a
corrected region to find the modulus for 10E-5 rate↪→
267 ezone = find(mtx(:,2) <=ezone_limits(2) & mtx(:,2) >=ezone_limits(1)); % Using only
datapoints at stress between 100 and 300 MPa↪→
268 if eval(raika{i}) == -5
269 datafit = polyfit(mtx(ezonep,3),mtx(ezonep,2),1);
270 ydata = polyval(datafit,mtx(ezonep,3));
271 residdata = mtx(ezonep,2)-ydata;
272 else
273 datafit = polyfit(mtx(ezone,3),mtx(ezone,2),1);
274 ydata = polyval(datafit,mtx(ezone,3));
275 residdata = mtx(ezone,2)-ydata;
276 end
277
278 m1fit = polyfit(mtx(ezone,5),mtx(ezone,2),1);
279 m2fit = polyfit(mtx(ezone,6),mtx(ezone,2),1);
280 m3fit = polyfit(mtx(ezone,7),mtx(ezone,2),1);
281
282 y1 = polyval(m1fit,mtx(ezone,5));
283 y2 = polyval(m2fit,mtx(ezone,6));
284 y3 = polyval(m3fit,mtx(ezone,7));
285
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286 resid1=mtx(ezone,2)-y1;
287 resid2 = mtx(ezone,2)-y2;
288 resid3 = mtx(ezone,2)-y3;
289
290 ssresiddata=sum(residdata.^2);
291 ssresid1=sum(resid1.^2);
292 ssresid2=sum(resid2.^2);
293 ssresid3=sum(resid3.^2);
294
295 sstotdata=(length(mtx(ezone,2))-1)*var(mtx(ezone,2));
296
297 rsqdata= 1- ssresiddata/sstotdata;
298 rsq1 = 1-ssresid1/sstotdata;
299 rsq2 = 1-ssresid2/sstotdata;
300 rsq3 = 1-ssresid3/sstotdata;
301
302 moddata = datafit(1);
303 mod1 = m1fit(1);
304 mod2 = m2fit(1);
305 mod3 = m3fit(1);
306 mods = [moddata, mod1, mod2, mod3]./1000;
307 residual = [rsqdata, rsq1, rsq2, rsq3];
308
309 moduli = [moduli;mods];
310 mresiduals = [mresiduals;residual];
311
312 % Yield strength estimate
313
314 scurvedata = moddata.*(mtx(:,3) - 0.002);
315 scurve1 = mod1.*(mtx(:,5) - 0.002);
316 scurve2 = mod2.*(mtx(:,6) - 0.002);
317 scurve3 = mod3.*(mtx(:,7) - 0.002);
318
319 % Find the intersection of the two curves to get the yield point
320 [xd, yd] = polyxpoly(mtx(:,3), mtx(:,2),mtx(:,3),scurvedata);
321 [x1, y1] = polyxpoly(mtx(:,5),mtx(:,2),mtx(:,5),scurve1);
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322 [x2, y2] = polyxpoly(mtx(:,6),mtx(:,2),mtx(:,6),scurve2);
323 [x3, y3] = polyxpoly(mtx(:,7),mtx(:,2),mtx(:,7),scurve3);
324 yields = [yields; min(yd), min(y1), min(y2), min(y3)];
325
326 plotzone = find(mtx(:,3)<=0.01);
327 skip = 40;
328 skipzone = plotzone(1:skip:end);
329 figs(a+i) = figure;
330 a = a+1;
331 hold on;
332 plot(mtx(plotzone,3),mtx(plotzone,2),’-b’,
mtx(skipzone,3),scurvedata(skipzone),’--b’,
mtx(skipzone,5),scurve1(skipzone),’--r’,
mtx(skipzone,6),scurve2(skipzone),’--g’,
mtx(skipzone,7),scurve3(skipzone),’--k’, mtx(plotzone,6),mtx(plotzone,2),’-c’);
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
333 plot(mtx(skipzone,3),mtx(skipzone,2),’bo’, mtx(skipzone,5),scurve1(skipzone),’r*’,
mtx(skipzone,6),scurve2(skipzone),’g+’, mtx(skipzone,7),scurve3(skipzone),’kx’,
mtx(skipzone,6),mtx(skipzone,2),’c*’);
↪→
↪→
334 handles = plot(-1,0,’-bo’, -1,0,’--b’, -1,0,’--r*’, -1,0,’--g+’, -1,0,’--kx’,
-1,0,’-c*’);↪→
335 hold off;
336 axis([0 0.01 0 max(mtx(:,2)) + 100]);
337 xlabel(’Strain [mm]’);
338 ylabel(’Stress [MPa]’);
339 legend(handles,’Extensometer Curve’, ’0.2% Offset Line - Extensometer’,’0.2% Offset
Line - ROI’,’0.2% Offset Line - H-Line’,’0.2% Offset Line - V-Line’,’H-Line
Curve’,’Location’,’SouthEast’);
↪→
↪→
340 title(’Stress-Strain Relationship with 0.2% Offset Yield Point’);
341 grid on
342
343 % Now, let’s plot the filtered stress-strain agains the unfiltered for
344 % comparison.
345 figs(i+a) = figure;
346 a = a+1;
347 skip = 30;
348 hold on;
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349 plot(temp(:,5),temp(:,2),’-c’, mtx(:,5),mtx(:,2),’-b’, temp(:,3),temp(:,2),’-r’)
350 plot(-1,0,’-c’, mtx((1:skip:end),5),mtx((1:skip:end),2),’bo’,
temp((1:skip:end),3),temp((1:skip:end),2),’r+’, ’MarkerSize’, 6)↪→
351 handles = plot(-1,0,’-c’, -1,0,’-bo’, -1,0,’-r+’);
352 hold off;
353 % The lines above plot as follows:
354 % 1) Plot all the data, without markers
355 % 2) Plot some of the data, with markers (to get a marker every X
356 % datapoints)
357 % 3) Create a dummy plot that has the combined line+marker style for
358 % use in the legend
359 xlabel(’Strain [mm]’);
360 ylabel(’Stress [MPa]’);
361 legend(handles,’Unfiltered ROI Strain’, ’Filtered ROI Strain’, ’Unfiltered
Extensometer Strain’, ’Location’,’SouthEast’);↪→
362 title(’Effect of Filtering on Stress-Strain Curves’);
363 axis([0 0.01 0 400])
364 grid on;
365
366 meansig = mean(mtx(:,16));
367 i = i+1;
368 end
369 %%
370 % Now lets go ahead and make some combined plots, for reference.
371 sprintf(’Beginning combined plots...’)
372 % Figure 5: Stress-Strain curves for all 3 rates
373 figs(i+a+1) = figure;
374 plot(mtx2(:,3),mtx2(:,2),’-r’,mtx3(:,3),mtx3(:,2),’-g’);
375 xlabel(’Strain [mm/mm]’);
376 ylabel(’Stress [MPa]’);
377 title(’Stress-Strain curves for 2 strain rates’);
378 legend(’1E-4’, ’1E-3’,’Location’,’SouthEast’);
379 % Show the yield point estimates from DIC on the plots
380 hold on
381 % [dummy,yield1] = min(abs(mtx1(:,2) - yields(1,1)));
382 % plot(mtx1(yield1,3),yields(1,1),’+k’)
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383 [dummy,yield2] = min(abs(mtx2(:,2) - yields(2,1)));
384 plot(mtx2(yield2,3),yields(2,1),’+k’)
385 [dummy,yield3] = min(abs(mtx3(:,2) - yields(3,1)));
386 plot(mtx3(yield3,3),yields(3,1),’+k’)
387 grid on
388 hold off
389
390 %%
391 for s = 1:3
392 rates(s) = eval(pichu{s});
393 end
394
395 % Plot modulus values vs strain rate by themselves
396 figs(i+a+8) = figure;
397 semilogx(rates,moduli(:,1),’-ob’, rates,moduli(:,2),’-*r’,
rates,moduli(:,3),’-+g’,rates,moduli(:,4),’-xk’, rates, [104 108.6 112.4],’-sc’,
’MarkerSize’, 10)
↪→
↪→
398 legend(’Modulus - Extensometer’, ’Modulus - ROI Avg’,’Modulus - H-Line’, ’Modulus -
V-Line’,’Modulus - Hand-Estimates’,’Location’,’East’);↪→
399 ylabel(’Modulus [GPa]’)
400 xlabel(’Imposed Strain Rate [mm/mm/s]’)
401 title(’Modulus vs Imposed Strain Rates’)
402 grid on
403
404 % Plot yield strength values vs strain rate by themselves
405 figs(i+a+9) = figure;
406 semilogx(rates,yields(:,1),’-ob’, rates,yields(:,2),’-*r’, rates,yields(:,3),’-+g’,
rates,yields(:,4),’-xk’, rates,[324.6 323.4 366.8],’-sc’, ’MarkerSize’, 10)↪→
407 legend(’Yield - Extensometer’, ’Yield - ROI Avg’,’Yield - H-Line’, ’Yield -
V-Line’,’Yield - Hand-Estimates’,’Location’,’SouthEast’);↪→
408 ylabel(’Yield Stress [MPa]’)
409 xlabel(’Imposed Strain Rate [mm/mm/s]’)
410 title(’Yield Stress vs Imposed Strain Rates’)
411 axis([rates(1) rates(end) 250 400])
412 grid on
413
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414 figs(i+a+10) = figure;
415 gible = size(moduli);
416 for aa = 1:gible(1)
417 for bb = 1:gible(2)
418 ystrain(aa,bb) = yields(aa,bb)/moduli(aa,bb) + 0.002;
419 end
420 end
421 semilogx(rates,ystrain(:,1),’-sb’, rates,ystrain(:,2),’-sr’, rates,ystrain(:,3),’-sg’,
rates,ystrain(:,4),’-sk’);↪→
422 legend(’Yield - Extensometer’, ’Yield - ROI Avg’,’Yield - H-Line’, ’Yield -
V-Line’,’Location’,’SouthEast’);↪→
423 ylabel(’Strain at Yield [microstrain]’);
424 xlabel(’Imposed Strain Rate [mm/mm/s]’);
425 title(’Strain at Yield Point’);
426 grid on
427
428 %%
429 % Finally, do a plot of all three stress-strain curves with extensometer
430 % and with ROI strain
431
432 inds1 = find(mtx1(:,3)==0 | mtx1(:,7)==0);
433 inds2 = find(mtx2(:,3)==0 | mtx2(:,7)==0);
434 inds3 = find(mtx3(:,3)==0 | mtx3(:,7)==0);
435 for cc = 1:scizor(2)
436 mtx1(inds1,cc) = NaN;
437 mtx2(inds2,cc) = NaN;
438 mtx3(inds3,cc) = NaN;
439 end
440
441 figs(i+a+11) = figure;
442 plot(mtx2(:,3),mtx2(:,2),’-r’, mtx2(:,5),mtx2(:,2),’--m’, mtx3(:,3),mtx3(:,2),’-k’,
mtx3(:,5),mtx3(:,2),’--g’);↪→
443 xlabel(’Strain [mm/mm]’);
444 ylabel(’Stress [MPa]’);
445 legend(’10^-4 Ext’,’10^-4 ROI’,’10^-3 Ext’,’10^-3 ROI’,’Location’,’SouthEast’);
446 title(’Stress-Strain Curves using Extensometer and DIC Strains’)
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447
448 figs(i+a+12) = figure;
449 plot(mtx2(:,5),mtx2(:,2),’--m’, mtx3(:,5),mtx3(:,2),’--g’);
450 xlabel(’Strain [mm/mm]’);
451 ylabel(’Stress [MPa]’);
452 legend(’10^-4 ROI’,’10^-3 ROI’,’Location’,’SouthEast’);
453 title(’Stress-Strain Curves using ROI DIC Strains’)
454
455 %%
456 % Print all the values of the fits, moduli and yield strengths to screen
457 sfits
458 sresiduals
459 moduli
460 mresiduals
461 yields
462 %%
463 % Save all the figures
464 sprintf(’Saving figures...’)
465 while z <=length(figs)
466 if figs(z) ~=0
467 location = sprintf(’%s.tiff’, strcat(writepath,identifier, ’-Fig-’,
num2str(figs(z))));↪→
468 print(figs(z),’-dbmp’,location );
469 z = z+1;
470 else
471 z = z+1;
472 continue
473 end
474 end
475
476 close all
477 toc
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Appendix B
PYTHON SCRIPTS
B.1 Back-end Scripts
B.1.1 Python script: hydro read.py
1 # Tim Garbaciak & Kenny Swartz
2 # 3/29/15
3 # This script is designed to read data from the hydraulic load frame.
4 #########################################
5 # Imports and definitions
6 import sys
7 import numpy as np
8 from math import log
9 from scipy.signal import argrelmax
10 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
11 from matplotlib.ticker import MultipleLocator
12
13 path = sys.argv[1] # The full path to the hydro frame datafiles
14 name = sys.argv[2] # The name of the hydro frame file (before the ’d1.txt’ or
’h.txt’)↪→
15 query_plot = sys.argv[3] # A T/F statement that determines whether plots of the hydro
frame data are created in this script↪→
16 outname = name
17 outpath = path + ’frame_data.txt’
18 #########################################
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19 # Since we’ll need to do it often, we’ll define a function, quotestrip, which takes a
variable representation for a string, and returns that string without any ""
included.
↪→
↪→
20 def quotestrip(instr):
21 if instr[0] == ’"’:
22 instr = instr[1:-1]
23 elif instr[0] == "’":
24 instr = instr[1:-1]
25 return instr
26 ###############################################
27 # The hydro frame exports two .txt files, one with header information and one with the
data.↪→
28 dpath = path + name + ’d1.txt’
29 hpath = path + name + ’h.txt’
30
31 dfid = open(dpath,’r’)
32 ddata = dfid.read().split(’\n’)
33 dfid.close()
34 data = []
35
36 for row in ddata:
37 entry = []
38 vals = row.split(’\t’)
39 for word in vals:
40 entry.append(word)
41 data.append(entry)
42
43 hfid = open(hpath,’r’)
44 hdata = hfid.read().split(’\n’)
45 hfid.close()
46
47 headers = []
48 for row in hdata:
49 entry = []
50 vals = row.split(’:’)
51 for word in vals:
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52 entry.append(word)
53 headers.append(entry)
54 ###############################################
55 hindex = 1
56 for i in range(0,len(data[hindex])):
57 # You can take this text block and repeat it with new variable names to grab any
column of data you want.↪→
58 if data[hindex][i] == ’TIME(sec)’:
59 time_col = i
60 #time_unit = raw[hindex+1][i]
61 time = np.empty(len(data) - hindex - 2)
62
63 for i in range(hindex+1,len(data)-1):
64 t = data[i][time_col]
65 t = quotestrip(t)
66 time[i-(hindex+1)] = t
67
68 elif data[hindex][i] == ’LOAD kn’:
69 load_col = i
70 #load_unit = raw[hindex+1][i]
71 load = np.empty(len(data) - hindex - 2)
72 for i in range(hindex+1,len(data)-1):
73 lo = data[i][load_col]
74 lo = quotestrip(lo)
75 load[i-(hindex+1)] = lo
76 ’’’
77 if load_unit == ’(kN)’:
78 load = load*1000
79 load_unit = ’(N)’
80 ’’’
81 elif data[hindex][i] == ’POSN mm ’:
82 posn_col = i
83 posn = np.empty(len(data)-hindex-2)
84 for i in range(hindex+1, len(data)-1):
85 po = data[i][posn_col]
86 po = quotestrip(po)
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87 posn[i-(hindex+1)] = po
88
89 ###############################################
90 # Write the desired outputs to a text file
91 out = open(outpath,’w’)
92 out.write(’Time[s] Posn[mm] Load[kN]\n’)
93 for i in range(0,len(time)):
94 out.write(’%9.4f ’ %time[i] +
95 ’%9.4f ’ %posn[i] +
96 ’%9.4f\n’ %load[i])
97 out.close()
98
99 ### END OF FILE ###
100 plt.close(’all’)
B.1.2 Python script: vic2d tsg lig.py
1 # Script to read in csv file from Vic-2D output file and process strain data
2 # Kenny Swartz
3 # 02/03/15
4 # Modified by Tim Garbaciak to read files from the hydro experiments
5 #####################################################################################
6 import sys
7 # user inputs
8 path = sys.argv[1] # Full path to the directory holding the VIC2D .csv output
files↪→
9 num_digits = sys.argv[2] # The number of digits in the frame numbers (i.e. ’0005’ would
have 4 digits)↪→
10 sigma_limit = sys.argv[3] # Defines a threshold for the confidence interval reported by
VIC2D above which we don’t want to use a correlated point↪→
11 frame_rate = sys.argv[4] # 1/fps
12 y_coord = sys.argv[5] # Original y-coordinate of the shear line, in pixels
(initialized as a floating-point)↪→
13 x_coord_lo = sys.argv[6]
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14 x_coord_hi = sys.argv[7] # Original x-coordinates of the start and end of the ligament
section (approximately)↪→
15 tolerance = 10 # Tolerance value for finding points on either side of the ligament
line specified (in pix)↪→
16 # An important note about the frame_rate: if the dic analysis is not carried out on every
frame from the camera, then this framerate will need to account for that.↪→
17 # An example: Suppose our camera is set to take images at a rate of 5 fps, but we then
perform the correlation on only every 10th frame.↪→
18 # In this case, the frame_rate we would input would be (1/5.0)*10.0 = 2.0, or an
effective frame rate of 0.5 fps.↪→
19 #####################################################################################
20 import csv,time,os
21 import numpy as np
22 import math as m
23 # import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
24 # from matplotlib.ticker import MultipleLocator
25 #####################################################################################
26 # mean strains
27 time = []
28 avg_exx = []
29 avg_eyy = []
30 avg_exy = []
31 avg_e1 = []
32 avg_e2 = []
33 x = []
34 y = []
35 max_exy = []
36 lav_exx = []
37 lav_eyy = []
38 lav_exy = []
39 Evm = []
40
41 # open all .csv files in directory
42 filenames = os.listdir(path)
43 for file_name in filenames:
44 print file_name
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45 trip = False
46 if file_name.endswith(’.csv’):
47 #if float(file_name[-4-num_digits:-4])%100 == 0:
48 #print (’analyzing file ’ + str(file_name[-4-num_digits:-4]))
49 fid = open(path+file_name,’r’)
50 csv_data = csv.reader(fid,delimiter=’,’, quotechar=’|’)
51
52 # store raw data in a list of lists called data
53 data = []
54 for row in csv_data:
55 line = []
56 for word in row:
57 if word != ’’:
58 line.append(word)
59 if len(line) > 0:
60 data.append(line)
61 fid.close()
62
63 # calculate time from frame rate and image number
64 t = frame_rate*(m.fabs(float(file_name[-4-num_digits:-4])) - 1 )
65
66 # check for points with unacceptable correlation
67 bad_corr = 0
68 for i in range(1,len(data)):
69 if m.fabs(float(data[i][4])) >= sigma_limit:
70 bad_corr = bad_corr + 1
71
72 # initialize arrays for strain values
73 x = np.zeros(len(data)-bad_corr-1)
74 y = np.zeros(len(data)-bad_corr-1)
75 exx = np.zeros(len(data)-bad_corr-1)
76 eyy = np.zeros(len(data)-bad_corr-1)
77 exy = np.zeros(len(data)-bad_corr-1)
78 e1 = np.zeros(len(data)-bad_corr-1)
79 e2 = np.zeros(len(data)-bad_corr-1)
80
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81 counter = 0
82 for i in range(1,len(data)):
83 if m.fabs(float(data[i][4])) < sigma_limit:
84 x[i-1-counter] = data[i][0]
85 y[i-1-counter] = data[i][1]
86 exx[i-1-counter] = data[i][9]
87 eyy[i-1-counter] = data[i][10]
88 exy[i-1-counter] = data[i][11]
89 e1[i-1-counter] = data[i][12]
90 e2[i-1-counter] = data[i][13]
91 else:
92 counter = counter + 1
93 if counter+1 == len(data):
94 print ’There are no correlations in this frame!’
95 trip = True
96
97 # store roi averaged strains
98 time.append(t)
99 if t == 0.0 or trip == True:
100 avg_exx.append(0.0)
101 avg_eyy.append(0.0)
102 avg_exy.append(0.0)
103 avg_e1.append( 0.0)
104 avg_e2.append( 0.0)
105 max_exy.append(0.0)
106 else:
107 avg_exx.append(np.mean(exx))
108 avg_eyy.append(np.mean(eyy))
109 avg_exy.append(np.mean(exy))
110 avg_e1.append( np.mean(e1) )
111 avg_e2.append( np.mean(e2) )
112 max_exy.append(np.max(exy) )
113
111
114 # Per Armand’s suggestions, let’s do 2 things. First, let’s get only the
strains in the ligament section, average them, and report that.
Second, let’s use those strains and calculate the equivalent Von
Mises strain along the ligament
↪→
↪→
↪→
115 # Using the known y-coordinate of the ligament section, find the data
close to the ligament↪→
116 inds = []
117 for line in data[1:-1]:
118 if m.fabs(float(line[1]) - y_coord) <= tolerance and
float(line[0]) >= x_coord_lo and float(line[0]) <=
x_coord_hi:
↪→
↪→
119 # The three criteria check for the following:
120 # 1) Is the y-coordinate of the point in question close
to the specified ligament y-coordinate (within the
defined tolerance)?
↪→
↪→
121 # 2) Is the x-coordinate larger than the left
x-coordinate of the ligament?↪→
122 # 3) Is the x-coordinate smaller than the right
x-coordinate of the ligament?↪→
123 # If these three are true, we can read in the value.
124 # Also remember that VIC2D and many other types of image
processing software use a y-flipped coordinate
system (so y is increasing down from the top of the
image, and x is increasing from the left side of the
image)
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
125 idx = data.index(line)
126 inds.append(idx)
127 counter = 0
128 lexx = np.zeros(len(inds))
129 leyy = np.zeros(len(inds))
130 lexy = np.zeros(len(inds))
131 for val in inds:
132 lexx[counter] = float(data[val][9])
133 leyy[counter] = float(data[val][10])
134 lexy[counter] = float(data[val][11])
135 counter = counter + 1
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136
137 # Get the averaged strains over the ligament section alone
138 lav_exx.append(np.mean(lexx))
139 lav_eyy.append(np.mean(leyy))
140 lav_exy.append(np.mean(lexy))
141
142 # Now calculate the averaged equivalent Von Mises strain
143 cEvm = []
144 for i in range(0,len(inds)):
145 trace = lexx[i] + leyy[i]
146 cExx = lexx[i] - (1.0/3.0)*trace
147 cEyy = leyy[i] - (1.0/3.0)*trace
148 cEzz = -(1.0/3.0)*trace
149 cgxy = lexy[i]
150 cEvm.append(np.sqrt((2.0/3.0)*(cExx**2 + cEyy**2 + cEzz**2) +
(4.0/3.0)*(cgxy**2)))↪→
151 Evm.append(np.mean(cEvm))
152
153
154 #####################################################################################
155 # write data to a file
156 # If you wish to change what the script gathers and outputs, make sure to change up this
section to match!↪→
157 output = open(path+’dic_strains.txt’,’w’)
158 output.write(’[time(s)] [exx] [eyy] [exy] [e1] [e2] [Max exy]
[Lig_avg_exx] [Lig_avg_eyy] [Lig_avg_exy] [Lig_avg_eVM]\n’)↪→
159 for i in range(0,len(avg_exx)):
160 output.write(’%9.4f ’ %time[i] +
161 ’%9.6f ’ %avg_exx[i] +
162 ’%9.6f ’ %avg_eyy[i] +
163 ’%9.6f ’ %avg_exy[i] +
164 ’%9.6f ’ %avg_e1[i] +
165 ’%9.6f ’ %avg_e2[i] +
166 ’%9.6f ’ %max_exy[i] +
167 ’%9.4f ’ %lav_exx[i] +
168 ’%9.4f ’ %lav_eyy[i] +
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169 ’%9.4f ’ %lav_exy[i] +
170 ’%9.4f ’ %Evm[i] + ’\n’)
171 output.close()
172 #####################################################################################
B.1.3 Python script: match hydro dic.py
1 # Tim Garbaciak
2 # 4/1/2015
3 # This script is designed to match up data between DIC images and the load frame outputs.
4 ######################################################
5 # Imports and Definitions
6 import numpy as np
7 import sys
8 from math import fabs
9
10 frame_outfile = sys.argv[1] # Full path to the outfile produced by ’hydro_read.py’
11 dic_outfile = sys.argv[2] # Full path to the outfile produced by ’vic2d_tsg.py’
12 combo_outfile = sys.argv[3] # Full path to the outfile this script will create
13 ######################################################
14 # Since we’ll need to do it often, define a function, nstrip, which takes a variable that
holds a string, and returns that string without any "\n" included↪→
15 def nstrip(instr):
16 if instr[-1] == ’\n’:
17 instr = instr[0:-1]
18 return instr
19 ######################################################
20 # Import the frame data
21 fid = open(frame_outfile,’r’)
22 frame_data = []
23 for row in fid:
24 line = []
25 fake = row.split(’ ’)
26 for entry in fake:
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27 if entry != ’’:
28 line.append(entry)
29 if len(line)>0:
30 frame_data.append(line)
31 fid.close()
32 for row in frame_data:
33 row[-1] = nstrip(row[-1]) # This statement takes off the ’\n’ marker for when we
write the data to the [combined] list of lists↪→
34 ######################################################
35 # Import the dic data
36 fid = open(dic_outfile,’r’)
37 dic_data = []
38 for row in fid:
39 line = []
40 fake = row.split(’ ’)
41 for entry in fake:
42 if entry != ’’:
43 line.append(entry)
44 if len(line)>0:
45 dic_data.append(line)
46 fid.close()
47 for row in dic_data:
48 row[-1] = nstrip(row[-1]) # This statement takes off the ’\n’ marker for when we
write the data to the [combined] list of lists↪→
49 ######################################################
50 # Now find the matching times (within a tolerance value) and write the combined data to a
new file↪→
51 time_tol = (1/2.0)*(abs(float(dic_data[-1][0]) - float(dic_data[-2][0]))) # Based on a
nyquist rate from the camera framerate, to ensure we don’t read a DIC value into
multiple locations
↪→
↪→
52 combined = []
53
54 for i in range(1,len(dic_data)):
55 match = 0
56 for j in range(1,len(frame_data)):
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57 # With this ordering of the for loops, we search through the DIC data to
find a time, and then we compare it to every time in the frame data
to find a match, thus ensuring that we look at every DIC file to try
and match it.
↪→
↪→
↪→
58 comp = abs(float(dic_data[i][0]) - float(frame_data[j][0]))
59 if comp<time_tol:
60 combined.append(frame_data[j] + dic_data[i])
61 match = match + 1
62 ######################################################
63 # Now write the list [combined] to an output text file
64 cid = open(combo_outfile,’w’)
65 cid.write(’Frame data lives in the first %s columns\n’ %len(frame_data[0])) # This line
reminds the user where the frame data lives in the combined file, just in case they
change what the frame outputs between tests
↪→
↪→
66 cid.write(’%s %s\n’ %(frame_data[0], dic_data[0]))
67 for row in combined:
68 if len(row) > 11:
69 cid.write(’%9.4f ’ %float(row[0]) +
70 ’%9.4f ’ %float(row[1]) +
71 ’%9.4f ’ %float(row[2]) +
72 ’%9.4f ’ %float(row[3]) +
73 ’%9.4f ’ %float(row[4]) +
74 ’%9.4f ’ %float(row[5]) +
75 ’%9.4f ’ %float(row[6]) +
76 ’%9.4f ’ %float(row[7]) +
77 ’%9.4f ’ %float(row[8]) +
78 ’%9.4f ’ %float(row[9]) +
79 ’%9.4f ’ %float(row[10]) +
80 ’%9.4f ’ %float(row[11]) +
81 ’%9.4f ’ %float(row[12]) +
82 ’%9.4f ’ %float(row[13]) +
83 ’\n’)
84 else:
85 cid.write(’%9.4f ’ %float(row[0]) +
86 ’%9.4f ’ %float(row[1]) +
87 ’%9.4f ’ %float(row[2]) +
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88 ’%9.4f ’ %float(row[3]) +
89 ’%9.4f ’ %float(row[4]) +
90 ’%9.4f ’ %float(row[5]) +
91 ’%9.4f ’ %float(row[6]) +
92 ’%9.4f ’ %float(row[7]) +
93 ’%9.4f ’ %float(row[8]) +
94 ’%9.4f ’ %float(row[9]) +
95 ’\n’)
96 # The above statement needs to change if you change what vic2d_tsg.py outputs in
its output file↪→
97 cid.close()
B.1.4 Python script: plot match.py
1 # Tim Garbaciak
2 # 4/2/15
3 # This script does plotting calculations and operations on the matched Hydro-DIC data
4 # for a single 1-ligament test
5 ######################################################
6 # Imports and Definitions
7 import numpy as np
8 import sys
9 import matplotlib
10 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
11 from math import fabs, ceil
12 from matplotlib.ticker import MultipleLocator
13 from scipy.signal import argrelextrema
14 ######################################################
15 # Plotting setup statements:
16 I_Blue = ( 0.0/255.0, 60.0/255.0, 125.0/255.0)
17 I_Orange = (244.0/255.0, 127.0/255.0, 36.0/255.0)
18 # Illinois Orange and Blue colors from Kenny Swartz
19 PageWidth = 8.5
20 PageHeight = 11.0
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21 LeftMargin = 0.5
22 RightMargin = 0.5
23 TopMargin = 0.5
24 BottomMargin = 0.5
25
26 TextWidth = PageWidth - LeftMargin - RightMargin
27 TextHeight = PageHeight - TopMargin - BottomMargin
28
29 FigureWidth = TextWidth/1.5
30 # Use these definitions for producing the "finishing" plots for presentation
31 plot_time = 300.0 # sec
32 plot_load = 20.0 # kN
33 plot_strain = 0.25 # mm/mm #0.25 1-lig
34 plot_stress = 400.0 # MPa #400.0 1-lig
35 plot_disp = 3.0 # mm
36 pad_time = 20.0 # Amount of time to hold onto data after failure
37 el_top_stress = 100.0 # Cutoff for elastic region on plot for finding shear modulus
38 el_bot_stress = 20.0
39 ######################################################
40 combo_outfile = sys.argv[1] # The full path to the combined outfile from
’match_hydro_dic.py’↪→
41 path = sys.argv[2] # The path to the output directory for the plots
42 uname = sys.argv[3] # The name for the dataset, to be used in the plot titles
43 o = combo_outfile.split(’.txt’)
44 oo = o[0].split(’\\’)
45 outname = oo[-1] + ’_matched’
46 ######################################################
47 # Read in the matched file
48 fid = open(combo_outfile,’r’)
49 data = []
50 for row in fid:
51 line = []
52 fake = row.split(’ ’)
53 for entry in fake:
54 if entry != ’’:
55 line.append(entry)
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56 if len(line)>0:
57 data.append(line)
58 fid.close()
59 # The first two rows are just headers, make sure to ignore them when you do the plotting
60 #######################################################
61 # Grab the columns of data as unique lists
62 time = []
63 load = []
64 stress = []
65 posn = []
66 disp = []
67 exy = []
68 axstress = []
69 exx = []
70 e11 = []
71 maxexy = []
72 lav_exy = []
73 Evm = []
74
75 for row in data[2:-37]:
76 posn.append(row[1])
77 shear = (-1.0*float(row[2])*1000)/(4.0*12.7)
78 axials = (-1.0*float(row[2])*1000)/(8.0*12.7)
79 dips = float(row[1])-float(posn[0])
80 time.append(float(row[0]))
81 load.append(-1.0*float(row[2]))
82 stress.append(shear)
83 axstress.append(axials)
84 disp.append(abs(dips))
85 exy.append(float(row[6]))
86 e11.append(float(row[7]))
87 exx.append(-1.0*float(row[4]))
88 maxexy.append(-1.0*float(row[8]))
89 lav_exy.append(float(row[-3]))
90 Evm.append(float(row[-2]))
91 # We have two concerns about using the whole dataset here:
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92 # 1) Some of the specimens re-load after the failure, which we don’t want to see or use
for calculations.↪→
93 # 2) The strain data is useless after the ligament fails, so we want to cut off our
strain plots as close to the moment of failure as possible.↪→
94 # We’ll use two different cutoff values, cut_time and pcut, to accomplish these two
goals.↪→
95
96 # Start with cut_time: Find the maximum load, then add on padding time after that to
eliminate the final re-loading.↪→
97 max_load = max(load)
98 idx_max = load.index(max_load)
99 cut_time = float(time[idx_max]) + pad_time
100 print ’The initial time cutoff is %f seconds’%cut_time
101 # Now pop off the data according to this cutoff.
102 while time[-1] >= cut_time:
103 time.pop()
104 load.pop()
105 stress.pop()
106 axstress.pop()
107 disp.pop()
108 exy.pop()
109 exx.pop()
110 e11.pop()
111 maxexy.pop()
112 lav_exy.pop()
113 Evm.pop()
114
115 # Now set pcut manually for each dataset by trial and error.
116 if uname.find(’OverA’) != -1:
117 if uname.find(’ND’) != -1:
118 pcut = cut_time - 220.0
119 if uname.find(’RD’) != -1:
120 pcut = cut_time - 33.5
121 if uname.find(’TD’) != -1:
122 pcut = cut_time - 15.0
123 else:
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124 if uname.find(’ND’) != -1:
125 pcut = cut_time - 11.0
126 if uname.find(’RD’) != -1:
127 pcut = cut_time - 17.5
128 if uname.find(’TD’) != -1:
129 pcut = cut_time - 20.0
130 idx_pcut= time.index(pcut)
131 print ’The plotting time cutoff in plotting is %f seconds’ %pcut
132
133 #######################################################
134 # Let’s pick off the peak load value for the test.
135 ar_load = np.array(load)
136 imaxima = argrelextrema(ar_load,np.greater_equal,axis=0,order=20,mode=’clip’)
137 imaxl = []
138 for entry in imaxima[0]:
139 print ’Peak: %9.4f MPa, %9.4f mm/mm at index %d’ %(stress[entry],exy[entry],
entry)↪→
140 if load[entry] >= 14.0:
141 imaxl.append(entry)
142 pload = [load[i] for i in imaxl]
143 ptime = [time[i] for i in imaxl]
144 pdisp = [disp[i] for i in imaxl]
145 #######################################################
146 # Figure 1: Load vs time
147 # Initialize the figure
148 fig = plt.figure()
149 fig.set_figwidth(FigureWidth)
150 fig.set_figheight(FigureWidth)
151 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
152 ax.grid(True)
153
154 # X-axis
155 ax.set_xlabel(’Time [s]’)
156 ax.set_xlim(0.0, plot_time)
157 ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_time/5 ))
158 ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_time/10))
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159
160 # Y-axis
161 ax.set_ylabel(’Load [kN]’)
162 ax.set_ylim(0.0, plot_load)
163 ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_load/5 ))
164 ax.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_load/10))
165
166 # Create the plot
167 ax.plot( time, load, color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0)
168 ax.plot(ptime, pload, color = I_Orange, linewidth = 0.0, marker = ’+’)
169 ax.set_title(’Load vs Time - %s’ %uname)
170 fig.tight_layout()
171 fig.savefig(path + ’l_vs_t_’ + uname + ’.jpg’,bbox_inches=’tight’,pad_inches=0.1)
172 #######################################################
173 # Figure 2: Load vs displacement
174 # Initialize the figure
175 fig = plt.figure()
176 fig.set_figwidth(FigureWidth)
177 fig.set_figheight(FigureWidth)
178 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
179 ax.grid(True)
180
181 # X-axis
182 ax.set_xlabel(’Displacement [mm]’)
183 ax.set_xlim(0.0, plot_disp)
184 ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_disp/5 ))
185 ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_disp/10))
186
187 # Y-axis
188 ax.set_ylabel(’Load [kN]’)
189 ax.set_ylim(0.0, plot_load)
190 ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_load/5 ))
191 ax.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_load/10))
192
193 # Create the plot
194 ax.plot( disp, load, color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0)
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195 ax.plot(pdisp, pload, color = I_Orange, linewidth = 0.0, marker = ’+’)
196 ax.set_title(’Load vs Displacement - %s’ %uname)
197 fig.tight_layout()
198 fig.savefig(path + ’l_vs_d_’ + uname + ’.jpg’,bbox_inches=’tight’,pad_inches=0.1)
199 ######################################################
200 # Let’s calculate the shear modulus and shear yield strength (SYS) from the shear
stress-shear strain curve using lig_avg_exy↪→
201 for value in stress:
202 if value <= el_top_stress:
203 el_top_ind = stress.index(value)
204 continue
205 else:
206 el_top_ind = stress.index(value)
207 break
208
209 for value in stress:
210 if value <= el_bot_stress:
211 el_bot_ind = stress.index(value)
212 continue
213 else:
214 el_bot_ind = stress.index(value)
215 break
216
217
218
219 p = np.polyfit(lav_exy[el_bot_ind:el_top_ind],stress[el_bot_ind:el_top_ind],1,full=True)
220 s_mod = p[0][0]/1000.0/2.0 # Puts the modulus in GPa, the 2.0 goes from Lagrangian shear
strain to Engineering shear strain (the gamma symbol)↪→
221 print "Shear Modulus Estimate: %9.4f GPa" %s_mod
222
223 pp = np.polyfit(Evm[el_bot_ind:el_top_ind],stress[el_bot_ind:el_top_ind],1,full=True)
224 ss_mod = pp[0][0]/1000.0 # Puts the modulus in GPa
225 print "Shear Modulus Estimate from Evm: %9.4f GPa" %ss_mod
226
227 # Now construct the 0.2% offset line
228 offset_stress = []
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229 for value in lav_exy:
230 offset_stress.append(2000.0*s_mod*(value-0.002))
231
232 intersect_idx = np.argwhere(np.isclose(np.asarray(stress),np.asarray(offset_stress), atol
= 10)).reshape(-1)↪→
233 for val in intersect_idx:
234 print ’Intersection? %9.4f MPa at index %d, time %9.4f’ %(stress[val], val,
time[val])↪→
235 # The intersection points found here are used as a guide for what the magnitude should be
around. The real points are estimated from the graph.↪→
236 #######################################################
237 # Figure 3: Shear Stress-Strain Curve
238 # Initialize the figure
239 fig = plt.figure()
240 fig.set_figwidth(FigureWidth)
241 fig.set_figheight(FigureWidth)
242 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
243 ax.grid(True)
244
245 # X-axis
246 ax.set_xlabel(’Strain Strain [mm/mm]’)
247 ax.set_xlim(0.0, plot_strain)
248 ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_strain/5 ))
249 ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_strain/10))
250
251 # Y-axis
252 ax.set_ylabel(’Stress [MPa]’)
253 ax.set_ylim(0.0, abs(plot_stress))
254 ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_stress/5 ))
255 ax.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_stress/10))
256
257 # Create the plot
258 pltlexy, = ax.plot(lav_exy[:idx_pcut], stress[:idx_pcut], color = I_Blue,
linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’--’)↪→
259 pltevm, = ax.plot( Evm[:idx_pcut], stress[:idx_pcut], color = I_Orange,
linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’-’ )↪→
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260 pltint, = ax.plot(lav_exy[:idx_pcut], offset_stress[:idx_pcut], color = I_Blue,
linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’:’ )↪→
261 ax.set_title(’$\\tau$ vs $\\epsilon$ - %s’ %uname)
262 plt.legend([pltlexy, pltevm, pltint],
263 [’Lig Avg $\\epsilon_{xy}$’, ’$\\epsilon_{VM}$’, ’0.2% Offset
Stress’],↪→
264
bbox_to_anchor=(0,-0.5,1.0,.102),loc=8,mode="expand",borderaxespad=0.0)↪→
265 fig.tight_layout()
266 fig.savefig(path + ’str_stn_’ + uname + ’.jpg’,bbox_inches=’tight’,pad_inches=0.1)
267 #######################################################
268 # Figure 4: Strain measures vs time
269 # Initialize the figure
270 fig = plt.figure()
271 fig.set_figwidth(FigureWidth)
272 fig.set_figheight(FigureWidth)
273 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
274 ax.grid(True)
275
276 # X-axis
277 ax.set_xlabel(’Time [s]’)
278 ax.set_xlim(0.0, plot_time)
279 ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_time/5))
280 ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_time/10))
281
282 # Y-axis
283 ax.set_ylabel(’Strain[mm/mm]’)
284 ax.set_ylim(0.0, plot_strain)
285 ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_strain/5))
286 ax.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_strain/10))
287
288 # Create the plot
289 pltmexy, = ax.plot(time[:idx_pcut], maxexy[:idx_pcut], color = I_Orange, linewidth =
2.0, linestyle = ’:’ )↪→
290 pltlexy, = ax.plot(time[:idx_pcut], lav_exy[:idx_pcut], color = I_Blue, linewidth =
2.0, linestyle = ’--’)↪→
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291 pltevm, = ax.plot(time[:idx_pcut], Evm[:idx_pcut], color = I_Orange, linewidth =
2.0, linestyle = ’-’ )↪→
292 ax.set_title(’$\\epsilon$ vs Time - %s’ %uname)
293 plt.legend([pltmexy, pltlexy, pltevm],
294 [’Max $\\epsilon_{xy}$’, ’Lig Avg $\\epsilon_{xy}$’,
’$\\epsilon_{VM}$’],↪→
295
bbox_to_anchor=(0,-.5,1.0,0.102),loc=8,mode="expand",borderaxespad=0.0)↪→
296 fig.tight_layout()
297 fig.savefig(path + ’stn_vs_t_’ + uname + ’.jpg’,bbox_inches=’tight’,pad_inches=0.1)
298 #######################################################
299 # Figure 5: Shear stress vs displacement
300 # Initialize the figure
301 fig = plt.figure()
302 fig.set_figwidth(FigureWidth)
303 fig.set_figheight(FigureWidth)
304 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
305 ax.grid(True)
306
307 # X-axis
308 ax.set_xlabel(’Displacement [mm]’)
309 ax.set_xlim(0.0, plot_disp)
310 ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_disp/5 ))
311 ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_disp/10))
312
313 # Y-axis
314 ax.set_ylabel(’Shear Stress [MPa]’)
315 ax.set_ylim(0.0, plot_stress)
316 ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_stress/5 ))
317 ax.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_stress/10))
318
319 # Create the plot
320 pltdisp, = ax.plot(disp, stress, color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’-’)
321 ax.set_title(’$\\tau$ vs Displacement - %s’ %uname)
322 fig.tight_layout()
323 fig.savefig(path + ’str_vs_disp_’ + uname + ’.jpg’,bbox_inches=’tight’,pad_inches=0.1)
126
324 #######################################################
325 print ’The path to the plot directory is:: %s’ %path
326 ###############END OF FILE#############################
327 plt.close(’all’)
B.1.5 Python script: plot match 3.py
1 # Tim Garbaciak
2 # 4/2/15
3 # This script does plotting calculations and operations on the matched Hydro-DIC data
4 # for a single 3-ligament test.
5 ######################################################
6 # Imports and Definitions
7 import numpy as np
8 import sys
9 import matplotlib
10 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
11 from math import fabs, ceil
12 from matplotlib.ticker import MultipleLocator
13 from scipy.signal import argrelextrema
14 from scipy import integrate
15 from numpy import asarray
16 ######################################################
17 # Plotting setup statements:
18 I_Blue = ( 0.0/255.0, 60.0/255.0, 125.0/255.0)
19 I_Orange = (244.0/255.0, 127.0/255.0, 36.0/255.0)
20 # Illinois Orange and Blue colors from Kenny Swartz
21 PageWidth = 8.5
22 PageHeight = 11.0
23 LeftMargin = 0.5
24 RightMargin = 0.5
25 TopMargin = 0.5
26 BottomMargin = 0.5
27
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28 TextWidth = PageWidth - LeftMargin - RightMargin
29 TextHeight = PageHeight - TopMargin - BottomMargin
30
31 FigureWidth = TextWidth/1.5
32 # Use these definitions for producing the "finishing" plots for presentation
33 plot_time = 1200.0 # sec
34 plot_load = 20.0 # kN
35 plot_strain = 0.25 # mm/mm
36 plot_stress = 400.0 # MPa
37 plot_disp = 12.0 # mm
38 pad_time = 0.0
39 ######################################################
40 combo_outfile = sys.argv[1] # The full path to the combined outfile from
’match_hydro_dic.py’↪→
41 path = sys.argv[2] # The path to the output directory for the plots
42 uname = sys.argv[3] # The name for the dataset, to be used in the plot titles
43 o = combo_outfile.split(’.txt’)
44 oo = o[0].split(’\\’)
45 outname = oo[-1] + ’_matched’
46 ######################################################
47 # Read in the matched file
48 fid = open(combo_outfile,’r’)
49 data = []
50 for row in fid:
51 line = []
52 fake = row.split(’ ’)
53 for entry in fake:
54 if entry != ’’:
55 line.append(entry)
56 if len(line)>0:
57 data.append(line)
58 fid.close()
59 # The first two rows are just headers, make sure to ignore them when you do the plotting
60 #######################################################
61 # Grab the columns of data as unique lists
62 time = []
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63 load = []
64 stress = []
65 posn = []
66 disp = []
67 exy = []
68 axstress = []
69 exx = []
70 e11 = []
71 maxexy = []
72 lav_exy = []
73 Evm = []
74
75 for row in data[2:-37]:
76 posn.append(row[1])
77 shear = (-1.0*float(row[2])*1000)/(4.0*12.7)
78 axials = (-1.0*float(row[2])*1000)/(8.0*12.7)
79 dips = float(row[1])-float(posn[0])
80 time.append(float(row[0]))
81 load.append(-1.0*float(row[2]))
82 stress.append(shear)
83 axstress.append(axials)
84 disp.append(abs(dips))
85 exy.append(float(row[6]))
86 e11.append(float(row[7]))
87 exx.append(-1.0*float(row[4]))
88 maxexy.append(-1.0*float(row[8]))
89 lav_exy.append(float(row[-3]))
90 Evm.append(float(row[-2]))
91 # We have two concerns about using the whole dataset here:
92 # 1) Some of the specimens re-load after the final failure, which we don’t want to see or
use for calculations.↪→
93 # 2) The strain data is useless after the ligament in focus fails, so we want to cut off
our strain plots as close to the moment of failure as possible. This needs to be
done manually, since two of the tests have the middle ligament fail 2nd, rather than
3rd.
↪→
↪→
↪→
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94 # We’ll use two different cutoff values, cut_time and pcut, to accomplish these two
goals.↪→
95
96 # Start with cut_time: Find the maximum load, then add on padding time after that to
eliminate the final re-loading.↪→
97 max_load = max(load)
98 idx_max = load.index(max_load)
99 cut_time = float(time[idx_max]) + pad_time
100 print ’The initial time cutoff is %f seconds’%cut_time
101 # Now pop off the data according to this cutoff
102 while time[-1] >= cut_time:
103 time.pop()
104 load.pop()
105 stress.pop()
106 axstress.pop()
107 disp.pop()
108 exy.pop()
109 exx.pop()
110 e11.pop()
111 maxexy.pop()
112 lav_exy.pop()
113 Evm.pop()
114
115 # Now set pcut manually for each dataset by trial and error.
116 if uname.find(’OverA’) != -1:
117 if uname.find(’ND’) != -1:
118 pcut = cut_time - 235.5
119 if uname.find(’RD’) != -1:
120 pcut = cut_time - 252.0
121 if uname.find(’TD’) != -1:
122 pcut = cut_time - 11.0
123 else:
124 if uname.find(’ND’) != -1:
125 pcut = cut_time - 289.5
126 if uname.find(’RD’) != -1:
127 pcut = cut_time - 5.0 #
130
128 if uname.find(’TD’) != -1:
129 pcut = cut_time - 5.0 #
130 idx_pcut= time.index(pcut)
131 print ’The plotting time cutoff in plotting is %f seconds’ %pcut
132 #######################################################
133 # We’d like to grab the three peak loads we see for each specimen, and the other relevant
data at that index.↪→
134 ar_load = np.array(load)
135 imaxima = argrelextrema(ar_load,np.greater_equal,axis=0,order=100,mode=’clip’)
136 imaxl = []
137 iminl = []
138 for entry in imaxima[0]:
139 print ’Max at %9.4f MPa, %9.4f mm/mm at index %d’ %(stress[entry],maxexy[entry],
entry)↪→
140 if load[entry] >= 14.0:
141 imaxl.append(entry)
142 pload = [load[i] for i in imaxl]
143 ptime = [time[i] for i in imaxl]
144 pdisp = [disp[i] for i in imaxl]
145 # Do the same thing for the minima
146 iminima = argrelextrema(ar_load,np.less_equal,axis=0,order=100,mode=’clip’)
147 for entry in iminima[0]:
148 print ’Min at %9.4f MPa, %9.4f mm/mm at index %d’ %(stress[entry],maxexy[entry],
entry)↪→
149 if load[entry] <= 5.0:
150 iminl.append(entry)
151 mload = [load[i] for i in iminl]
152 mtime = [time[i] for i in iminl]
153 mdisp = [disp[i] for i in iminl]
154 #######################################################
155 # Figure 1: Load vs time
156 # Initialize the figure
157 fig = plt.figure()
158 fig.set_figwidth(FigureWidth)
159 fig.set_figheight(FigureWidth)
160 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
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161 ax.grid(True)
162
163 # X-axis
164 ax.set_xlabel(’Time [s]’)
165 ax.set_xlim(0.0, plot_time)
166 ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_time/5 ))
167 ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_time/10))
168
169 # Y-axis
170 ax.set_ylabel(’Load [kN]’)
171 ax.set_ylim(0.0, plot_load)
172 ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_load/5 ))
173 ax.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_load/10))
174
175 # Create the plot
176 ax.plot( time, load, color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0)
177 ax.plot(ptime, pload, color = I_Orange, linewidth = 0.0, marker = ’+’)
178 ax.plot(mtime, mload, color = I_Orange, linewidth = 0.0, marker = ’x’)
179 ax.set_title(’Load vs Time - %s’ %uname)
180 fig.tight_layout()
181 fig.savefig(path + ’l_vs_t_’ + uname + ’.jpg’,bbox_inches=’tight’,pad_inches=0.1)
182 #######################################################
183 # Figure 2: Load vs displacement
184 # Initialize the figure
185 fig = plt.figure()
186 fig.set_figwidth(FigureWidth)
187 fig.set_figheight(FigureWidth)
188 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
189 ax.grid(True)
190
191 # X-axis
192 ax.set_xlabel(’Displacement [mm]’)
193 ax.set_xlim(0.0, plot_disp)
194 ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_disp/5 ))
195 ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_disp/10))
196
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197 # Y-axis
198 ax.set_ylabel(’Load [kN]’)
199 ax.set_ylim(0.0, plot_load)
200 ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_load/5 ))
201 ax.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_load/10))
202
203 # Create the plot
204 ax.plot( disp, load, color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0)
205 ax.plot(pdisp, pload, color = I_Orange, linewidth = 0.0, marker = ’+’)
206 ax.plot(mdisp, mload, color = I_Orange, linewidth = 0.0, marker = ’x’)
207 ax.set_title(’Load vs Displacement - %s’ %uname)
208 fig.tight_layout()
209 fig.savefig(path + ’l_vs_d_’ + uname + ’.jpg’,bbox_inches=’tight’,pad_inches=0.1)
210 #######################################################
211 # Figure 3: Shear Stress-Strain Curve
212 # Initialize the figure
213 fig = plt.figure()
214 fig.set_figwidth(FigureWidth)
215 fig.set_figheight(FigureWidth)
216 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
217 ax.grid(True)
218
219 # X-axis
220 ax.set_xlabel(’Strain Strain [mm/mm]’)
221 ax.set_xlim(0.0, plot_strain)
222 ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_strain/5 ))
223 ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_strain/10))
224
225 # Y-axis
226 ax.set_ylabel(’Stress [MPa]’)
227 ax.set_ylim(0.0, plot_stress)
228 ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_stress/5 ))
229 ax.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_stress/10))
230
231 # Create the plot
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232 pltlexy, = ax.plot(lav_exy[:idx_pcut], stress[:idx_pcut], color = I_Blue, linewidth =
2.0, linestyle = ’--’)↪→
233 pltevm, = ax.plot( Evm[:idx_pcut], stress[:idx_pcut], color = I_Orange, linewidth =
2.0, linestyle = ’-’ )↪→
234 ax.set_title(’$\\tau$ vs $\\epsilon$ - %s’ %uname)
235 plt.legend([pltlexy, pltevm],
236 [’Lig Avg $\\epsilon_{xy}$’, ’$\\epsilon_{VM}$’],
237
bbox_to_anchor=(0,-0.35,1.0,.102),loc=8,mode="expand",borderaxespad=0.0)↪→
238 fig.tight_layout()
239 fig.savefig(path + ’str_stn_’ + uname + ’.jpg’,bbox_inches=’tight’,pad_inches=0.1)
240 #
241 #######################################################
242 # Figure 4: Strain measures vs time
243 # Initialize the figure
244 fig = plt.figure()
245 fig.set_figwidth(FigureWidth)
246 fig.set_figheight(FigureWidth)
247 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
248 ax.grid(True)
249
250 # X-axis
251 ax.set_xlabel(’Time [s]’)
252 ax.set_xlim(0.0, plot_time)
253 ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_time/5))
254 ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_time/10))
255
256 # Y-axis
257 ax.set_ylabel(’Strain[mm/mm]’)
258 ax.set_ylim(0.0, plot_strain)
259 ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_strain/5))
260 ax.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_strain/10))
261
262 # Create the plot
263 pltlexy, = ax.plot(time[:idx_pcut], lav_exy[:idx_pcut], color = I_Blue, linewidth =
2.0, linestyle = ’--’)↪→
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264 pltevm, = ax.plot(time[:idx_pcut], Evm[:idx_pcut], color = I_Orange, linewidth =
2.0, linestyle = ’-’ )↪→
265 ax.set_title(’$\\epsilon$ vs Time - %s’ %uname)
266 plt.legend([pltlexy, pltevm],
267 [’Lig Avg $\\epsilon_{xy}$’, ’$\\epsilon_{VM}$’],
268
bbox_to_anchor=(0,-0.35,1.0,0.102),loc=8,mode="expand",borderaxespad=0.0)↪→
269 fig.tight_layout()
270 fig.savefig(path + ’stn_vs_t_’ + uname + ’.jpg’,bbox_inches=’tight’,pad_inches=0.1)
271 #######################################################
272 # The last thing we want to do is to do the fracture energy estimation, using the
stress-strain data. We have a couple steps we need to accomplish:↪→
273 # 1) We need to set the start and end points of each integral. The end of each will be
one of the peak loads we’ve detected for the dataset, but we need to find the start
point manually using some criterion.
↪→
↪→
274 # 2) We need to easily slice the data using these endpoints, and feed it into
scipy.integrate.simps(), which uses Simpson’s Rule to approximate the integral under
the curve.
↪→
↪→
275 # 3) I would personally like to produce a plot of the stress-strain curve showing the
integrated areas as shaded under the curve, each in a different style.↪→
276
277 # The list pload holds the peak load values: take the first, second, and last as
endpoints.↪→
278 intAnd = load.index(pload[0])
279 intBnd = load.index(pload[1])
280 intCnd = load.index(pload[-1])-5
281 # The start values are harder: we know the first one will be the start of the test, but
the 2nd and 3rd need to be defined.↪→
282 intAst = 0
283 # mload holds the minimum load values, calculated the same way as pload was, so we’ll
look at the values inside it as a guide.↪→
284 diffs = []
285 # Manually code this part together
286 if uname.find(’OverA’) != -1:
287 if uname.find(’ND’) != -1:
288 intBst = load.index(mload[1])
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289 intCst = load.index(mload[2])+200
290 intBnd = intBnd-25
291 if uname.find(’RD’) != -1:
292 intBst = load.index(mload[1])
293 intCst = load.index(mload[3])
294 intBnd = intBnd-20
295 if uname.find(’TD’) != -1:
296 intBst = load.index(mload[2])+275
297 intCst = load.index(mload[4])+225
298 intCnd = intCnd-15
299 else:
300 if uname.find(’ND’) != -1:
301 intBst = load.index(mload[1])
302 intCst = load.index(mload[2])+300
303 if uname.find(’RD’) != -1:
304 intBst = load.index(mload[2])
305 intCst = load.index(mload[4])+50
306 if uname.find(’TD’) != -1:
307 intBst = load.index(mload[2])
308 intBnd = intBnd - 10
309 intCst = load.index(mload[4])+100
310 intinds = [intAst, intAnd, intBst, intBnd, intCst, intCnd]
311 # Ok, now we have the endpoints for each integral. Now it’s a matter of feeding each set
into scipy.integrate.simps():↪→
312 integA = np.trapz(asarray(stress[intAst:intAnd],dtype=float),
asarray(maxexy[intAst:intAnd],dtype=float))↪→
313 integB = np.trapz(asarray(stress[intBst:intBnd],dtype=float),
asarray(maxexy[intBst:intBnd],dtype=float))↪→
314 integC = np.trapz(asarray(stress[intCst:intCnd],dtype=float),
asarray(maxexy[intCst:intCnd],dtype=float))↪→
315
316 # The alternative way to do this that Armand suggested was to take the displacement in
each peak, normalize by the ligament length, and then use that as a strain to
integrate over.
↪→
↪→
317 # To do this, we need to reset the displacement after every failure event.
318 fakestrain = []
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319 i = 0
320 while i <len(disp):
321 if i <= intAnd:
322 fakestrain.append(disp[i]/4.0)
323 i = i + 1
324 continue
325 else:
326 dispoffA = disp[intAnd]
327 if i<= intBnd:
328 fakestrain.append((disp[i]-dispoffA)/4.0)
329 i = i + 1
330 continue
331 else:
332 dispoffB = disp[intBnd]
333 fakestrain.append((disp[i]-dispoffB)/4.0)
334 i = i + 1
335 fintegA = np.trapz(asarray(stress[intAst:intAnd],dtype=float),
asarray(fakestrain[intAst:intAnd],dtype=float))↪→
336 fintegB = np.trapz(asarray(stress[intBst:intBnd],dtype=float),
asarray(fakestrain[intBst:intBnd],dtype=float))↪→
337 fintegC = np.trapz(asarray(stress[intCst:intCnd],dtype=float),
asarray(fakestrain[intCst:intCnd],dtype=float))↪→
338
339 # One last comparison to do is to use the von Mises equivalent strain as the strain to
integrate over:↪→
340 vintegA = np.trapz(asarray(stress[intAst:intAnd],dtype=float),
asarray(Evm[intAst:intAnd],dtype=float))↪→
341 vintegB = np.trapz(asarray(stress[intBst:intBnd],dtype=float),
asarray(Evm[intBst:intBnd],dtype=float))↪→
342 vintegC = np.trapz(asarray(stress[intCst:intCnd],dtype=float),
asarray(Evm[intCst:intCnd],dtype=float))↪→
343
344
345 print ’Integral A: %9.4f (ratio %9.4f), on indices %d to %d’ %(integA, integA/integA,
intAst, intAnd)↪→
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346 print ’Integral B: %9.4f (ratio %9.4f), on indices %d to %d’ %(integB, integB/integA,
intBst, intBnd)↪→
347 print ’Integral C: %9.4f (ratio %9.4f), on indices %d to %d’ %(integC, integC/integA,
intCst, intCnd)↪→
348 print ’**************’
349 print ’Displacement Formulation’
350 print ’Integral A: %9.4f (ratio %9.4f), on indices %d to %d’ %(fintegA, fintegA/fintegA,
intAst, intAnd)↪→
351 print ’Integral B: %9.4f (ratio %9.4f), on indices %d to %d’ %(fintegB, fintegB/fintegA,
intBst, intBnd)↪→
352 print ’Integral C: %9.4f (ratio %9.4f), on indices %d to %d’ %(fintegC, fintegC/fintegA,
intCst, intCnd)↪→
353 print ’**************’
354 print ’von Mises equivalent formulation’
355 print ’Integral A: %9.4f (ratio %9.4f), on indices %d to %d’ %(vintegA, vintegA/vintegA,
intAst, intAnd)↪→
356 print ’Integral B: %9.4f (ratio %9.4f), on indices %d to %d’ %(vintegB, vintegB/vintegA,
intBst, intBnd)↪→
357 print ’Integral C: %9.4f (ratio %9.4f), on indices %d to %d’ %(vintegC, vintegC/vintegA,
intCst, intCnd)↪→
358
359 #######################################################
360 # Figure 5: Shear Stress vs displacement
361 # Initialize the figure
362 fig = plt.figure()
363 fig.set_figwidth(FigureWidth)
364 fig.set_figheight(FigureWidth)
365 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
366 ax.grid(True)
367
368 # X-axis
369 ax.set_xlabel(’Displacement [mm]’)
370 ax.set_xlim(0.0, plot_disp)
371 ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_disp/5 ))
372 ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_disp/10))
373
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374 # Y-axis
375 ax.set_ylabel(’Shear Stress [MPa]’)
376 ax.set_ylim(0.0, plot_stress)
377 ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_stress/5 ))
378 ax.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_stress/10))
379
380 # Create the plot
381 pltdisp, = ax.plot(disp, stress, color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’-’)
382 for value in intinds:
383 pltexy, = ax.plot(disp[value], stress[value], color = I_Orange, linewidth=0.0,
marker = ’+’)↪→
384 ax.set_title(’$\\tau$ vs Displacement - %s’ %uname)
385 fig.tight_layout()
386 fig.savefig(path + ’str_vs_d_’ + uname + ’.jpg’,bbox_inches=’tight’,pad_inches=0.1)
387 #######################################################
388 print ’The path to the plot directory is:: %s’ %path
389 ###############END OF FILE#############################
390 plt.close(’all’)
B.2 Runner Scripts
B.2.1 Python script: hydro go.py
1 # Tim Garbaciak
2 # 4/3/15
3 # This is the "Main" script that will run all the 1-ligament tests. Add on tests as you
see fit.↪→
4 # It can be helpful to comment out tests you don’t need to re-examine, to save on
computation time↪→
5
6 ######################################################
7 # Imports and Definitions
8 import sys
9 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
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10 mainpath = ’E:\\Research\\shear\\real\\’ # Full path to the directory holding the data
11 indpath = [’121_ND\\1_notch\\’,
12 ’122_ND\\1_notch\\’,
13 ’121_RD\\1_notch\\’,
14 ’122_RD\\1_notch\\’,
15 ’121_TD\\1_notch\\’,
16 ’122_TD\\1_notch\\’]
17 unames = [’OverA_ND_1’,
18 ’PeakA_ND_1’,
19 ’OverA_RD_1’,
20 ’PeakA_RD_1’,
21 ’OverA_TD_1’,
22 ’PeakA_TD_1’] # List of names to use for the datasets in plot titles.
23 # I’ve set this list up here so that we can use unames.pop(0) to
extract the next name in order↪→
24 outcounter = 1
25 print ’#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#’
26 print ’#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#’
27 print ’#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#’
28 print ’#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#’
29 print ’#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#’
30 print ’ ’
31 ######################################################
32
33 ### 121_ND_1_notch ###
34 print ’********************************’
35 print ’Analyzing 121_ND_1_notch data...(%d of %d sets)’ %(outcounter,len(indpath))
36 print ’********************************’
37
38 # hydro_read.py
39 print ’Reading hydro frame data...’
40 sys.argv = []
41 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
42 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[0]) #file path
43 sys.argv.append(’121_ND_1notch’) #data file name
44 sys.argv.append(’True’) # Query for plotting in hydro_read.py
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45 exec "execfile(’hydro_read.py’)"
46
47 # vic2d_tsg_lig.py
48 print ’Reading DIC outfiles...’
49 sys.argv = []
50 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
51 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[0] + ’withguess\\’) #Path to VIC2D outfiles
52 sys.argv.append(5) # number of digits in the file numbers
53 sys.argv.append(0.05) # Accpetable confidence interval limit for correlation
54 sys.argv.append(1/(5.0/8.0)) # 1/frame rate of camera (be careful here if you’ve used a
method that re-samples, for instance if you ran VIC2D on every other file from a
5fps test, you would take 1/2.5 instead)
↪→
↪→
55 sys.argv.append(565) # Y-coordinate of ligament line (pix)
56 sys.argv.append(565) # X-coordinate of start of ligament (pix)
57 sys.argv.append(820) # X-coordinate of end of ligament (pix)
58 exec "execfile(’vic2d_tsg_lig.py’)"
59 # data file lives in same directory as VIC2D output files
60
61 # match_hydro_dic.py
62 print ’Matching up DIC and hydro data...’
63 sys.argv = []
64 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
65 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[0] + ’frame_data.txt’) #Full path to the outfile from
hydro_read.py↪→
66 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[0] + ’withguess\\dic_strains.txt’) #Full path to the
outfile from vic2d_tsg_lig.py↪→
67 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\121_ND_1_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the matched
outfile we want to create↪→
68 exec "execfile(’match_hydro_dic.py’)"
69
70 # plot_match.py
71 print ’Running the plot statements...’
72 sys.argv = []
73 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
74 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\121_ND_1_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the matched
outfile↪→
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75 sys.argv.append(mainpath+ ’OUT\\’) #Path to the output directory to put the plots in
76 sys.argv.append(unames.pop(0)) # Name for the dataset to use in plot titles
77 exec "execfile(’plot_match.py’)"
78 outcounter = outcounter + 1
79 ######################################################
80
81 ### 122_ND_1_notch ###
82 print ’********************************’
83 print ’Analyzing 122_ND_1_notch data...(%d of %d sets)’ %(outcounter,len(indpath))
84 print ’********************************’
85
86 # hydro_read.py
87 print ’Reading hydro frame data...’
88 sys.argv = []
89 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
90 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[1]) #file path
91 sys.argv.append(’122_ND_1notch_test’) #data file name
92 sys.argv.append(’True’) # Query for plotting in hydro_read.py
93 exec "execfile(’hydro_read.py’)"
94
95 # vic2d_tsg_lig.py
96 print ’Reading DIC outfiles...’
97 sys.argv = []
98 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
99 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[1] + ’out\\’) #Path to VIC2D outfiles
100 sys.argv.append(5) # number of digits in the file numbers
101 sys.argv.append(0.05) # Accpetable confidence interval limit for correlation
102 sys.argv.append(1/(5.0/8.0)) # 1/frame rate of camera (be careful here if you’ve used a
method that re-samples, for instance if you ran VIC2D on every other file from a
5fps test, you would take 1/2.5 instead)
↪→
↪→
103 sys.argv.append(589)
104 sys.argv.append(620)
105 sys.argv.append(950)
106 exec "execfile(’vic2d_tsg_lig.py’)"
107 # data file lives in same directory as VIC2D output files
108
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109 # match_hydro_dic.py
110 print ’Matching up DIC and hydro data...’
111 sys.argv = []
112 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
113 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[1] + ’frame_data.txt’) #Full path to the outfile from
hydro_read.py↪→
114 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[1] + ’out\\dic_strains.txt’) #Full path to the outfile
from vic2d_tsg_lig.py↪→
115 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\122_ND_1_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the matched
outfile we want to create↪→
116 exec "execfile(’match_hydro_dic.py’)"
117
118 # plot_match.py
119 print ’Running the plot statements...’
120 sys.argv = []
121 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
122 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\122_ND_1_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the matched
outfile↪→
123 sys.argv.append(mainpath+ ’OUT\\’) #Path to the output directory to put the plots in
124 sys.argv.append(unames.pop(0)) # Name for the dataset to use in plot titles
125 exec "execfile(’plot_match.py’)"
126 outcounter = outcounter + 1
127 ######################################################
128
129 ### 121_RD_1_notch ###
130 print ’********************************’
131 print ’Analyzing 121_RD_1_notch data...(%d of %d sets)’ %(outcounter,len(indpath))
132 print ’********************************’
133
134 # hydro_read.py
135 print ’Reading hydro frame data...’
136 sys.argv = []
137 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
138 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[2]) #file path
139 sys.argv.append(’122_RD_1_notch’) #data file name #these files are all called 122 for
some reason↪→
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140 sys.argv.append(’True’) # Query for plotting in hydro_read.py
141 exec "execfile(’hydro_read.py’)"
142
143 # vic2d_tsg_lig.py
144 print ’Reading DIC outfiles...’
145 sys.argv = []
146 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
147 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[2] + ’out\\’) #Path to VIC2D outfiles
148 sys.argv.append(5) # number of digits in the file numbers
149 sys.argv.append(0.05) # Accpetable confidence interval limit for correlation
150 sys.argv.append(1/(5.0/8.0)) # 1/frame rate of camera (be careful here if you’ve used a
method that re-samples, for instance if you ran VIC2D on every other file from a
5fps test, you would take 1/2.5 instead)
↪→
↪→
151 sys.argv.append(595)
152 sys.argv.append(440)
153 sys.argv.append(770)
154 exec "execfile(’vic2d_tsg_lig.py’)"
155 # data file lives in same directory as VIC2D output files
156
157 # match_hydro_dic.py
158 print ’Matching up DIC and hydro data...’
159 sys.argv = []
160 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
161 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[2] + ’frame_data.txt’) #Full path to the outfile from
hydro_read.py↪→
162 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[2] + ’out\\dic_strains.txt’) #Full path to the outfile
from vic2d_tsg_lig.py↪→
163 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\121_RD_1_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the matched
outfile we want to create↪→
164 exec "execfile(’match_hydro_dic.py’)"
165
166 # plot_match.py
167 print ’Running the plot statements...’
168 sys.argv = []
169 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
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170 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\121_RD_1_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the matched
outfile↪→
171 sys.argv.append(mainpath+ ’OUT\\’) #Path to the output directory to put the plots in
172 sys.argv.append(unames.pop(0)) # Name for the dataset to use in plot titles
173 exec "execfile(’plot_match.py’)"
174 outcounter = outcounter + 1
175 ######################################################
176
177 ### 122_RD_1_notch ###
178 print ’********************************’
179 print ’Analyzing 122_RD_1_notch data...(%d of %d sets)’ %(outcounter,len(indpath))
180 print ’********************************’
181
182 # hydro_read.py
183 print ’Reading hydro frame data...’
184 sys.argv = []
185 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
186 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[3] + ’real\\’) #file path
187 sys.argv.append(’122_RD_1_notch_test’) #data file name
188 sys.argv.append(’True’) # Query for plotting in hydro_read.py
189 exec "execfile(’hydro_read.py’)"
190
191 # vic2d_tsg_lig.py
192 print ’Reading DIC outfiles...’
193 sys.argv = []
194 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
195 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[3] + ’real\\out\\’) #Path to VIC2D outfiles
196 sys.argv.append(5) # number of digits in the file numbers
197 sys.argv.append(0.05) # Accpetable confidence interval limit for correlation
198 sys.argv.append(1/(5.0/8.0)) # 1/frame rate of camera (be careful here if you’ve used a
method that re-samples, for instance if you ran VIC2D on every other file from a
5fps test, you would take 1/2.5 instead)
↪→
↪→
199 sys.argv.append(551)
200 sys.argv.append(535)
201 sys.argv.append(865)
202 exec "execfile(’vic2d_tsg_lig.py’)"
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203 # data file lives in same directory as VIC2D output files
204
205 # match_hydro_dic.py
206 print ’Matching up DIC and hydro data...’
207 sys.argv = []
208 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
209 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[3] + ’real\\frame_data.txt’) #Full path to the outfile
from hydro_read.py↪→
210 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[3] + ’real\\out\\dic_strains.txt’) #Full path to the
outfile from vic2d_tsg_lig.py↪→
211 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\122_RD_1_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the matched
outfile we want to create↪→
212 exec "execfile(’match_hydro_dic.py’)"
213
214 # plot_match.py
215 print ’Running the plot statements...’
216 sys.argv = []
217 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
218 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\122_RD_1_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the matched
outfile↪→
219 sys.argv.append(mainpath+ ’OUT\\’) #Path to the output directory to put the plots in
220 sys.argv.append(unames.pop(0)) # Name for the dataset to use in plot titles
221 exec "execfile(’plot_match.py’)"
222 outcounter = outcounter + 1
223 ######################################################
224
225 ### 121_TD_1_notch ###
226 print ’********************************’
227 print ’Analyzing 121_TD_1_notch data...(%d of %d sets)’ %(outcounter,len(indpath))
228 print ’********************************’
229
230 # hydro_read.py
231 print ’Reading hydro frame data...’
232 sys.argv = []
233 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
234 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[4]) #file path
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235 sys.argv.append(’121_TD_1_notch_test’) #data file name
236 sys.argv.append(’True’) # Query for plotting in hydro_read.py
237 exec "execfile(’hydro_read.py’)"
238
239 # vic2d_tsg_lig.py
240 print ’Reading DIC outfiles...’
241 sys.argv = []
242 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
243 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[4] + ’out\\’) #Path to VIC2D outfiles
244 sys.argv.append(5) # number of digits in the file numbers
245 sys.argv.append(0.05) # Accpetable confidence interval limit for correlation
246 sys.argv.append(1/(5.0/8.0)) # 1/frame rate of camera (be careful here if you’ve used a
method that re-samples, for instance if you ran VIC2D on every other file from a
5fps test, you would take 1/2.5 instead)
↪→
↪→
247 sys.argv.append(538)
248 sys.argv.append(450)
249 sys.argv.append(780)
250 exec "execfile(’vic2d_tsg_lig.py’)"
251 # data file lives in same directory as VIC2D output files
252
253 # match_hydro_dic.py
254 print ’Matching up DIC and hydro data...’
255 sys.argv = []
256 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
257 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[4] + ’frame_data.txt’) #Full path to the outfile from
hydro_read.py↪→
258 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[4] + ’out\\dic_strains.txt’) #Full path to the outfile
from vic2d_tsg_lig.py↪→
259 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\121_TD_1_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the matched
outfile we want to create↪→
260 exec "execfile(’match_hydro_dic.py’)"
261
262 # plot_match.py
263 print ’Running the plot statements...’
264 sys.argv = []
265 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
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266 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\121_TD_1_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the matched
outfile↪→
267 sys.argv.append(mainpath+ ’OUT\\’) #Path to the output directory to put the plots in
268 sys.argv.append(unames.pop(0)) # Name for the dataset to use in plot titles
269 exec "execfile(’plot_match.py’)"
270 outcounter = outcounter + 1
271 ######################################################
272
273 ### 122_TD_1_notch ###
274 print ’********************************’
275 print ’Analyzing 122_TD_1_notch data...(%d of %d sets)’ %(outcounter,len(indpath))
276 print ’********************************’
277
278 # hydro_read.py
279 print ’Reading hydro frame data...’
280 sys.argv = []
281 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
282 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[5]) #file path
283 sys.argv.append(’122_TD_1_notch_test’) #data file name
284 sys.argv.append(’True’) # Query for plotting in hydro_read.py
285 exec "execfile(’hydro_read.py’)"
286
287 # vic2d_tsg_lig.py
288 print ’Reading DIC outfiles...’
289 sys.argv = []
290 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
291 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[5] + ’out\\’) #Path to VIC2D outfiles
292 sys.argv.append(5) # number of digits in the file numbers
293 sys.argv.append(0.05) # Accpetable confidence interval limit for correlation
294 sys.argv.append(1/(5.0/8.0)) # 1/frame rate of camera (be careful here if you’ve used a
method that re-samples, for instance if you ran VIC2D on every other file from a
5fps test, you would take 1/2.5 instead)
↪→
↪→
295 sys.argv.append(531)
296 sys.argv.append(470)
297 sys.argv.append(800)
298 exec "execfile(’vic2d_tsg_lig.py’)"
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299 # data file lives in same directory as VIC2D output files
300
301 # match_hydro_dic.py
302 print ’Matching up DIC and hydro data...’
303 sys.argv = []
304 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
305 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[5] + ’frame_data.txt’) #Full path to the outfile from
hydro_read.py↪→
306 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[5] + ’out\\dic_strains.txt’) #Full path to the outfile
from vic2d_tsg_lig.py↪→
307 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\122_TD_1_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the matched
outfile we want to create↪→
308 exec "execfile(’match_hydro_dic.py’)"
309
310 # plot_match.py
311 print ’Running the plot statements...’
312 sys.argv = []
313 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
314 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\122_TD_1_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the matched
outfile↪→
315 sys.argv.append(mainpath+ ’OUT\\’) #Path to the output directory to put the plots in
316 sys.argv.append(unames.pop(0)) # Name for the dataset to use in plot titles
317 exec "execfile(’plot_match.py’)"
318
319 ######################################################
320 print ’Done!’
321 print ’********************************’
322 plt.close(’all’)
B.2.2 Python script: hydro go 3.py
1 # Tim Garbaciak
2 # 5/20/15
3 # This is the "Main" script that will run all the 3-ligament tests
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4 # It can be helpful to comment out tests you don’t need to re-examine, to save on
computation time↪→
5
6 ######################################################
7 # Imports and Definitions
8 import sys
9 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
10 mainpath = ’E:\\Research\\shear\\real\\’ # Full path to the directory holding the data
11 indpath = [’121_ND\\3_notch\\’,
12 ’122_ND\\3_notch\\’,
13 ’121_RD\\3_notch\\’,
14 ’122_RD\\3_notch\\new\\’,
15 ’121_TD\\3_notch\\’,
16 ’122_TD\\3_notch\\’]
17 unames = [’OverA_ND_3’,
18 ’PeakA_ND_3’,
19 ’OverA_RD_3’,
20 ’PeakA_RD_3’,
21 ’OverA_TD_3’,
22 ’PeakA_TD_3’] # List of names to use for the datasets in plot titles.
23 # I’ve set this list up here so that we can use unames.pop(0) to
extract the next name in order↪→
24 print ’#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#’
25 print ’#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#’
26 print ’#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#’
27 print ’#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#’
28 print ’#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#HYDRO_GO#’
29 print ’ ’
30 ######################################################
31
32 ### 121_ND_3_notch ###
33 print ’********************************’
34 print ’Analyzing 121_ND_3_notch data...’
35 print ’********************************’
36
37 # hydro_read.py
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38 print ’Reading hydro frame data...’
39 sys.argv = []
40 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
41 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[0]) #file path
42 sys.argv.append(’121_ND_3_notch_test’) #data file name
43 sys.argv.append(’True’) # Query for plotting in hydro_read.py
44 exec "execfile(’hydro_read.py’)"
45
46 # vic2d_tsg_lig.py
47 print ’Reading DIC outfiles...’
48 sys.argv = []
49 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
50 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[0] + ’out\\’) #Path to VIC2D outfiles
51 sys.argv.append(5) # number of digits in the file numbers
52 sys.argv.append(0.05) # Accpetable confidence interval limit for correlation
53 sys.argv.append(1/(5.0/8.0)) # 1/frame rate of camera (be careful here if you’ve used a
method that re-samples, for instance if you ran VIC2D on every other file from a
5fps test, you would take 1/2.5 instead)
↪→
↪→
54 sys.argv.append(619) # Y-coordinate of ligament line (pix)
55 sys.argv.append(360) # X-coordinate of start of ligament (pix)
56 sys.argv.append(690) # X-coordinate of end of ligament (pix)
57 exec "execfile(’vic2d_tsg_lig.py’)"
58 # data file lives in same directory as VIC2D output files
59
60 # match_hydro_dic.py
61 print ’Matching up DIC and hydro data...’
62 sys.argv = []
63 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
64 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[0] + ’frame_data.txt’) #Full path to the outfile from
hydro_read.py↪→
65 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[0] + ’out\\dic_strains.txt’) #Full path to the outfile
from vic2d_tsg_lig.py↪→
66 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\3_notch\\121_ND_3_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the
matched outfile we want to create↪→
67 exec "execfile(’match_hydro_dic.py’)"
68
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69 # plot_match_3.py
70 print ’Running the plot statements...’
71 sys.argv = []
72 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
73 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\3_notch\\121_ND_3_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the
matched outfile↪→
74 sys.argv.append(mainpath+ ’OUT\\3_notch\\’) #Path to the output directory to put the
plots in↪→
75 sys.argv.append(unames.pop(0)) # Name for the dataset to use in plot titles
76 exec "execfile(’plot_match_3.py’)"
77
78 ######################################################
79
80 ### 122_ND_3_notch ###
81 print ’********************************’
82 print ’Analyzing 122_ND_3_notch data...’
83 print ’********************************’
84
85 # hydro_read.py
86 print ’Reading hydro frame data...’
87 sys.argv = []
88 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
89 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[1]) #file path
90 sys.argv.append(’122_ND_3_notch_test’) #data file name
91 sys.argv.append(’True’) # Query for plotting in hydro_read.py
92 exec "execfile(’hydro_read.py’)"
93
94 # vic2d_tsg_lig.py
95 print ’Reading DIC outfiles...’
96 sys.argv = []
97 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
98 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[1] + ’out\\’) #Path to VIC2D outfiles
99 sys.argv.append(5) # number of digits in the file numbers
100 sys.argv.append(0.05) # Accpetable confidence interval limit for correlation
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101 sys.argv.append(1/(5.0/8.0)) # 1/frame rate of camera (be careful here if you’ve used a
method that re-samples, for instance if you ran VIC2D on every other file from a
5fps test, you would take 1/2.5 instead)
↪→
↪→
102 sys.argv.append(606)
103 sys.argv.append(360)
104 sys.argv.append(690)
105 exec "execfile(’vic2d_tsg_lig.py’)"
106 # data file lives in same directory as VIC2D output files
107
108 # match_hydro_dic.py
109 print ’Matching up DIC and hydro data...’
110 sys.argv = []
111 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
112 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[1] + ’frame_data.txt’) #Full path to the outfile from
hydro_read.py↪→
113 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[1] + ’out\\dic_strains.txt’) #Full path to the outfile
from vic2d_tsg_lig.py↪→
114 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\3_notch\\122_ND_3_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the
matched outfile we want to create↪→
115 exec "execfile(’match_hydro_dic.py’)"
116
117 # plot_match_3.py
118 print ’Running the plot statements...’
119 sys.argv = []
120 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
121 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\3_notch\\122_ND_3_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the
matched outfile↪→
122 sys.argv.append(mainpath+ ’OUT\\3_notch\\’) #Path to the output directory to put the
plots in↪→
123 sys.argv.append(unames.pop(0)) # Name for the dataset to use in plot titles
124 exec "execfile(’plot_match_3.py’)"
125
126 ######################################################
127
128 ### 121_RD_3_notch ###
129 print ’********************************’
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130 print ’Analyzing 121_RD_3_notch data...’
131 print ’********************************’
132
133 # hydro_read.py
134 print ’Reading hydro frame data...’
135 sys.argv = []
136 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
137 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[2]) #file path
138 sys.argv.append(’121_RD_3_notch_test’) #data file name
139 sys.argv.append(’True’) # Query for plotting in hydro_read.py
140 exec "execfile(’hydro_read.py’)"
141
142 # vic2d_tsg_lig.py
143 print ’Reading DIC outfiles...’
144 sys.argv = []
145 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
146 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[2] + ’out\\’) #Path to VIC2D outfiles
147 sys.argv.append(5) # number of digits in the file numbers
148 sys.argv.append(0.05) # Accpetable confidence interval limit for correlation
149 sys.argv.append(1/(5.0/8.0)) # 1/frame rate of camera (be careful here if you’ve used a
method that re-samples, for instance if you ran VIC2D on every other file from a
5fps test, you would take 1/2.5 instead)
↪→
↪→
150 sys.argv.append(607)
151 sys.argv.append(340)
152 sys.argv.append(680)
153 exec "execfile(’vic2d_tsg_lig.py’)"
154 # data file lives in same directory as VIC2D output files
155
156 # match_hydro_dic.py
157 print ’Matching up DIC and hydro data...’
158 sys.argv = []
159 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
160 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[2] + ’frame_data.txt’) #Full path to the outfile from
hydro_read.py↪→
161 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[2] + ’out\\dic_strains.txt’) #Full path to the outfile
from vic2d_tsg_lig.py↪→
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162 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\3_notch\\121_RD_3_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the
matched outfile we want to create↪→
163 exec "execfile(’match_hydro_dic.py’)"
164
165 # plot_match_3.py
166 print ’Running the plot statements...’
167 sys.argv = []
168 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
169 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\3_notch\\121_RD_3_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the
matched outfile↪→
170 sys.argv.append(mainpath+ ’OUT\\3_notch\\’) #Path to the output directory to put the
plots in↪→
171 sys.argv.append(unames.pop(0)) # Name for the dataset to use in plot titles
172 exec "execfile(’plot_match_3.py’)"
173
174 ######################################################
175
176 ### 122_RD_3_notch ###
177 print ’********************************’
178 print ’Analyzing 122_RD_3_notch data...’
179 print ’********************************’
180
181 # hydro_read.py
182 print ’Reading hydro frame data...’
183 sys.argv = []
184 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
185 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[3]) #file path
186 sys.argv.append(’122_RD_3_notch_test’) #data file name
187 sys.argv.append(’True’) # Query for plotting in hydro_read.py
188 exec "execfile(’hydro_read.py’)"
189
190 # vic2d_tsg_lig.py
191 print ’Reading DIC outfiles...’
192 sys.argv = []
193 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
194 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[3] + ’out\\’) #Path to VIC2D outfiles
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195 sys.argv.append(5) # number of digits in the file numbers
196 sys.argv.append(0.05) # Accpetable confidence interval limit for correlation
197 sys.argv.append(1/(5.0/8.0)) # 1/frame rate of camera (be careful here if you’ve used a
method that re-samples, for instance if you ran VIC2D on every other file from a
5fps test, you would take 1/2.5 instead)
↪→
↪→
198 sys.argv.append(620)
199 sys.argv.append(360)
200 sys.argv.append(690)
201 exec "execfile(’vic2d_tsg_lig.py’)"
202 # data file lives in same directory as VIC2D output files
203
204 # match_hydro_dic.py
205 print ’Matching up DIC and hydro data...’
206 sys.argv = []
207 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
208 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[3] + ’frame_data.txt’) #Full path to the outfile from
hydro_read.py↪→
209 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[3] + ’out\\dic_strains.txt’) #Full path to the outfile
from vic2d_tsg_lig.py↪→
210 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\3_notch\\122_RD_3_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the
matched outfile we want to create↪→
211 exec "execfile(’match_hydro_dic.py’)"
212
213 # plot_match_3.py
214 print ’Running the plot statements...’
215 sys.argv = []
216 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
217 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\3_notch\\122_RD_3_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the
matched outfile↪→
218 sys.argv.append(mainpath+ ’OUT\\3_notch\\’) #Path to the output directory to put the
plots in↪→
219 sys.argv.append(unames.pop(0)) # Name for the dataset to use in plot titles
220 exec "execfile(’plot_match_3.py’)"
221
222 ######################################################
223
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224 ### 121_TD_3_notch ###
225 print ’********************************’
226 print ’Analyzing 121_TD_3_notch data...’
227 print ’********************************’
228
229 # hydro_read.py
230 print ’Reading hydro frame data...’
231 sys.argv = []
232 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
233 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[4]) #file path
234 sys.argv.append(’121_TD_3_notch_test’) #data file name
235 sys.argv.append(’True’) # Query for plotting in hydro_read.py
236 exec "execfile(’hydro_read.py’)"
237
238 # vic2d_tsg_lig.py
239 print ’Reading DIC outfiles...’
240 sys.argv = []
241 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
242 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[4] + ’out\\’) #Path to VIC2D outfiles
243 sys.argv.append(5) # number of digits in the file numbers
244 sys.argv.append(0.05) # Accpetable confidence interval limit for correlation
245 sys.argv.append(1/(5.0/8.0)) # 1/frame rate of camera (be careful here if you’ve used a
method that re-samples, for instance if you ran VIC2D on every other file from a
5fps test, you would take 1/2.5 instead)
↪→
↪→
246 sys.argv.append(607)
247 sys.argv.append(367)
248 sys.argv.append(697)
249 exec "execfile(’vic2d_tsg_lig.py’)"
250 # data file lives in same directory as VIC2D output files
251
252 # match_hydro_dic.py
253 print ’Matching up DIC and hydro data...’
254 sys.argv = []
255 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
256 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[4] + ’frame_data.txt’) #Full path to the outfile from
hydro_read.py↪→
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257 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[4] + ’out\\dic_strains.txt’) #Full path to the outfile
from vic2d_tsg_lig.py↪→
258 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\3_notch\\121_TD_3_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the
matched outfile we want to create↪→
259 exec "execfile(’match_hydro_dic.py’)"
260
261 # plot_match_3.py
262 print ’Running the plot statements...’
263 sys.argv = []
264 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
265 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\3_notch\\121_TD_3_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the
matched outfile↪→
266 sys.argv.append(mainpath+ ’OUT\\3_notch\\’) #Path to the output directory to put the
plots in↪→
267 sys.argv.append(unames.pop(0)) # Name for the dataset to use in plot titles
268 exec "execfile(’plot_match_3.py’)"
269
270 ######################################################
271
272 ### 122_TD_3_notch ###
273 print ’********************************’
274 print ’Analyzing 122_TD_3_notch data...’
275 print ’********************************’
276
277 # hydro_read.py
278 print ’Reading hydro frame data...’
279 sys.argv = []
280 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
281 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[5]) #file path
282 sys.argv.append(’122_TD_3_notch_test’) #data file name
283 sys.argv.append(’True’) # Query for plotting in hydro_read.py
284 exec "execfile(’hydro_read.py’)"
285
286 # vic2d_tsg_lig.py
287 print ’Reading DIC outfiles...’
288 sys.argv = []
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289 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
290 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[5] + ’out\\’) #Path to VIC2D outfiles
291 sys.argv.append(5) # number of digits in the file numbers
292 sys.argv.append(0.05) # Accpetable confidence interval limit for correlation
293 sys.argv.append(1/(5.0/8.0)) # 1/frame rate of camera (be careful here if you’ve used a
method that re-samples, for instance if you ran VIC2D on every other file from a
5fps test, you would take 1/2.5 instead)
↪→
↪→
294 sys.argv.append(607)
295 sys.argv.append(355)
296 sys.argv.append(685)
297 exec "execfile(’vic2d_tsg_lig.py’)"
298 # data file lives in same directory as VIC2D output files
299
300 # match_hydro_dic.py
301 print ’Matching up DIC and hydro data...’
302 sys.argv = []
303 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
304 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[5] + ’frame_data.txt’) #Full path to the outfile from
hydro_read.py↪→
305 sys.argv.append(mainpath + indpath[5] + ’out\\dic_strains.txt’) #Full path to the outfile
from vic2d_tsg_lig.py↪→
306 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\3_notch\\122_TD_3_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the
matched outfile we want to create↪→
307 exec "execfile(’match_hydro_dic.py’)"
308
309 # plot_match_3.py
310 print ’Running the plot statements...’
311 sys.argv = []
312 sys.argv.append(’dummy’)
313 sys.argv.append(mainpath + ’OUT\\3_notch\\122_TD_3_notch_combined.txt’) #Full path to the
matched outfile↪→
314 sys.argv.append(mainpath+ ’OUT\\3_notch\\’) #Path to the output directory to put the
plots in↪→
315 sys.argv.append(unames.pop(0)) # Name for the dataset to use in plot titles
316 exec "execfile(’plot_match_3.py’)"
317 ######################################################
159
318 plt.close(’all’)
B.3 Stand-alone Scripts
B.3.1 Python script: local plot.py
1 # Tim Garbaciak
2 # 5/4/2015
3 # This script investigates local strains in the ligament section for one DIC frame
4 # We generate plots of axial, transverse and shear strain along a particular length of
the ligament section, as well as plots of individual strains (A,T,S) over a subset
of lengths of the ligament
↪→
↪→
5 ################################################
6 # Imports and Definitions
7 import csv,glob
8 import numpy as np
9 import math as m
10 import matplotlib as mpl
11 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
12 from pylab import *
13 ################################################
14 path = ’E:\\Research\\shear\\real\\122_RD\\1_notch\\real\\out\\’ # Path to the
VIC2D outfiles↪→
15 outpath = ’E:\\Research\\shear\\real\\OUT\\locals\\new\\’ # Path to the desired
output directory↪→
16 ident = ’122_RD_1_notch’ # An identifier to use when saving plots
17 frame_no = 125 # Frame number to examine
18 sigma_limit = 0.1 # The confidence interval limit to cut off data at for being too
poorly correlated↪→
19 y_coord = 551 # Original y-coordinate of the shear line, in pixels (initialized
as a floating-point)↪→
20 x_coord_lo = 535
21 x_coord_hi = 865 # Original x-coordinates of the start and end of the ligament
section (approximately)↪→
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22 tolerance = 10 # Pixel tolerance value to look for lines on either side of the
center↪→
23 spacing = 3 # Control point spacing from VIC2D, actually 4
24 scaling = 0.012085 # mm/pix from VIC2D
25 lo_bound = -0.35
26 hi_bound = 0.35 # Sets the low and high bounds for all plots (look to the VIC2D
strains to get appropriate values for these)↪→
27 plot_xlen = 4.0 # Sets the length we plot over in the x-dimension (should be 4.0
mm, the length of the ligament)↪→
28 plot_ylen = (hi_bound - lo_bound)
29 ################################################
30 # Plotting setup statements:
31 I_Blue = ( 0.0/255.0, 60.0/255.0, 125.0/255.0)
32 I_Orange = (244.0/255.0, 127.0/255.0, 36.0/255.0)
33 # Illinois Orange and Blue colors from Kenny Swartz
34 PageWidth = 10.0
35 PageHeight = 11.0
36 LeftMargin = 0.5
37 RightMargin = 0.5
38 TopMargin = 0.5
39 BottomMargin = 0.5
40
41 TextWidth = PageWidth - LeftMargin - RightMargin
42 TextHeight = PageHeight - TopMargin - BottomMargin
43 FigureWidth = TextWidth/1.5
44 ################################################
45 # Find the specified .csv outfile and read it into Python as data
46 for file in glob.glob(path + ’*’ + str(frame_no) + ’.csv’):
47 # The finding step is done as a loop here, but since we specify the frame number,
it’ll only find one file↪→
48 fid = open(file,’r’)
49 csv_data = csv.reader(fid,delimiter=’,’,quotechar=’|’)
50
51 # store raw data in a list of lists called data
52 data = []
53 for row in csv_data:
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54 line = []
55 for word in row:
56 if word != ’’:
57 line.append(word)
58 if len(line) > 0:
59 data.append(line)
60 fid.close()
61
62 # check for points with unacceptable correlation and zero them
63 bad_corr = 0
64 for i in range(1,len(data)):
65 if m.fabs(float(data[i][4])) >= sigma_limit:
66 bad_corr = bad_corr + 1
67 ################################################
68 # Using the known y-coordinate of the ligament section, find the data close to the
ligament↪→
69 inds = []
70 for line in data[1:-1]:
71 if m.fabs(float(line[1]) - y_coord) <= tolerance and float(line[0]) >= x_coord_lo
and float(line[0]) <= x_coord_hi:↪→
72 # The three criteria check for the following:
73 # 1) Is the y-coordinate of the point in question close to the specified
ligament y-coordinate (within the defined tolerance)?↪→
74 # 2) Is the x-coordinate larger than the left x-coordinate of the
ligament?↪→
75 # 3) Is the x-coordinate smaller than the right x-coordinate of the
ligament?↪→
76 # If these three are true, we can read in the value.
77 # Also remember that VIC2D and many other types of image processing
software use a y-flipped coordinate system (so y is increasing down
from the top of the image, and x is increasing from the left side of
the image)
↪→
↪→
↪→
78 idx = data.index(line)
79 inds.append(idx)
80 ################################################
81 # Plot the strains in the ligament section as a scatter plot
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82 xs = np.zeros(len(inds))
83 ys = np.zeros(len(inds))
84 exx = np.zeros(len(inds))
85 eyy = np.zeros(len(inds))
86 exy = np.zeros(len(inds))
87
88 counter = 0
89 for val in inds:
90 xs[counter] = float(data[val][0])
91 ys[counter] = float(data[val][1])
92 exx[counter] = float(data[val][9])
93 eyy[counter] = float(data[val][10])
94 exy[counter] = float(data[val][11])
95 counter = counter + 1
96 ################################################
97 # Figure 1: Strain data along shear line in ligament
98 # Extract the center-line data
99 cinds = []
100 for val in inds:
101 if m.fabs(float(data[val][1]) - y_coord) < spacing:
102 cinds.append(val)
103
104 cxs = np.zeros(len(cinds))
105 cys = np.zeros(len(cinds))
106 cexx = np.zeros(len(cinds))
107 ceyy = np.zeros(len(cinds))
108 cexy = np.zeros(len(cinds))
109 counter = 0
110
111 for val in cinds:
112 cxs[counter] = float(data[val][0] )
113 cys[counter] = float(data[val][1] )
114 cexx[counter] = float(data[val][9] )
115 ceyy[counter] = float(data[val][10])
116 cexy[counter] = float(data[val][11])
117 counter = counter + 1
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118
119 # Based on Armand’s suggestion, let’s calculate the equivalent Von Mises strain by hand
here.↪→
120 cEvm = np.zeros(len(cinds))
121 for i in range(0,len(cinds)):
122 trace = cexx[i] + ceyy[i]
123 cExx = (2.0/3.0)*cexx[i] - (1.0/3.0)*trace
124 cEyy = (2.0/3.0)*ceyy[i] - (1.0/3.0)*trace
125 cEzz = -(1.0/3.0)*trace
126 cgxy = 2*cexy[i]
127 cEvm[i] = (2.0/3.0)*np.sqrt((3.0/2.0)*(cExx**2 + cEyy**2 + cEzz**2) +
(3.0/4.0)*(cgxy**2))↪→
128
129 cexx[cexx==0.0]=np.nan
130 ceyy[ceyy==0.0]=np.nan
131 cexy[cexy==0.0]=np.nan
132 cEvm[cEvm==0.0]=np.nan # Turn all zeros (places where we lost the correlation) into
NaN’s, which won’t plot.↪→
133 # Set up figure
134 fig = plt.figure()
135 fig.set_figwidth(FigureWidth)
136 fig.set_figheight(FigureWidth)
137 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
138 ax.grid(True)
139
140 # X-axis
141 # We want to plot on the x-axis in terms of distance along the ligament from our first
point at the corner, Left to Right↪→
142 x4plt=np.zeros(len(cinds))
143 base = cxs[0]*scaling
144 counter = 0
145 for val in cxs:
146 x4plt[counter] = val*scaling - base
147 counter = counter + 1
148
149 #plot_xlen = (x4plt[-1]-x4plt[0])
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150 ax.set_xlabel(’Distance along ligament [mm]’)
151 ax.set_xlim(0.0, plot_xlen)
152 ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_xlen/5 ))
153 ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_xlen/10))
154
155 # Y-axis
156 ax.set_ylabel(’Strain [-/-]’)
157 ax.set_ylim(lo_bound, hi_bound)
158 ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_ylen/8 ))
159 ax.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_ylen/16))
160
161 # Create the plot
162 pltexx, = ax.plot(x4plt, cexx, color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, marker = ’+’)
163 plteyy, = ax.plot(x4plt, ceyy, color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, marker = ’o’)
164 pltexy, = ax.plot(x4plt, cexy, color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, marker = ’*’)
165 pltEvm, = ax.plot(x4plt, cEvm, color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, marker = ’s’)
166 ax.set_title(’Strains along Ligament - %s’ %ident)
167 plt.legend([pltexx,plteyy,pltexy, pltEvm],
168 [’$\\epsilon$_xx’,’$\\epsilon$_yy’,’$\\epsilon$_xy’, ’$\epsilon$_vm’],
169
bbox_to_anchor=(0,-0.4,1.0,.102),loc=3,mode="expand",borderaxespad=0.0)↪→
170 plt.xticks(rotation=’vertical’)
171 fig.tight_layout()
172 fig.savefig(outpath + ’all_strains_’ + ident + ’_’ + str(frame_no) +
’.jpg’,bbox_inches=’tight’,pad_inches=0.1)↪→
173 #plt.show()
174 ################################################
175 # Figure 2: Shear strain, over multiple lines in ligament section
176 # We need each line as a separate data series
177 # Start by figuring out how many unique lines we have
178 counter = 1
179 breaks = [0]
180 for i in range(0,len(ys)):
181 if i==0:
182 continue
183 if ys[i] != ys[i-1]:
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184 counter = counter+1
185 breaks.append(i) # first index where new y-values live
186 # Now, take each list (xs, ys, exx, eyy, exy) and turn it into a list of lists, broken
down by line↪→
187 lxs = np.zeros((len(breaks),breaks[1]))
188 lys = np.zeros((len(breaks),breaks[1]))
189 lexx = np.zeros((len(breaks),breaks[1]))
190 leyy = np.zeros((len(breaks),breaks[1]))
191 lexy = np.zeros((len(breaks),breaks[1]))
192
193 ctr = 0
194 oc = 0
195 for i in range(0,len(ys)):
196 if ys[i] != ys[breaks[ctr]]:
197 ctr = ctr + 1
198 oc = 0
199 lxs[ctr][oc] = xs[i]
200 lys[ctr][oc] = ys[i]
201 if exy[i] == 0.0:
202 lexx[ctr][oc] = np.nan
203 leyy[ctr][oc] = np.nan
204 lexy[ctr][oc] = np.nan
205 else:
206 lexx[ctr][oc] = exx[i]
207 leyy[ctr][oc] = eyy[i]
208 lexy[ctr][oc] = exy[i]
209 oc = oc + 1
210
211 # Now, we need to plot over all the sub-lists within these lists
212 names = []
213 for i in range(0,len(lys)):
214 names.append(’Row ’ + str(int(lys[i][0])))
215 dictor = dict(zip(names, lexy))
216
217 # Set up figure
218 fig = plt.figure()
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219 fig.set_figwidth(FigureWidth)
220 fig.set_figheight(FigureWidth)
221 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
222 ax.grid(True)
223
224 # X-axis (same as before)
225 ax.set_xlabel(’Distance along ligament [mm]’)
226 ax.set_xlim(0.0, plot_xlen)
227 ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_xlen/5 ))
228 ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_xlen/10))
229
230 # Y-axis (again, same bounds)
231 ax.set_ylabel(’Strain [-/-]’)
232 ax.set_ylim(lo_bound, hi_bound)
233 ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_ylen/8 ))
234 ax.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_ylen/16))
235
236 for i in range(0,len(lxs)):
237 plt.plot((lxs[i]-lxs[i][0])*scaling,dictor[names[i]],label=names[i],marker=’+’)
238 # Loops over all the lists in lxs and plots the XY strains in them (so E_xy vs X
over the different lines)↪→
239 plt.legend(bbox_to_anchor=(0,-0.45,1.0,.102),loc=3,mode="expand",borderaxespad=0.0)
240 plt.xticks(rotation=’vertical’)
241 ax.set_title(’$\epsilon_{xy}$ over ligament’)
242 fig.tight_layout()
243 fig.savefig(outpath + ’multi_line_shear_strains_’ + ident + ’_’ + str(frame_no) +
’.jpg’,bbox_inches=’tight’,pad_inches=0.1)↪→
244 #plt.show()
245 ################################################
246 # Figure 3: Transverse (YY) Strains, over multiple lines in ligament section
247 names = []
248 for i in range(0,len(lys)):
249 names.append(’Row ’ + str(int(lys[i][0])))
250 dictor = dict(zip(names, leyy))
251
252 # Set up figure
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253 fig = plt.figure()
254 fig.set_figwidth(FigureWidth)
255 fig.set_figheight(FigureWidth)
256 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
257 ax.grid(True)
258
259 # X-axis (same as before)
260 ax.set_xlabel(’Distance along ligament [mm]’)
261
262 ax.set_xlim(0.0,plot_xlen)
263 ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_xlen/5))
264 ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_xlen/10))
265
266 # Y-axis (again, same bounds)
267 ax.set_ylabel(’Strain [-/-]’)
268 ax.set_ylim(lo_bound,hi_bound)
269 ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_ylen/8))
270 ax.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_ylen/16))
271
272 for i in range(0,len(lxs)):
273 plt.plot((lxs[i]-lxs[i][0])*scaling,dictor[names[i]],label=names[i],marker=’+’)
274 plt.legend(bbox_to_anchor=(0,-0.45,1.0,.102),loc=3,mode="expand",borderaxespad=0.0)
275 plt.xticks(rotation=’vertical’)
276 ax.set_title(’$\epsilon_{yy}$ over ligament’)
277 fig.tight_layout()
278 fig.savefig(outpath + ’multi_line_YY_strains_’ + ident + ’_’ + str(frame_no) +
’.jpg’,bbox_inches=’tight’,pad_inches=0.1)↪→
279 #plt.show()
280 ################################################
281 plt.close(’all’)
282 plt.close(’all’)
B.3.2 Python script: hydro plot all.py
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1 # Tim Garbaciak
2 # 4/21/15
3 # Plots all values together for the 1-ligament tests
4
5 ######################################################
6 # Imports and Definitions
7 import numpy as np
8 import sys
9 import matplotlib
10 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
11 from math import fabs, ceil
12 from matplotlib.ticker import MultipleLocator
13 #######################################################
14 # Plotting setup statements:
15 I_Blue = ( 0.0/255.0, 60.0/255.0, 125.0/255.0)
16 I_Orange = (244.0/255.0, 127.0/255.0, 36.0/255.0)
17 # Illinois Orange and Blue colors from Kenny Swartz
18 PageWidth = 8.5
19 PageHeight = 11.0
20 LeftMargin = 0.5
21 RightMargin = 0.5
22 TopMargin = 0.5
23 BottomMargin = 0.5
24
25 TextWidth = PageWidth - LeftMargin - RightMargin
26 TextHeight = PageHeight - TopMargin - BottomMargin
27
28 FigureWidth = TextWidth/1.5
29
30 # Use these definitions for producing the "finishing" plots for presentation
31 plot_time = 300.0 # sec
32 plot_load = 20.0 # kN
33 plot_strain = 0.25
34 plot_stress = 400.0 # MPa
35 plot_disp = 2.5 #mm
36 pad_time = 50 # Amount of time to hold onto data after failure
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37 pick_load = 3.0 # Load in kN to use for matching up the 6 tests
38 mark_int = 30 # Interval for placing markers
39 ######################################################
40 # Set up the paths to the combined output files (produced by the ’hydro_go.py’ script)
41 mainpath = ’E:\\Research\\shear\\real\\OUT\\’
42 outfile1 = mainpath + ’121_ND_1_notch_combined.txt’
43 outfile2 = mainpath + ’122_ND_1_notch_combined.txt’
44 outfile3 = mainpath + ’121_RD_1_notch_combined.txt’
45 outfile4 = mainpath + ’122_RD_1_notch_combined.txt’
46 outfile5 = mainpath + ’121_TD_1_notch_combined.txt’
47 outfile6 = mainpath + ’122_TD_1_notch_combined.txt’
48 outfiles = [outfile1, outfile2, outfile3, outfile4, outfile5, outfile6]
49
50 # Read each file into a sub-cell in BigData (which is a list of lists of lists)
51 BigData = []
52 float_data = []
53 cutoffs = []
54 cutcuts = []
55 for file in outfiles:
56 data = []
57 fid = open(file,’r’)
58 for row in fid:
59 line = []
60 fake = row.split(’ ’)
61 for entry in fake:
62 if entry != ’’:
63 line.append(entry)
64 if len(line)>0:
65 data.append(line)
66 fid.close()
67
68 # Finally, take those lists and read them into the BigData list of lists of lists
69 BigData.append(data[2:-1])
70 # So we end up with the nested list BigData, which holds all the data entered in from the
outfiles 1-6↪→
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71 # Before we do our plotting, let’s take off most of the data from after the fracture
occurs↪→
72 for cell in BigData:
73 load_max = 0.0
74 index = 0
75 print ’Begin cell %d’ %BigData.index(cell)
76 for row in cell[:-100]:
77 if float(row[2]) <= load_max:
78 load_max = float(row[2])
79 index = cell.index(row)
80 print ’Current max load for cell %d is %f kN at index %d’
%(BigData.index(cell),load_max,index)↪→
81 cutoff = index + 2*pad_time
82 print ’The cutoff time is %s seconds’%cell[cutoff][0]
83 cutcut = index # This cutoff is for looking at shear data only (if you don’t have
a tighter cutoff here, you get a bunch of extraneous data)↪→
84 for row in cell[::-1]:
85 if cell.index(row) >=cutoff:
86 cell.pop()
87 cutcuts.append(cutcut)
88 print ’The tighter cutoff is %f’ %cutcut
89 #######################################################
90 # Figure 1: Shear Stress vs Time
91 # Get the time and shear stress readings and put them into more accessible arrays
92 # We will treat compressive loads and displacments as positive for plot purposes, hence
the -1.0* multiplier↪→
93 times = np.zeros((len(outfiles),0)).tolist()
94 shears = np.zeros((len(outfiles),0)).tolist()
95 normed = np.zeros((len(outfiles),0)).tolist()
96 counter = 0
97 ocounter = 0
98 for cell in BigData:
99 for row in cell:
100 times[counter].append(row[0])
101 shears[counter].append((-1000.0*float(row[2]))/(12.7*4.0))
102 counter = counter +1
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103 # # Now let’s normalize our shear stresses by the SUS of one condition - PeakA_ND
104 peak_nd_shear = max(shears[1])
105 over_nd_shear = max(shears[0])
106
107 # Initialize the figure
108 fig = plt.figure()
109 fig.set_figwidth(FigureWidth)
110 fig.set_figheight(FigureWidth)
111 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
112 ax.grid(True)
113
114 # X-axis
115 ax.set_xlabel(’Time [s]’)
116 ax.set_xlim(0.0, plot_time)
117 ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_time/5))
118 ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_time/10))
119
120 # Y-axis
121 ax.set_ylabel(’Normalized Shear Stress [MPa/MPa]’)
122 ax.set_ylim(0.0, plot_stress)
123 ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_stress/5.0))
124 ax.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_stress/10.0))
125
126 # Create the plot
127 plt0, = ax.plot(times[0], shears[0], color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’-’ )
128 plt1, = ax.plot(times[1], shears[1], color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’-’ ,
marker = ’o’, markevery = mark_int)↪→
129 plt2, = ax.plot(times[2], shears[2], color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’--’)
130 plt3, = ax.plot(times[3], shears[3], color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’--’,
marker = ’o’, markevery = mark_int)↪→
131 plt4, = ax.plot(times[4], shears[4], color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’:’ )
132 plt5, = ax.plot(times[5], shears[5], color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’:’ ,
marker = ’o’, markevery = mark_int)↪→
133 ax.set_title(’Shear Stress vs Time, 1-lig’)
134 plt.legend([plt0, plt1, plt2, plt3, plt4, plt5],
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135 [’OverA_ND’, ’PeakA_ND’, ’OverA_RD’, ’PeakA_RD’, ’OverA_TD’,
’PeakA_TD’],↪→
136
bbox_to_anchor=(0,-0.6,1.0,.102),loc=8,mode="expand",borderaxespad=0.0)↪→
137 fig.tight_layout()
138 fig.savefig(mainpath + ’str_vs_t_1_all.jpg’,bbox_inches=’tight’,pad_inches=0.1)
139 #######################################################
140 # Figure 2: Load-Displacement Curves
141 # Like before, get the load and displacement values into more accessible arrays
142 disps = np.zeros((len(outfiles),0)).tolist()
143 loads = np.zeros((len(outfiles),0)).tolist()
144 counter = 0
145 for cell in BigData:
146 for row in cell:
147 disps[counter].append(-1.0*(float(row[1]) -
float(BigData[counter][0][1])))↪→
148 loads[counter].append(-1.0*float(row[2]))
149 counter = counter+1
150 # Initialize the figure
151 fig = plt.figure()
152 fig.set_figwidth(FigureWidth)
153 fig.set_figheight(FigureWidth)
154 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
155 ax.grid(True)
156
157 # X-axis
158 ax.set_xlabel(’Displacement [mm]’)
159 ax.set_xlim(0.0, plot_disp)
160 ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_disp/5 ))
161 ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_disp/10))
162
163 # Y-axis
164 ax.set_ylabel(’Load [kN]’)
165 ax.set_ylim(0.0, plot_load)
166 ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_load/5 ))
167 ax.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_load/10))
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168
169 # Create the plot
170 plt0, = ax.plot(disps[0], loads[0], color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’-’ )
171 plt1, = ax.plot(disps[1], loads[1], color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’-’ ,
marker = ’o’, markevery = mark_int)↪→
172 plt2, = ax.plot(disps[2], loads[2], color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’--’)
173 plt3, = ax.plot(disps[3], loads[3], color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’--’,
marker = ’o’, markevery = mark_int)↪→
174 plt4, = ax.plot(disps[4], loads[4], color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’:’ )
175 plt5, = ax.plot(disps[5], loads[5], color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’:’ ,
marker = ’o’, markevery = mark_int)↪→
176 ax.set_title(’Load-displacement curves, 1-lig’)
177 plt.legend([plt0, plt2, plt4, plt1, plt3, plt5],
178 [’OverA_ND’, ’PeakA_ND’, ’OverA_RD’, ’PeakA_RD’, ’OverA_TD’,
’PeakA_TD’],↪→
179
bbox_to_anchor=(0,-0.6,1.0,.102),loc=8,mode="expand",borderaxespad=0.0)↪→
180 fig.tight_layout()
181 fig.savefig(mainpath + ’l_vs_d_1_all.jpg’,bbox_inches=’tight’,pad_inches=0.1)
182
183 # One issue that is evident on this plot: since each test was not started from precisely
the same load value, the curves are shifted left and right in the time- and
displacement-axes relative to one another.
↪→
↪→
184 # To properly compare the curves, we need to take out this offset.
185 #######################################################
186 # Figure 3: Load-Displacement Curves, shifted to match
187 # Pick off an early load value [kN] and find where that value first occurs in each
dataset↪→
188 locators = []
189 reposns = np.zeros((len(outfiles),0)).tolist()
190 redisps = np.zeros((len(outfiles),0)).tolist()
191 reloads = np.zeros((len(outfiles),0)).tolist()
192
193 for list in loads:
194 locators.append(next((idx for idx, value in enumerate(list) if value >=
pick_load),None))↪→
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195
196 # Now create new lists for the loads and displacements, holding only values from the
located points onward↪→
197 counter = 0
198 for cell in BigData:
199 for row in cell:
200 if cell.index(row) >= locators[counter]:
201 reposns[counter].append(-1.0*float(row[1]))
202 reloads[counter].append(-1.0*float(row[2]))
203 counter = counter + 1
204
205 for i in range(0,len(reposns)):
206 for val in reposns[i]:
207 redisps[i].append(val-reposns[i][0])
208
209 # Initialize the figure
210 fig = plt.figure()
211 fig.set_figwidth(FigureWidth)
212 fig.set_figheight(FigureWidth)
213 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
214 ax.grid(True)
215
216 # X-axis
217 ax.set_xlabel(’Displacement [mm]’)
218 ax.set_xlim(0.0, plot_disp)
219 ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_disp/5) )
220 ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_disp/10))
221
222 # Y-axis
223 ax.set_ylabel(’Load [kN]’)
224 ax.set_ylim(0.0, plot_load)
225 ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_load/5 ))
226 ax.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_load/10))
227
228 # Create the plot
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229 plt0, = ax.plot(redisps[0], reloads[0], color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle =
’-’ )↪→
230 plt1, = ax.plot(redisps[1], reloads[1], color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle =
’-’ , marker = ’o’, markevery = mark_int)↪→
231 plt2, = ax.plot(redisps[2], reloads[2], color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle =
’--’)↪→
232 plt3, = ax.plot(redisps[3], reloads[3], color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle =
’--’, marker = ’o’, markevery = mark_int)↪→
233 plt4, = ax.plot(redisps[4], reloads[4], color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle =
’:’ )↪→
234 plt5, = ax.plot(redisps[5], reloads[5], color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle =
’:’ , marker = ’o’, markevery = mark_int)↪→
235 ax.set_title(’Load-displacement curves, 1-lig, Shifted’)
236 plt.legend([plt0, plt2, plt4, plt1, plt3, plt5],
237 [’OverA_ND’, ’PeakA_ND’, ’OverA_RD’, ’PeakA_RD’, ’OverA_TD’,
’PeakA_TD’],↪→
238
bbox_to_anchor=(0,-0.6,1.0,.102),loc=8,mode="expand",borderaxespad=0.0)↪→
239 fig.tight_layout()
240 fig.savefig(mainpath + ’l_vs_d_1_all_shift.jpg’,bbox_inches=’tight’,pad_inches=0.1)
241 #######################################################
242 # Figure 4: Stress-Strain Curves (Peak)
243 # Like before, get the stresses and strains into accessible arrays
244 strains = np.zeros((len(outfiles),0)).tolist()
245 stresses = np.zeros((len(outfiles),0)).tolist()
246 counter = 0
247 ocounter = 0
248 for cell in BigData:
249 for row in cell:
250 strains[counter].append(float(row[-2]))
251 stresses[counter].append(-1000*float(row[2])/(4.0*12.7))
252 counter = counter+1
253
254 # Initialize the figure
255 fig = plt.figure()
256 fig.set_figwidth(FigureWidth)
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257 fig.set_figheight(FigureWidth)
258 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
259 ax.grid(True)
260
261 # X-axis
262 ax.set_xlabel(’Strain [mm/mm]’)
263 ax.set_xlim(0.0, plot_strain)
264 ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_strain/5 ))
265 ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_strain/10))
266
267 # Y-axis
268 ax.set_ylabel(’Stress[MPa]’)
269 ax.set_ylim(0.0, plot_stress)
270 ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_stress/5 ))
271 ax.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_stress/10))
272
273 # Create the plot
274 #plt0, = ax.plot(strains[0][:cutcuts[0]], shears[0][:cutcuts[0]], color = I_Blue,
linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’-’ )↪→
275 plt1, = ax.plot(strains[1][:cutcuts[1]], shears[1][:cutcuts[1]], color = I_Orange,
linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’-’ )↪→
276 #plt2, = ax.plot(strains[2][:cutcuts[2]-25], shears[2][:cutcuts[2]-25], color = I_Blue,
linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’--’)↪→
277 plt3, = ax.plot(strains[3][:cutcuts[3]], shears[3][:cutcuts[3]], color = I_Orange,
linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’--’)↪→
278 #plt4, = ax.plot(strains[4][:cutcuts[4]], shears[4][:cutcuts[4]], color = I_Blue,
linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’:’ )↪→
279 plt5, = ax.plot(strains[5][:cutcuts[5]], shears[5][:cutcuts[5]], color = I_Orange,
linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’:’ , marker = ’o’, markevery = mark_int)↪→
280 ax.set_title(’Stress-Strain Curves, 1-lig’)
281 plt.legend([plt1, plt3, plt5],
282 [’PeakA_ND’, ’PeakA_RD’, ’PeakA_TD’],
283
bbox_to_anchor=(0,-0.4,1.0,.102),loc=8,mode="expand",borderaxespad=0.0)↪→
284 fig.tight_layout()
285 fig.savefig(mainpath + ’str_vs_stn_1_peak.jpg’,bbox_inches=’tight’,pad_inches=0.1)
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286 #######################################################
287 # Figure 5: Stress-Strain Curves (Over)
288 # Initialize the figure
289 fig = plt.figure()
290 fig.set_figwidth(FigureWidth)
291 fig.set_figheight(FigureWidth)
292 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
293 ax.grid(True)
294
295 # X-axis
296 ax.set_xlabel(’Strain [mm/mm]’)
297 ax.set_xlim(0.0, plot_strain)
298 ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_strain/5 ))
299 ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_strain/10))
300
301 # Y-axis
302 ax.set_ylabel(’Stress[MPa]’)
303 ax.set_ylim(0.0, plot_stress)
304 ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_stress/5 ))
305 ax.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_stress/10))
306
307 # Create the plot
308 plt0, = ax.plot(strains[0][:cutcuts[0]], shears[0][:cutcuts[0]], color = I_Blue,
linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’-’ )↪→
309 #plt1, = ax.plot(strains[1][:cutcuts[1]], shears[1][:cutcuts[1]], color = I_Orange,
linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’-’ , marker = ’o’, markevery = mark_int)↪→
310 plt2, = ax.plot(strains[2][:cutcuts[2]-25], shears[2][:cutcuts[2]-25], color = I_Blue,
linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’--’)↪→
311 #plt3, = ax.plot(strains[3][:cutcuts[3]], shears[3][:cutcuts[3]], color = I_Orange,
linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’--’, marker = ’o’, markevery = mark_int)↪→
312 plt4, = ax.plot(strains[4][:cutcuts[4]], shears[4][:cutcuts[4]], color = I_Blue,
linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’:’ )↪→
313 #plt5, = ax.plot(strains[5][:cutcuts[5]], shears[5][:cutcuts[5]], color = I_Orange,
linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’:’ , marker = ’o’, markevery = mark_int)↪→
314 ax.set_title(’Stress-Strain Curves, 1-lig’)
315 plt.legend([plt0, plt2, plt4],
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316 [’OverA_ND’, ’OverA_RD’, ’OverA_TD’],
317
bbox_to_anchor=(0,-0.4,1.0,.102),loc=8,mode="expand",borderaxespad=0.0)↪→
318 fig.tight_layout()
319 fig.savefig(mainpath + ’str_vs_stn_1_over.jpg’,bbox_inches=’tight’,pad_inches=0.1)
320 #######################################################
321 print ’Done!’
322 print ’********************************’
323 plt.close(’all’)
B.3.3 Python script: hydro plot all 3.py
1 # Tim Garbaciak
2 # 4/21/15
3 # Plots all values together for the 1-ligament tests
4
5 ######################################################
6 # Imports and Definitions
7 import numpy as np
8 import sys
9 from math import fabs, ceil
10 import matplotlib
11 #matplotlib.use(’gtkagg’)
12 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
13 from matplotlib.ticker import MultipleLocator
14 #######################################################
15 # Plotting setup statements:
16 I_Blue = ( 0.0/255.0, 60.0/255.0, 125.0/255.0)
17 I_Orange = (244.0/255.0, 127.0/255.0, 36.0/255.0)
18 # Illinois Orange and Blue colors from Kenny Swartz
19 PageWidth = 8.5
20 PageHeight = 11.0
21 LeftMargin = 0.5
22 RightMargin = 0.5
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23 TopMargin = 0.5
24 BottomMargin = 0.5
25
26 TextWidth = PageWidth - LeftMargin - RightMargin
27 TextHeight = PageHeight - TopMargin - BottomMargin
28
29 FigureWidth = TextWidth/1.5
30
31 # Use these definitions for producing the "finishing" plots for presentation
32 plot_time = 1200.0 # sec
33 plot_load = 20.0 # kN
34 plot_strain = 0.5
35 plot_stress = 400.0 # MPa
36 plot_disp = 9.0 # mm
37 pad_time = 50 # Seconds to collect after the max load is reached
38 pick_load = 3.0 # Load value in kN to match up curves to
39 over_nd_shear = 308.5768 # SUS of OverAged_ND specimen (from hydro_plot_all.py for the
1-ligament experiments) 311.2047 MPa in the 3-lig data↪→
40 peak_nd_shear = 335.1161 # SUS of PeakAged_ND specimen (from hydro_plot_all.py for the
1-ligament experiments) 347.6555 MPa in the 3-lig data↪→
41 mark_int = 15 # Interval for placing markers
42 ######################################################
43 # Set up the paths to the combined output files (produced by the ’hydro_go.py’ script)
44 mainpath = ’E:\\Research\\shear\\real\\OUT\\3_notch\\’
45 outfile1 = mainpath + ’121_ND_3_notch_combined.txt’
46 outfile2 = mainpath + ’122_ND_3_notch_combined.txt’
47 outfile3 = mainpath + ’121_RD_3_notch_combined.txt’
48 outfile4 = mainpath + ’122_RD_3_notch_combined.txt’
49 outfile5 = mainpath + ’121_TD_3_notch_combined.txt’
50 outfile6 = mainpath + ’122_TD_3_notch_combined.txt’
51 outfiles = [outfile1, outfile2, outfile3, outfile4, outfile5, outfile6]
52
53 # Read each file into a sub-cell in BigData (which is a list of lists of lists)
54 BigData = []
55 float_data = []
56 for file in outfiles:
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57 data = []
58 fid = open(file,’r’)
59 for row in fid:
60 line = []
61 fake = row.split(’ ’)
62 for entry in fake:
63 if entry != ’’:
64 line.append(entry)
65 if len(line)>0:
66 data.append(line)
67 fid.close()
68
69 # Finally, take those lists and read them into the BigData list of lists of lists
70 BigData.append(data[2:-1])
71 # So we end up with the nested list BigData, which holds all the data entered in from the
outfiles 1-6↪→
72 # Before we do our plotting, let’s take off most of the data from after the fracture
occurs in each set of data↪→
73 for cell in BigData:
74 load_max = 0.0
75 index = 0
76 print ’Begin cell %d’ %BigData.index(cell)
77 for row in cell[:-38]:
78 if float(row[2]) <= load_max:
79 load_max = float(row[2])
80 index = cell.index(row)
81 print ’Current max load for cell %d is %f kN at index %d’
%(BigData.index(cell),load_max,index)↪→
82 cutoff = index + 2*pad_time
83 print ’The cutoff time is %s seconds’%cell[cutoff][0]
84 for row in cell[::-1]:
85 if cell.index(row) >=cutoff:
86 cell.pop()
87 #######################################################
88 # Figure 1: Shear Stress vs Time (Peak)
89 # Get the time and shear stress readings and put them into more accessible arrays
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90 # We will treat compressive loads and displacements as positive for plot purposes, hence
the -1.0* multiplier↪→
91 times = np.zeros((len(outfiles),0)).tolist()
92 shears = np.zeros((len(outfiles),0)).tolist()
93 normed = np.zeros((len(outfiles),0)).tolist()
94 counter = 0
95 ocounter = 0
96 for cell in BigData:
97 for row in cell:
98 times[counter].append(row[0])
99 shears[counter].append((-1000.0*float(row[2]))/(12.7*4.0))
100 counter = counter +1
101
102 # Initialize the figure
103 fig = plt.figure()
104 fig.set_figwidth(FigureWidth)
105 fig.set_figheight(FigureWidth)
106 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
107 ax.grid(True)
108
109 # X-axis
110 ax.set_xlabel(’Time [s]’)
111 ax.set_xlim(0.0, plot_time)
112 ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_time/5))
113 ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_time/10))
114
115 # Y-axis
116 ax.set_ylabel(’Normalized Shear Stress [MPa/MPa]’)
117 ax.set_ylim(0.0, plot_stress)
118 ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_stress/5.0))
119 ax.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_stress/10.0))
120
121 # Create the plot
122 #plt0, = ax.plot(times[0], shears[0], color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’-’
)↪→
123 plt1, = ax.plot(times[1], shears[1], color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’-’)
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124 #plt2, = ax.plot(times[2], shears[2], color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle =
’--’)↪→
125 plt3, = ax.plot(times[3], shears[3], color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’--’)
126 #plt4, = ax.plot(times[4], shears[4], color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’:’
)↪→
127 plt5, = ax.plot(times[5], shears[5], color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’:’)
128 ax.set_title(’Shear Stress vs Time, 3-lig’)
129 plt.legend([plt1, plt3, plt5],
130 [’PeakA_ND’, ’PeakA_RD’, ’PeakA_TD’],
131
bbox_to_anchor=(0,-0.4,1.0,.102),loc=8,mode="expand",borderaxespad=0.0)↪→
132 fig.tight_layout()
133 fig.savefig(mainpath + ’str_vs_t_3_peak.jpg’,bbox_inches=’tight’,pad_inches=0.1)
134 #######################################################
135 # Figure 2: Shear Stress vs Time (Over)
136 # Initialize the figure
137 fig = plt.figure()
138 fig.set_figwidth(FigureWidth)
139 fig.set_figheight(FigureWidth)
140 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
141 ax.grid(True)
142
143 # X-axis
144 ax.set_xlabel(’Time [s]’)
145 ax.set_xlim(0.0, plot_time)
146 ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_time/5))
147 ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_time/10))
148
149 # Y-axis
150 ax.set_ylabel(’Normalized Shear Stress [MPa/MPa]’)
151 ax.set_ylim(0.0, plot_stress)
152 ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_stress/5.0))
153 ax.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_stress/10.0))
154
155 # Create the plot
156 plt0, = ax.plot(times[0], shears[0], color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’-’ )
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157 #plt1, = ax.plot(times[1], shears[1], color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’-’
, marker = ’o’, markevery = mark_int)↪→
158 plt2, = ax.plot(times[2], shears[2], color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’--’)
159 #plt3, = ax.plot(times[3], shears[3], color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle =
’--’, marker = ’o’, markevery = mark_int)↪→
160 plt4, = ax.plot(times[4], shears[4], color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’:’ )
161 #plt5, = ax.plot(times[5], shears[5], color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’:’
, marker = ’o’, markevery = mark_int)↪→
162 ax.set_title(’Shear Stress vs Time, 3-lig’)
163 plt.legend([plt0, plt2, plt4],
164 [’OverA_ND’, ’OverA_RD’, ’OverA_TD’],
165
bbox_to_anchor=(0,-0.4,1.0,.102),loc=8,mode="expand",borderaxespad=0.0)↪→
166 fig.tight_layout()
167 fig.savefig(mainpath + ’str_vs_t_3_over.jpg’,bbox_inches=’tight’,pad_inches=0.1)
168 #######################################################
169 # Figure 2: Load-Displacement Curves
170 # Like before, get the load and displacement values into more accessible arrays
171 disps = np.zeros((len(outfiles),0)).tolist()
172 loads = np.zeros((len(outfiles),0)).tolist()
173 counter = 0
174 for cell in BigData:
175 for row in cell:
176 disps[counter].append(-1.0*(float(row[1]) -
float(BigData[counter][0][1])))↪→
177 loads[counter].append(-1.0*float(row[2]))
178 counter = counter+1
179 # Initialize the figure
180 fig = plt.figure()
181 fig.set_figwidth(FigureWidth)
182 fig.set_figheight(FigureWidth)
183 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
184 ax.grid(True)
185
186 # X-axis
187 ax.set_xlabel(’Displacement [mm]’)
184
188 ax.set_xlim(0.0, plot_disp)
189 ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_disp/5 ))
190 ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_disp/10))
191
192 # Y-axis
193 ax.set_ylabel(’Load [kN]’)
194 ax.set_ylim(0.0, plot_load)
195 ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_load/5 ))
196 ax.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_load/10))
197
198 # Create the plot
199 plt0, = ax.plot(disps[0], loads[0], color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’-’ )
200 plt1, = ax.plot(disps[1], loads[1], color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’-’ ,
marker = ’o’, markevery = mark_int)↪→
201 plt2, = ax.plot(disps[2], loads[2], color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’--’)
202 plt3, = ax.plot(disps[3], loads[3], color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’--’,
marker = ’o’, markevery = mark_int)↪→
203 plt4, = ax.plot(disps[4], loads[4], color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’:’ )
204 plt5, = ax.plot(disps[5], loads[5], color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle = ’:’ ,
marker = ’o’, markevery = mark_int)↪→
205 ax.set_title(’Load-displacement curves, 3-lig’)
206 plt.legend([plt0, plt2, plt4, plt1, plt3, plt5],
207 [’OverA_ND’, ’PeakA_ND’, ’OverA_RD’, ’PeakA_RD’, ’OverA_TD’,
’PeakA_TD’],↪→
208
bbox_to_anchor=(0,-0.6,1.0,.102),loc=8,mode="expand",borderaxespad=0.0)↪→
209 fig.tight_layout()
210 fig.savefig(mainpath + ’l_vs_d_3_all.jpg’,bbox_inches=’tight’,pad_inches=0.1)
211
212 # One issue that is evident on this plot: since each test was not started from precisely
the same load value, the curves are shifted left and right in the time- and
displacement-axes relative to one another.
↪→
↪→
213 # To properly compare the curves, we need to take out this offset.
214 #######################################################
215 # Figure 3: Load-Displacement Curves, shifted to match
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216 # Pick off an early load value [kN] and find where that value first occurs in each
dataset↪→
217 locators = []
218 reposns = np.zeros((len(outfiles),0)).tolist()
219 redisps = np.zeros((len(outfiles),0)).tolist()
220 reloads = np.zeros((len(outfiles),0)).tolist()
221
222 for list in loads:
223 locators.append(next((idx for idx, value in enumerate(list) if value >=
pick_load),None))↪→
224
225 # Now create new lists for the loads and displacements, holding only values from the
located points onward↪→
226 counter = 0
227 for cell in BigData:
228 for row in cell:
229 if cell.index(row) >= locators[counter]:
230 reposns[counter].append(-1.0*float(row[1]))
231 reloads[counter].append(-1.0*float(row[2]))
232 counter = counter + 1
233
234 for i in range(0,len(reposns)):
235 for val in reposns[i]:
236 redisps[i].append(val-reposns[i][0])
237
238 # Initialize the figure
239 fig = plt.figure()
240 fig.set_figwidth(FigureWidth)
241 fig.set_figheight(FigureWidth)
242 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
243 ax.grid(True)
244
245 # X-axis
246 ax.set_xlabel(’Displacement [mm]’)
247 ax.set_xlim(0.0, plot_disp)
248 ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_disp/5) )
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249 ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_disp/10))
250
251 # Y-axis
252 ax.set_ylabel(’Load [kN]’)
253 ax.set_ylim(0.0, plot_load)
254 ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_load/5 ))
255 ax.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(plot_load/10))
256
257 # Create the plot
258 plt0, = ax.plot(redisps[0], reloads[0], color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle =
’-’ )↪→
259 plt1, = ax.plot(redisps[1], reloads[1], color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle =
’-’ , marker = ’o’, markevery = mark_int)↪→
260 plt2, = ax.plot(redisps[2], reloads[2], color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle =
’--’)↪→
261 plt3, = ax.plot(redisps[3], reloads[3], color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle =
’--’, marker = ’o’, markevery = mark_int)↪→
262 plt4, = ax.plot(redisps[4], reloads[4], color = I_Blue, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle =
’:’ )↪→
263 plt5, = ax.plot(redisps[5], reloads[5], color = I_Orange, linewidth = 2.0, linestyle =
’:’ , marker = ’o’, markevery = mark_int)↪→
264 ax.set_title(’Load-displacement curves, 3-lig, Shifted’)
265 plt.legend([plt0, plt2, plt4, plt1, plt3, plt5],
266 [’OverA_ND’, ’PeakA_ND’, ’OverA_RD’, ’PeakA_RD’, ’OverA_TD’,
’PeakA_TD’],↪→
267
bbox_to_anchor=(0,-0.6,1.0,.102),loc=8,mode="expand",borderaxespad=0.0)↪→
268 fig.tight_layout()
269 fig.savefig(mainpath + ’l_vs_d_3_all_shift.jpg’,bbox_inches=’tight’,pad_inches=0.1)
270 #######################################################
271 print ’Done!’
272 print ’********************************’
273 plt.close(’all’)
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Appendix C
SHEAR EXPERIMENT FIGURES
C.1 Local Strain Plots
As previously discussed in Section 3.4.2, the script “local plot.py” was developed to directly
show the variation in the strains along the ligament section, and the full code is included in
Appendix B. The code takes in pixel coordinates that describe the ligament line in the DIC
image, and returns the strain values at points along that line as well as other neighboring
lines, and produces plots of the strains along the length of the ligament. The y-coordinate
of the line, starting-x-coordinate, and ending-x-coordinate are hand-estimated from the DIC
images, and fine-tuned by trial-and-error.
Figure C.1 shows the DIC strain measures εxx, εyy, εxy, and εVM plotted along the ligament
length for each of the 1-ligament specimens, as described in Section 3.4.2. The PeakA ND
specimen displayed lower strains at failure than any of the other tests, which may explain
why the shear modulus estimate for the specimen is much higher than that of the OverA ND
specimen. The TD specimens display higher overall strains at failure than their respective
RD and ND tests, with the highest strains overall in the Peak RD specimen. The peel strain
εyy is approximately equal to εxy in all the tests, demonstrating the mode-mixity inherent
in this specimen design and loading case. Many of the plots show peak values for εyy and
εVM near one or both ends of the ligament section; these areas undergo large amounts of
deformation before the rest of the ligament, and likely act as the initiation point for crack
growth. For the OverA RD specimen in particular, there is a peak shear strain about 0.5
mm in from the ligament corner of ∼0.2 , and then the strain decreases along the length
to 0.17  before reaching the end of the ligament. It is important to note that due to the
observed rotation of the ligament line in the image plane, the distribution of strains along the
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ligament is not symmetric about the center of the ligament, but shows rotational symmetry
about the centerline of the specimen.
Figure C.2 demonstrates this anti-symmetry more clearly by plotting the shear strains
along multiple lines parallel to the ligament in the OverA RD specimen. For this plot, Row
595 is the specified ligament line y-coordinate, and is shown along with two lines above
(Rows 587 and 591) and below (599 and 603) in the reference image. The two lines above
the central line experience a maximum shear strain 0.5 mm away from the left end of the
ligament, followed by a decreasing shear strain moving along the remainder of the ligament
section. The two lines below the central line experience the opposite effect, and the peak on
the right side is of similar magnitude to the left-hand peak. This shows the antisymmetry
of the loading with regard to the central line of the specimen, and also shows how to find
the central line of the image. By finding the vertical coordinate of the line where the strain
switches from one trend to the other, the central line of the ligament can be found via
trial-and-error.
Figure C.3 shows the corresponding plots at center ligament failure for the 3-ligament
specimens. The strains in the over-aged specimens decrease compared to the 1-ligament
specimens, while the peak-aged specimens show little if any change from the 1-ligament
values. This may contribute to the difference in strain energy density values between the
two aging conditions noted in Section 3.4.2. Again, εyy is approximately equal to εxy in
all cases, showing the mode-mixity. The strains appear more uniform across the ligament
in each of the 3-ligament specimens, which demonstrates that plastic yield occurs more
thoroughly and uniformly throughout the specimen during the repeated loading, compared
to the 1-ligament specimens which only load and yield once.
C.2 Stress-Strain Curves
Figure C.4 shows the shear stress-strain curves for the 1-ligament specimens. Both the
ligament average shear strain and the von Mises Equivalent strain are plotted as separate
curves with the same shear stress values, and the ligament average shear strain was used for
estimating the shear modulus and SYS. The 0.2% offset line is also included on each graph,
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and the axes are zoomed-in to show the intersection more clearly between the offset and the
ligament average curve. The peak-aged specimens are clearly stiffer and stronger than the
over-aged specimens, but have a softer transition from elasticity to plasticity. The von Mises
strain factors in the effect of the large peel strain seen in the local plots, and thus attains a
much higher value than the ligament average shear strain at the corresponding stress level.
Figure C.5 shows the shear stress-strain curves for the 3-ligament specimens, as previously
seen in Chapter 3.
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C.3 Figures
(a) OverA ND (b) PeakA ND
(c) OverA RD (d) PeakA RD
Figure C.1: Local plots of shear measures over ligament length, 1-ligament specimens
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(e) OverA TD (f) PeakA TD
Figure C.1: Local plots of shear measures over ligament length, 1-ligament specimens,
continued
Figure C.2: Local plot of εxy over multiple ligament lines
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(a) OverA ND (b) PeakA ND
(c) OverA RD (d) PeakA RD
(e) OverA TD (f) PeakA TD
Figure C.3: Local plots of shear measures over ligament length, 3-ligament specimens
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(a) OverA ND (b) PeakA ND
(c) OverA RD (d) PeakA RD
(e) OverA TD (f) PeakA TD
Figure C.4: Shear stress-strain curves, 1-ligament specimens
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(a) OverA ND (b) PeakA ND
(c) OverA RD (d) PeakA RD
(e) OverA TD (f) PeakA TD
Figure C.5: Shear stress-strain curves, 3-ligament specimens
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